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YOUR HP PALMTOP
JUST TOOK A UANTUM LEAP.

With just one Smart move, your Hewlett-Packard

or 6 MB flash memory; 14,400 send/9,600 receive

PDA can jump from a portable organizer to a

fax; 2400 bps modem; MNP 5, Y.42/V.22 bis error

mobile communications center. The Fax/Modem

correction; HP LaserJet compatibility; multiple-

and Memory card from Smart Modular Technologies

destination fax capability; and auto-dial and

enables this transformation by combining industry-

answer functionality. You also get EZ Installation

standard fax/modem capabilities with powerful, on-

software-a Smart exclusive-to literally get you

board flash memory-all on the same streamlined

up and running in seconds, sleep and standby modes

PCMCIA Type II-compatible card. By coupling

for prolonged battery life and our comprehensive

fax, modem and memory functions in a single card,

five-year warranty.

you can easily send and receive the data-intensive
communications

All told, the Fax/Modem and Memory card from
Smart is a Calaveras County-like

that, before now,

leap forward for palmtop

were beyond the

computing and serious

reach of palmtop computing.

Hewlett-Packard

In keeping with our reputation for

95LX, 100LX and
200LX users like you.

PCMCIA innovation-and as a leading
OEM provider-this powerful card has all
the performance features you need: 2 MB, 4 MB

© 1994 SMART Modular Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved.
SMART Logo is a trademark of SMART Modular Technologies, Inc.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies.

For more information call
Smart at 1-800-536-1231.
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MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop ...

HP Palmtop

•
Mac

... the Missing Link
Use Palmtop files on your Macintosh - and vice versa ...
Backup your Palmtop on your Mac...

Manage your notes...

Backup your entire Palmtop on your Mac - with just a click
of a mouse! MacLinkPlus will move all of your Palmtop files
onto your Mac. The directory structure will remain the same
on the Mac as it was on the HP.

Take Memos from your Palmtop and convert them into Mac
word processing documents (such as, Microsoft Word,
ClarisWorks, etc). All of your formatting (e.g., bold, underline, etc.) will remain intact. You can also convert word
processing files from your Mac into HP Memo files.

Don't retype all those names...
MacLinkPlus can translate your phone book files onto your
HP. No need to retype all of that information! And you can
translate your HP Phonebook names back into your Mac
phone book as well.

No excuses for missed appointments...
Appointment book alarms don't do any good if you're not at
your desk to hear them. With MacLinkPlus, you can convert
your Mac appointment book files (such as, Now Up to Date
or DateBook Pro) into the HP Appointment Book format.
Now your appointments - and your alarms - will be on the
road with you wh~re they belong.

Don't leave your numbers behind...
In addition to PIM and Memo translations, MacLinkPlus can
also convert your Mac spreadsheets into Lotus 123 format
on your HP. Formatting and formulas all remain intact.
Once you've made changes on your Palmtop, you can
convert your file back into Mac format!

Databases, tOO ...
Use your HP databases in FileMaker Pro, Microsoft Works
database, and other Mac database programs. All of your
data and its formatting, such as, date and time will be
translated.

Everything's included!
Just connect the two computers with the included serial
cable. MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop will do the rest!

Call for more information:
(800) 733-0030

DATAfIZ
55 Corporate Drive· Trumbull. CT 06611
ph. (203) 268-0030/ Fax (203) 268-4345

Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper
Lots .of bite-sized HP Palmtop tips in
this Issue. In addition to the normal,
packed, five pages of Quick and Basic
Tips, we added two pages of tips about
using popular products. Then Hewlett
Packard technical support contributed its
answers to its most frequently asked
questions, plus HP describes an excellent, extra-safe routine for backing up
data. Expanded letters plus the User to
User column offer additional abbreviated
insights into HP Palmtop computing.
As usual, our user profile offers
ideas about how to use the HP Palmtop.
Less usual is the fact that Bill Blohm, our
profile contributor, is deaf. Bill describes
unique ways of using the Palmtop to
assist him in his day to day activities.
For those who find that the built-in
Palmtop Personal Information Manager
(PIM) applications are not sufficient for
their needs, we look at using Contact
Managers on the Palmtop. Contact Management lets you organize and integrate
your phone book, appointment book,
Top: Hal Goldstein
todo list, memos, and contact history
Bottom: Robert Roney and Rich Hall
around the people with whom you deal.
We look at ACT!, GoldMine, Pocket
Sales Force, and the built-in HP 100LXj
200LX data base program as contact managers. Also, Mac users will find all the
information they need to transfer data between a Mac and an HP Palmtop.
Finally, as our cover indicates, some of the best and most useful ways to extend
Palmtop functionality do not cost anything. Programmers enjoy the challenge of coming
up with the new HP Palmtop software applications that they need. Then they kindly
share them with the rest of us. We put many of these programs on our annual free
Subscriber PowerDisk.
One of my favorites is Gilles Kohl's Vertical Reader (VR). VR gives the HP Palmtop
yet another more unique application - it turns the HP Palmtop into a "book" which you
<;an read by turning the Palmtop 90 degrees. Actually, the HP Palmtop can become a
variety of books, depending on the text file VR reads. Many of these books in electronic
format are available thanks to Project Gutenberg. In this issue you will see a list of some
of the books available and how you can augment your Palmtop library.
We decided to add a second 1.44 Megabyte floppy to this issue's The HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK, which contains some of our favorite classics. We had fun selecting
electronic text (ETEXT) for the Disk. We include Shakespere's MacBeth and Taming of
the Shrew, Dicken's Christmas Carol, The Wizard of Oz, the Autobiography of Ben
Franklin, Flatland, Sherlock Holmes in the Hound of the Basekervilles, and a number of
others. (For those of you not familiar with Flatland, it is about a two dimensional world
whose inhabitants our straight lines, triangles, squares, hexagons and so on - social class
is based on the number and regularity of one's sides. One day a sphere enters the plane
of Flatland. He finds it very difficult to convince inhabitants of tne existence of a third
dimension, even though as he cuts through the plane of Flatland, he "magically"
transforms himself from a point to a circle to a point and then leaves the plane of
Flatland, disappearing from the Flatlander's view. From his perspective above the plane,
he claims to Flatland inhabitants that he can see "inside" them. He does manage to
convert a square to his way of thinking but then the square cannot convince the sphere
the analogous pOSSibility of a fourth dimension.)
Whether you have the self-reflecting bent of Flatland's square, Ben Franklin, or
MacBeth ("Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow creeps in its petty pace to the last
syllable of recorded time"), or you are a mystery or science fiction buff, I hope you find
pleasure in this new Palmtop application as well as make use of other free palmtop
software.
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LETTERS
Addicted to
the HP Palmtop?
I was thinking about our
Palmtops and the effects
they have on our lives and
the lives of our friends,
spouses and other family
members. In a CompuServe
message someone mentioned
being addicted to their Palmtop. I decided to go back to
my medical books and dig
out the official DSM-III-R
(Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders)
definition of addiction or as
they call it "substance dependence" (in this case, the
Palmtop is the substance).
Below is the definition - see
if it doesn't fit to your use of
the Palmtop! If three out of
the nine describe your relationship with the Palmtop,
your an addict. I've added
comments after each criteria,
proving that I am (and most
of you) are addicted to the
HP Palmtop.

use of substance when it is
physically hazardous.
"Where is Dr. Zweibel? Is
he still playing with that
computer toy of his? The
patient's turning blue and
we need him quickly!" or
"Honey, keep your eyes on
the road and put that computer away while you are
driving!!")
5. Important social, occupational, or recreational activities given up or reduced
because of 'substance' abuse.
"Where is Steve? This party
is great!!" "He's at home
installing acCIS 3.0 on his
Palmtop!"
6. Continued substance use
despite knowledge of having
a persistent or recurrent
social, psychological, or
physical problem that is
caused or exacerbated by the
use of the substance
"I know we'll be late to our

wedding, but I MUST back
up my RAM card first and
answer all those HPHAND
forum messages!"
7. Need for increased
amounts of the substance (at
least a 50% increase) in order
to achieve intoxication or
desired effect, or markedly
diminished effect with continued use of the same
amount.
"I really need a 10MB
flashRAM card - this 2MB
card is just not doing the
job!" or "I wish the Palmtop had a Pentium processor
and 10 Gigabytes of internal memory!"
8. Characteristic withdrawal
symptoms when substance is
removed.
"What do you mean I'll be
without my Palmtop for
two days to get it fixed!?
That's impossible! I NEED
it to function!"

9. Substance often taken to
relieve or avoid withdrawal
symptoms.
"Great - you mean Express
Exchange sends me another
unit BEFORE I send them
myoid one so I am never
without a Palmtop!!"
So, according to the above
definitions - are you addicted to your Palmtop?
Steve Zweibel
CompuServe ID: [71543,1345J

My HP Palmtop
won me $20
I am writing (and will send)
this message from the Sussex
County, NJ Air Show, with
the help of my trusty 100LX
and acCIS.
You just never know
when one of these tiny computers is going to come in
handy. My father and I were

1. The Substance is often

taken in larger amounts or
over a longer period than the
person intended.
"Honey I'll only be on the
Palmtop 5 more minutes - I
promise!" .... 20 minutes
later ..... "Sorry honey, only
5 more minutes!"
2. Persistent desire, or one or
more unsuccessful efforts to
cut down or control substance use.
Self explanatory.
3. A great deal of time spent
in activities necessary to get
the substance, taking the
substance or recovering from
its effects.
"Where can I get the new
200LX? I need it now!!!"
or from your loved one,
"Honey, it's 3am - turn
that thing off and get into
bed!!"
4. Frequent intoxication or
withdrawal symptoms when
one is expected to fulfill
major obligations at work,
school or home, or continued

[Q)©~[k{
The PC link to
PCMCIA Techno.logy!
Use laptop/notebook PCMCIA
technology at your desktop
o Get universal support for PCMCIA
compliant cards
Greystone Peripherals Inc.
o Avoid needless software upgrades
130-A Knowles Drive
Los Gatos. CA 95030
o Support multiple combinations
Tel: 1-408-866-4739
GREYITONE
Fax: 1-408-866-8328
of PC Cards (up to ISmm)
convenient front panel
\JI' BELL MICROPRODUCTS o Enjoy
phone jack (no long cords)
800-995-1999 (OEM)
o Read/write 3V and SV PC Cards
800-800-1513 '. I ~
o Easy-to-install, easy-to-use,
Greystone and the Greystone logo are registered trademarks
easy-to-eject
of Greystone Peripherals Inc., 1994
o
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wandering around looking at
all the great planes when the
announcer offered $20 to the
first person who could give
the number of feet and inches in one nautical mile accurate to 1/10,000th of an inch.
I pulled out my trusty
HP 100LX, hot keyed to HP
CALC, pressed IMENU I APplication C~nversions, and
selected Length. I entered 1
and pressed I!1£) (More) ~
(mi NAUT) I!1£) (More) ~
(foot). HP Calc displayed
"foot = 6,076.115485564304".
(You may have to press
(MENU) Qptions !!umber
Format to adjust the number
of decimal points displayed.)
To figure the number of
inches left over, I subtracted
the number of feet (6076)
and multiplied the remaining decimal fraction by 12.
I ran over to the announcer's booth and showed him
that the answer = 6,076 feet
and 1.385826771648 inches.
He announced on the Public
Address system that I used a
Hewlett-Packard 100LX to
get the correct answer. I got
my $20 and the 100LX and I
got a round of applause
from the crowd.

year-old eyes will only put
up with so much staring at
the tiny Palmtop screen. For
the price of this machine,
1-2-3 printed documentation
should be included, as it was
with the HP 95LX.
Don Allen
CompuServe ID: [76605,1701]

weeks. I don't think that is
fair. What do you think I
should do now?
Manuel Garber
CompuServe ID: [100075, 1412J

Stephen Fleming
CompuServe ID: [76354,3176J

[I sympathize with your
position, but don't know a
solution. You might be able to
get the dealer to take it back.
Unfortunately, the problem
you state would take place no
matter when it was announced.
Suppose HP announced in June
that on Aug 1st it was introducing the 200LX. That would
make all those who just purchased the HP 100LX right
before the announcement unhappy. Also, HP would have a
hard time making a profit. No
one would buy the HP 100LX
in June or July. The main difference in the 100LX and
200LX is Pocket Quicken which
you can purchase separately.
Enjoy the HP 100LX!
Sorry, I can't make any
other suggestion - Hal.]

User wants more
warning when new
HP Palmtops
introduced

When I buy a toaster oven, I
expect that the documentation will tell me about all the
controls - it does not have to
contain recipes, but it must
explain the oven's functions.
When I buy a computer that
comes with 1-2-3 built-in, I
expect the application to be
completely documented. The
User Guide does not have to
give me spreadsheet recipes,
but it must explain the 1-2-3
functions.

I was very annoyed with HP

for introducing the 200LX
without warning. I have lost
my confidence in them and
they will lose my support. I
wrote you (Hal Goldstein on
CompuServe) on the 14th of
July, stating that I had decided to take the plunge and
change from my 95LX to the
new 2MB version of the HP
100LX. I was quite shocked
to see that 2 weeks later HP
introduced the 200LX. I
could easily have waited two

Fred Kaufman
CompuServe ID: [72560,36J

I'm a Mac person and I've

(Continued on page 50.)

Palmtop Circuit
Nonlinear analog circuit
- . analysis on your H P 9511 OOl200LX
. Palmtop
\

Uin=11"lV J
BC107R

FI Help

=-Insert

-.....~.

Study and design lmear and nonbnear analog electronic circuits OD your HP 95/1001200 - get it right with
this electronic breadboard. Sketch and simulate in
minutes - cutting design costs and reducing experimentation.

'-2V

Stan Dobrowski [TeamHPJ
CompuServe ID: [71031,2162J

HP 200LX User's
Guide Needs more
Lotus 1·2·3
Documentation
I've just purchased a HP
200LX, after very happily
using a 95LX for about two
years. The 200LX looks great
thus far, but I'd like to register my unhappiness at the
lack of 1-2-3 documentation.
No, everyone does NOT run
1-2-3 on their PC (I'm an
Excel user myself) and I
really don't like the idea of
"visiting my local bookstore
for a recommendation" of
one the "excellent books
about 1-2-3." The 200LX's
online help for 1-2-3 is not
that extensive, and my 52-

never run 1-2-3 in my life.
Even a brief list of commands would have been nice
to have - and expected in a
$700 machine.

COMMon eM itt er

aMpli fier

....z-ZOOIl'l

F6-Redraw

20.0
5.0

You can evaluate circuits by DC, AC or transient
analysis with waveform options (pulse, unit-step, sine,
square, triangular, trapezoidal). You also get closedform expressions for linear circuits, plus plots for
functions and symbolic analysis.

-10.0
-25.0
-40.0
1 . 0k
.: Gain

1.0M

10.0k
[dBl

.: Frequeoncy [Hz]

2.0
1.38

Why waste time with a series of trials? Pick the outcome you want. Palmtop Circuit will deliver the necessary parameters using optimization. With Palmtop
Circuit, the power of circuit analysis is always in your
pocket. And if you buy Palmtop Circuit now, you get
the same fully featured IBM PC-compatible
version - Absolutely free!

0.75
0.13

-0.5 0.0
5.0
.: Output voltage
~;

Tiffle

10.0
[VJ
[us)

15.0

*

20.0
l.c;

Hardware requirements: HP 951100/200LX, and minimum I MB of memory card. Comes on 3.5"disk,
requires serial cable & HP Connectivity Pack for
downloading to HP 95/100/200LX.

Palmtop Circuit ............................................................... :................................... $149.95
DesignWare Inc.
Order Toll-Free:
17 Main Street Watertown MA 02172
Tel. : (617) 923-4275 Fax: (SOO) 536-7595
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

Third Party Products
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services of interest to HP Palmtop users. The icons
above the product name indicate which Palmtop the product is suitable for: IlD3 for
the 95LX, I 100/200 LX I for the 100/200LX (in some cases, the product will be suitable for
the 100LX or 200LX, but not both). Prices listed are suggested retail.
We invite vendors and subscribers to send us information about HP Palmtoprelated products they discover. We rely on information we receive from the
manufacturer and cannot test every piece of hardware or software. We welcome any
user feedback on product suitability.
By Richard Hall

Hardware
IR Connectivity

I

I 200LX I
JetEye PC
Infrared Link
Provides cordless connection
for desktop PC computers
and the HP 200LX or OmniBook Superportable Pc. Connect the JetEye PC infrared
receiver to a serial port on
your desktop PC or notebook
computer, line up the IR
ports on both computers, and
transfer files between the
desktop PC and your HP
200LX. JetEye uses the FILER
or Lap Link Remote Access
software included in the HP
200LX Connectivity Pack to
extablish a connection with
the 200LX. JetEye PC transfers files at 115.2 Kbps. Both
1MB and 2MB models of the
200LX are supported.
[See Advertising, page 26.}
Availability ............... Now
Pricing ... . .............. $135
CONTACT: Extended Systems, Inc.,
5777 N. Meeker Avenue, Boise, ID
83704, USA; Phone: 800-235-7576 or
406-587-7575; Fax: 208-377-1906;
International Phone: 208-322-7575.

[ . Card Drives

I

reader /writer that installs
into any desktop drive bay
and works with most PCMCIA cards.
Availability . ....... . ...... Now
Medium .... . PCMCIA card reader
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $129
CONTACT: MiniStor Peripherals Corporation, 2801 Orchard Parkway, San
Jose, CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800943-0165; Fax: 408-434-0784.

Software
[ Communications

I

I 100/200LX I
ACE Fax
Lets you send, receive, view
and print text files with your
external modem or PCMCIA
modem card. Modular design
enabled sending faxes with
the 1MB and 2MB 100/200LX
models. Full installation uses
less than 200K of the C drive.
Auto-installation program
included.
[See Advertising, page 32-33.}
Availability ........... .. .. Now
Medium ............ Floppy disk
Pricing ................... $29
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
592 Weddell Drive, #6, Sunnyvale, CA
94089, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-734-0100; Fax: 408-734-3344.

D!3II 100/200LX I

IilD3I 100/200LX I

ACE Link

Docklt Socket

File transfer software for your
HP Palmtop computers. Use

An internal PCMCIA card

FILER to view and exchange
files with all of your PC
drives. Works with any PC
without the need for additional software on your Palmtop. Transfer speeds of up to
115Kbps are supported on all
COM ports. Product includes
software and serial cable.

2MB version .......... $379
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

._-_...'

l

Finance

~

[See Advertising, page 32-33.}

I 100/200 LX I

Availability .. . ...... . ..... Now
Medium .......... disk and cable
Pricing ................... $39
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
592 Weddell Drive, #6, Sunnyvale, CA
94089, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-734-0100; Fax: 408-734-3344.

Financial Programs
from PocketConsultant

l--_...'

Stock Market Bargins .... $199
Helps locate correct, bargainpriced investments utilizing
the intrinsic value theories of
Benjamin Graham. Provides
two tests for categorizing,
evaluating and storing statistics on stocks considered
undervalued. The program is
menu-driven and lets you
display or print stocks satisfying the above tests. The
program also lets you display
complete data on file about
any given stock and add new
stocks for analysis.
MIRAT - Stock
Market Timing • . . . . . . . .. $459
MIRAT provides both Long
and Short position reports,
plus graphs for any time
frame. The program comes
with over 15 years of data
and is easily updated manually or on-line.

Database

~

I 100/200LX I

Dyna-DataBase
An easy-to-use, user-configurable database program with
no limitations on any field
size. Custom screens can be
created for any database
need. Provides sample formats for invoices, name and
address, contact management,
events, and more. Provides a
broad range of printing, sorting, searching and evaluation
options. Also includes math
capabilities for the numeric
fields. The program prints
out bar graphs and mailing
labels.
Availability ... ... ......... Now
Medium ........ . . PCMCIA card
Pricing
1MB version .......... $249

The following programs are
now available on PCMCIA
card:
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$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL SERVICE
FOR THE HP 95LX AND HP 100LX
....

Nationwide dialup bps access for $9 per month - flat rate.

....

FREE System Manager compliant software included.

....

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers of Internet,
Compuserve®, AT&T MaiI™, MCI MaiI™, and ali other connected
networks in the global messaging matrix.

....

Canadian, European and Pacific Rim dialup access is available at
additional cost.

....

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WorldPortT>1 modem and Sparcom's
SmartDock™ ComStation.

....

PSI Link also works on MSDOS laptops.

....

Two-way wireless access is available over the RAM Mobile Data
wireless networks.

....

PSI Link for Windows is available at access speeds of up to
V.32bis (14.4 Kbps)

....

1200, 2400 and 9600 bps dialup access is available.

....

Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

A2\

PSIlinl{
GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

MIRAT plus
Stock Market Bargins • • • • $459
MIRAT plus FundWatch •• $599
See MIRAT description
above. FundWatch helps you
keep track of your funds.
Timer ••.......•...••. $649
This package includes
MIRAT plus additional timing and graphic tools. Provides indicators that help you
understand how the market
works. Timer is also a research tool with an extensive
database. The graphics section of the program lets you
view the behavior of indicators over periods as short as
3 trading days to as long as
15 years. Within the
Game/Test you can test your
ability to trade with any or
all the indicators in the program. You can print out results and go back into the
database to analyze your
mistakes. In addition, you
can view ADL Stochastic,
MACD, McClellan Oscillator,
Summation Index, RSI, Trading Bands, and Bollinger
Bands indicators.
Timer Professional ..•• •• $899
Includes the features of
MIRAT and Timer (described
above), plus a IS-year database of the Dow Jones Utility
Average, Standard & Poor's
500, the New York Stock

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
510 Huntmar Park Drive • Herndon, VA 22070
Phone: +1.703.709.0300 • E-Mail: pslink-info@psi.com • FAX BACK INFO: 1.800.FAX.PSI.1

Exchange Composite, the
NASDAQ Composite and the
American Stock Exchange
Composit. Lets you evaluate
the relative strength of the
indices by Log Scales and
Index Differential, and gives
you several volume indicator
tools.
Availability ... . . . . . .. . . .. . Now
Medium .......... PCMCIA card
PriCing ......... . .... see above
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Science and
Engineering

Availability ....... . ... . ... Now
Medium . . .. . . . .. . .. Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr .. . ...... No
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $149.95
CONTACT: DesignWare Inc., 17 Main
Street, Watertown, MA 02172, USA;
Phone: 617-923-4275; Fax: 800-5367595.

-_.....'

l

Health

..

I 100/200LX I

MedVantage
The following products are
available for the medical
professional:
The Five Minute
a comClinical Consult
plete reference text;

DEli 100/200LX I

Medical Calculator;

Palmtop Circuit

Laboratory Test Reference provides normal values, common parameters, and lab test
results;

Non-linear analog circuit
analysis lets you study and
design linear and nonlinear
analog electronic circuits on
your HP Palmtop. Sketch and
simulate in minutes, cutting
design costs and reducing
experimentation. Comes with
an HP Palmtop and a fullfeatured PC-compatible version. The Palmtop version
must be loaded on a 1MB or
greater memory card.
[See Advertising, page 4.}
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Lexi-Comp Drug Database extensive drug database;
MediPalm - performs interactive Pharmacokinetics analysis;
MW\PHARM - manages
drug databases, patient databases, kinetic models, dosage
regimen calculations, drug
monitoring, curve fitting, etc.

QMR® - provides Quick
Medical Reference to help
with difficult diagnositc cases.
Rx-Triage - provides drug
interaction screening, decision
support and risk management, drug to food interaction data, patient education
leaflets, duplicate therapy
checking. Program designed
to help select the optimum
method of administering
drugs to minimize patient
risk.
Availability .. .. .... . .. . ... Now
Pricing
and package combinations . ... call
CONTACT: MedVantage, Inc., P.O.
Box 26465, Shawnee Mission, KS
66225-6465, USA; Phone: 800-782·
6824; Fax: 913·888·3823.

I 100/200LX I
MD·Chalienger
Clinical Reference and Educational Software for Acute Care
and Emergency Medicine.
A DOS program for the
100/200LX, containing nearly
4,000 questions, answers and
explanations covering all essential points of acute care
and emergency medicine.
MD-Challenger contains a
detailed 60,000 line index
providing rapid access to information on diagnosis, treat-

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
ment and drugs. It is an interactive training tool, with
question presentation, feedback and scoring, plus a comprehensive bedside medical
reference. The program is
updated annually.
The Comprehensive
Version contains nearly 4,000
questions covering all acute
problems in both sexes, all
ages and every organ system.
It includes 100 hours Category 1 CME.
The Pediatric Version
contains over 3,000 questions
covering all aspects of pediatric acute & emergent card.
CME not currently available.
Availability . . ...... .. ..... Now
Medium diskettes and PCMCIA card
Pricing on diskettes
Comprehensive . . . . . . . . $295
Item 2 ............... $195
10MB ATA flash card .... $550
(ATA flash card comes with compression software doubling its capacity.)
CONTACT: Challenger Corporation,
Dept. 510P, 5533 Summer Ave., Memphis, TN 38134, USA; Phone: 800676-0822 (Ext. 510P); Fax: 901-3858380 (Attn: Dept 510P).

I•
Utilities
l_______
I 100/200LX I
Magnify! for
the HP 100/200LX
This new version of the
Palmtop screen magnification
program works on both the
100LX and 200LX. A hot key
activates a pop-up "lens"
which magnifies the text
beneath it 2, 3, or 4 times.
Useful in low light conditions. Comes with an auto
install program.

Sharewarel
Freeware
Shareware is non-commercial
software programs made
available to users on a trial
basis. If a user decides to

continue using the software
after a short period of time,
they are required to pay a
modest registration fee (usually around $10 to $50). Freeware is offered by its author
at no charge.

Products listed in this
section are available through
on-line information systems
like CompuServe (CIS) and
America On Line (AOL).
Programs available on the HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK will

FlashCards
from Seagate.
If you're going mobile, Seagate's going with you.
We've been delivering high quality storage solutions
since the inception of the Pc. Now, our FlashCards
bring a storage solution to the smallest computers
and devices. Solid-state
technology makes the
flashCards rugged,
widely compatible, and
of course, removable.
Call 408-438-8111 if
you'd like more information.
Or if you're all ready to go.
~
~
~
~

HP 95LX, HP 100LX and OmniBook compatible.
1.8 to 20.9 Mbytes formatted capacity.
Stacker™ data compression software available.
PCMCIA-ATA Type ncompatible.

[See Advertising, page 32-33.}

Availability ........ . ... ... Now
Medium ............ Floppy disk
Min file size (uncompressed) ... 10K
Pricing .. . . . .. . . . . .... . . . . $19
Upgrade .............. $10
(registered Magnify! 1OOLX users)
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
592 Weddell Drive, #6, Sunnyvale, CA
94089, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-734-0100; Fax: 408-734-3344.

~seagate
THE DATA TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

Stagate Technology's Flash Memory Mass Storage is designed and manufactured by Sundisk Corporation. Seagatc, the Seagate logo and the Storage by Seagate logo
are registered rrademarks of Seagate Tethnology. Inc. Stacker is a trademark of Stacker Electronics. e 1993 Seagare Tcchnology. Inc.
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WARNING: Your subscription may be abou

RE EW OR SUISC
rHI HP PAL rop
AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER
USuper. .• " - Ken Cutler
uTerrific••. " - Mark Gitlitz
"... truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
specifically for the HP Palmtops.
I don't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

CARD

REVIEWI~

A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
ofPCMCIA cards becoming
available:
SRAM • FLASH' FAX/MoDEM
NETWORK' WIRELESS' MORE

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy
or just looking.

I ".EST PALMTOP TIPS'I* I
Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

I"pc

BEST

Great for users at any level!
New issue each year!

* YOU RECEIVE TWO ADDITIONAL I
BONUS ISSUES
FOR EACH YEAR YOU SUBSCRIBE.

REVIEW
NEWISSUE
EACH YEAR!

THE SUBSCRIBER

POWERDISK
A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best
Programs, Games and Utilities we can fmd,
many subscribers have told us that the PowerDisk
alone is worth far more than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
be marked with the on disk
icon (Iii ) and further referenced in the ON DISK index
on page 64 of this issue.

ImI!3I

100/200LX

I

GUTEN.ZIP Iii

This text file contains a catalog of the Project Gutenberg
Almanac, current as of September IS, 1993. Includes
instructions on how to order
ETEXTs via Internet.

I 100/200LX I
MPLAY.ZIP

Iii

This TSR takes over the System Manager alarm function
of the 100/200LX and allows
you to have .SND custom
alarm files as large as you
want (up to 2,048 bytes in the
default version provided,
larger if you re-assemble the
provided source code). The
program comes with a text
file that talks about Static
RAM usage.

Publications
Conferences,
Services
IID3I 100/200LX I
EduCALC Newsline
These recorded phone messages update availability and
prices on EduCALC's palmtop and calculator products,
including unusual unadvertised products. The messages
also include some user group
meeting information. U.S.
Phone: 714-582-3976; Fax:

714-582-1445.

IID3I 100/200LX I
LAP&PALMTOP '94
in Toronto
LAP&P ALMTOP Portable
Computing and Communications Exposition and Mobile
Solutions Conference is a
complete exposition with
major companies exhibiting
and a full set of conferences.
The show provides the latest
in Laptops, Notebooks,
PDAs, PIMs, Pen, PCMCIA,
Wireless & Cellualr, WANs,
E-mail services, integration,
system security, software,
and more.
Dates . . . . . .. December 5-6, 1994
Location . ..... . Toronto, CANADA

CONTACT: Laptop Expositions, 104
East 40th St., #802, New York, NY
10016-1801, USA; Phone: 800-444EXPO or 212-682-7968; Fax: 212-8678277.

._-_...'

has moved. The new address
is ACE Technologies, Inc., 592
Weddell Drive, #6, Sunnyvale,
CA 94089, USA.

I 100/200LX I

The ACE toll-free phone
number remains 800-8259977. The non-toIl-free phone
and fax numbers have
changed: Phone: 408-734-0100;

RadioMaii

Fax: 408-734-3344.

l

Wireless

•

RadioMail is a two-way wireless messaging and information service that allows mobile individuals and geographically dispersed workgroups
to conveniently communicate
with each other, with their
corporate offices, and with
the rest of the world. RadioMail lets you can exchange
messages with practically
anyone with an e-mail address - over the air from
your portable or palmtop
computer. RadioMail members receive an Internet address, enabling them to exchange messages with others
on Internet, plus users on
CompuServe, America Online, Prodigy, MCIMail, ATIMail, and other public mail
systems. Individuals without
e-mail can reach you by calling a toll free number and
leaving a message with an
operator at the RadioMail
Message Center. In addition,
RadioMail allows you to
access headline news and
sports bulletins, get stock
quotes, and have your personalized stock portfolio
delivered to you - wherever
you are and whenever you
want. With RadioMail, you
can also send wireless messages to registered pagers in
the U.S., and to fax machines
worldwide.
For more information,
contact: RadioMail Corporation;
Phone: 800-597-MAIL; Fax:
415-286-7805; Internet :
info@radiomail.net.

Updates,
Upgrades,
Corrections

IlD3II 100/200LX I
E&B Address
Change
The E&B Company, manufacturer of leather carrying cases
for the HP Palmtops and HP
OmniBook, has moved its
distribution center. The new
address is listed below.
Phone/fax numbers remain
the same.
CONTACT: E&B Company,735 Sunrise Avenue, Suite 200, Roseville, CA
95661, USA; Phone: 800-896-CASE
(2273);lntemational phone: 916-3445047; Fax: 916-782-9306.

ImI!3I

100/200LX

I

IntelliLink for
Windows Upgrades
to version 3.2
IntelliLink supports the HP
95/100/200LX and OmniBook 300/400. Transfer, translate, and reconcile data between these HP computers
and desktop applications.
Version 3.2 adds translation support for Jensen-Jones'
Commence 2.0, Microsoft
Word for Windows 6.0, and
Excel 5.0, and Psion Series
3/3a.
Availability . ... . .... . . . . . . Now
Medium . . . . .. . . .. . . Floppy disk
(Desktop PC software for systems
running Windows 3. 1 and above.)
Pricing
Full copy. . . . . . . . . .. $99.95
Upgrade . ..... . .. . . $39.95
(form earlier versions)
CONTACT: Intel/iUnk Corp., One Tara
Blvd., Suite 210, Nashua, NH 03062,
USA; Phone: 603-888-0666; Fax: 603888-9817.

liON DISK Index: pg 64

HP Palmtop Users Groups
Those interested in participating in an HP Palmtop users group should contact the following individuals. Write
us nyou wish to be added as a contact for a users group in your area.

Cleveland, OH (USA) -

95LX1100LX users in the Cleveland area should contact Craig de Fasselle,
c/o MEM, Inc., 4702 East 35s1h St., Willoughby, OH 44094; Phone: 216-951-1333.
95LX11ooLX users in the Detro~ area should contact: Jeff Zom, 29311 Ara-nel,
Farmington Hills, MI48334·2815; Phone: 31:J.489-1855 (EST) or Louis Peeples, St. Clair Shores MI48080;
Phone: 313-m·9390.

Detroit, MI (USA) GERMANY -

HP PalmtoP/Omnibool< uses in Gennany should contact Eckatl Prinz, Obere Mohlstr. 56a,
64291 Darmstadt, GERMANY; Phone/Fax: +49 6151 376085.

HOLLANDIBELGIUM -

HP 95LX1100LX users in the low countries should contact: T. Groeneveld,
Paiadifnenweg 104, 3813 KE Amersfootl, HOLlAND; Phone: +31 33755147.

illinois (USA) -

95LX11ooLX users in the Chicago area should contact: Gordon Campbell, 29W051
Bames Ave, West Chicago IL 60185; Phone 708-231-6796.

Kansas (USA) -

Contact: Marielha Wilson, P.O. Box 1151, Manhattan, KS 66502-0012, USA; Phone:

913·532·9775.

Los Angeles, CA (USA) -

95LX11ooLX users in the LA area should contact: Dave Shier at 805-3719391; Fax: 805-371·9391; CIS: [75030,3374/ for mora information. Next meeting 9:00 a.m., June 18, 1994.

New Jersey/New York (USA) -

95LX11OOLX users in the New JerseyfNew York area. Contact:
Stanley Dobrowski, 113 Carlton Avenue, East Rulhelforri, NJ, 07073-1038; CISlO: [71031,2162/; Phone: 201807-5857 (WOIk).

Richmond, VA (USA) -

For 95LX11ooLX users in the Central Virginia area. Contact: John Haskel/,
7102 Three Chop! Road, RIchmond, VA 23226-3615. CIS 10: [70750, 1243/ or Phone: 804-266-6073 (work).

San Diego, CA (USA) -

For lOO12OOLX users in the San Diego area. Contact: Mark GiUitz, Internet
giYitz@hdssd .hitachl.com; Work phone: 619-537·3000; Fax: 619-695·9501.

San Fransisco, CA (USA) -

PALM. (People for the Advancement of Uttle Machines). For HP
Palmtop users in the Bay Area, Northem Califomia. Contact: Brian Hollick, CompuServe 10: [71023,464/;
Phone: 51()'21().()419 or Dannis Dodd, CompuServe 10: [73301,3214/; Phone: 415-592-3870.

SCANDINAVIA -

For HP Palmtop users in the Scandinavian countries. Contact Martin Hagval/,
Vaermegatan 9, 41832 Goateborg, SWEDEN; Phone: +46-31·533300; Fax: +46-31-1414tO.

IlD3II 100/200LX I

SOUTH AFRICA -

ACE Technologies
changes address,
phone numbers

TURKEY -

ACE Technologies, Marketer
of HP Palmtops, HP OmniBooks, and related products,

OIeg,UPElIIIPHHTHE 1IPOrPECC', " Varvarovsky Spusk, Nikoleev, 327015, UKRAINE; Phone: (051)36-73-51
36-73-13; Fax: (051) 24-41-25.

HP Palmtop/Omnibook users in South Africa should contact: Jarnes Dean. CIS 10:
[70714,613/; Internet address: james@charon.hipsys.co.za; Phone: (011) 806-1382 (O/l'f); Fax: (011)
806-1353.
HP Palmtop users in Turkey should contact: Ahmet G. Ozisik, Soyek Binssi, Buyukdere Cad.
38, Mecidiyekoy, Istanbul 80290, TURKEY; Phone: (212) 275 09 10 (ext. 309); Fax: (212) 211 5761.

UKRAINE - For HP Palmtop users in the Ukraine, Odessa, Kiev, Crimea regions. Contact: Unetskvy V.
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Through the Looking Glass:

THE

The Fall 94 - SUI11111er
95 Subscriber
Po""erDisk
This year's PowerOisk provides a
culinary delight for the Palmtop
palate. Chef Ed Keefe describes
this year's chief entrees.
[Note: HP Palmtop Paper subscribers
receive one Subscribers PowerDisk per
each year they subscribe. So if you
subscribed six months ago for one year
and received the last PowerDisk, you will
be eligible to receive the 94-95 disk when
you renew your subscription.
We realize that our past policy of
naming the PowerDisks by the year in
which they are issued (e.g. The 1993
PowerDisk) may have confused some
subscribers. Whenever a PowerDisk is
issued, it is the current disk until the
next disk is issued. Our 1992, 1993, and
1994 disk have all been first issued in the
Fall. To minimize confusion, we have
named this years disk the Fall
94/Summer 95 Subscriber Power Disk.
To resubscribe and receive this
PowerDisk, see page 8, this issue.]
By Ed Keefe
By now you've most likely received
your copy of The HP Palmtop Paper
1994-95 Subscribers PowerDisk. We
hope you find it both useful and
enjoyable. We want to thank the
authors of all the software on the
disk. They've spent days and weeks
creating these programs. Their
creativity is exceeded only by their
kindness in offering their work to the
rest of us, free of charge.
Putting the collection of software
together was a challenge. We looked
at several hundred good programs
and struggled to select the 30-plus
programs to appear on the Subscriber
PowerDisk. We chose those that we
felt would be most widely used and

appreciated. A lot of other people
influenced our choice of the
programs that appear on this year's
PowerDisk. The members of the
on-line Palmtop community have
tried most of these programs over the
past year. They've helped catch most,
if not all, known bugs and suggested
many improvements.
It's almost as if several hundred
chefs went shopping for you, picked
the finest ingredients, tested all their
recipes, prepared a veritable
smorgasbord and invited you to dig
in and help yourself. That could be a
problem, especially if your plate is
already full. If you're as busy as
usual, the biggest problem may be
deciding where to start sampling the
software. If you find yourself in that
predicament, let me make a few
suggestions for your computing
pleasure.
Listed below are a few of the 30
Subscriber PowerDisk programs that
are permanently ensconced on my
Palmtops. These are the programs
and Palmtop games that, in my
judgmen t, return the most
productivity and enjoyment for a
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small investment of time and energy
setting them up.

HELV100: a sight
for sore eyes
As I write this article, the pollen
count in central Iowa is at an all time
high. My eyes are itching and tearing
up. Trying to read the text on my HP
100LX (or an HP 200LX) would be
unbearable, were it not for one of the
programs on the 1994 PowerDisk.
HELVI 00 is an amazing piece of
software that actually makes the
100LX more readable. All the letters
and numbers on the screen appear a
little bit bigger as well as thinner and
sharper. As a result, the whole screen
looks brighter (see graphic next
page).
The HELV100 program is not only
a sight for sore eyes, but also a snap
to use. To make it work, you just put
the HELVI00.COM file in the root
directory of the C: drive of the
100LX; put the statement helvlOO in
an AUTOEXEC.BAT file and reset the
Palmtop.
HELVI00 has also saved me at
least $100. Without this program, I

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, fA 50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667J.
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1.2. Therefore, appraise it in
factors and make comparisons of
you may assess its essentials.
1.3. The first of these factor is moral influence; the
weather; the third, terrain; the fourth, command; and
doctr ine .
1.4. By moral influence I mean that which causes the peop
harmony with their leaders , so that they wi II accompany th
and unto death without fear of mortal peri I.
1.5 . By weather I mean the interaction of natural forces;
effects of winter's cold and summer's heat and the conduct
Memo screen with HELV100 fonts

1.2 . Therefore , appraise it in ter~s of the five funda~
faclors and ~ake co~parisons of the seven ele~enls later
you ~ay assess its essentials .
1 . 3. The first of these factor is ~oral
weather; lhe third, terrain ; lhe fourlh,
doctrine.
1.4 .

By

~oral influence I ~ean thal which causes the
with their leaders, so that they will acco~pany
and unto death withoul fear of ~ortal peril .

har~ony

1 . 5 . By weather I ~ean lhe interaclion of natural forces;
effects of winler's cold and s,;~~er's heat and the conduct
Memo screen with normal fonts

would have bought one of those desk
lamps that have a circular light
surrounding a magnifying lens. With
the Helvetica fonts, I no longer need
such a lamp. Even the tiniest letters
on the HP 100LX are readable.
Sad to say, HELV100 interferes
with the 100Buddy Ii program.
100Buddy looks for built-in fonts
and, when it doesn't "see" what it's
looking for, it won't work. Strangely,
HELV100 and 100Buddy don't
conflict as much on an HP 200LX.
Thanks to Gilles Kohl of Germany for
the FCL Ii font loading program and
Ruud Th. van der Ham of the
Netherlands for HELV100.

REMKEY: It's
finger-licking good
Most of the time I use my HP 100LX
as a memory-jogger. It keeps me on
schedule, and when I'm lecturing, it
keeps me on the topic. My 100LX
also acts as a database for easily
forgotten bits of information.
About the only time that I enter
information into the Palmtop is when

I'm sitting at a desk. That's when I
update my ToDo list, revise lecture
notes, write memos or enter students'
grades in a 1-2-3 worksheet. That's
also when I'm glad I have another of
the programs on the PowerDisk,
REMKEY.
REMKEY is an abbreviation of
"Remote Keyboard". It lets me
connect the 100LX to a desktop
computer and use a full-sized
keyboard to do all my data entry on
the HP Palmtop.
When REMKEY is running, the
small machine becomes an extension
of the big one. I still view things on
the 100LX's display, but the HP
100LX's Appointment Book,
Calculator, 1-2-3, and databases feel
as though they're part of the larger
machine because my fingers never
leave the full-sized keyboard.
REMKEY is a snap to use. For the
simplest method of installation,
simply connect the desktop to the
Palmtop with an HP PC Connectivity
Cable and put REMKEY.COM in the
root directory of the 100LX and also

in the root directory of your
desktop's hard disk. Put the
command remkey 12 It Is in your
desktop's AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Then
put the command remkey in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file on the 100LX
and reboot both machines. You may
have to change "/2" to "/1" or "/3",
depending on which serial port, on
the desktop, is available for use.
When you're ready, just press the
REMKEY startup hotkey, on the
desktop. Then press IALT'-1, IALT'-3,
and IALT'-7 keys on the desktop's
keyboard and watch FILER, APPT,
and 1-2-3 come to life on the
Palmtop. The first few times you see
this happen, it may seem "unnatural,"
but take my word for it, you'll soon
acquire a taste for REMKEY's
capabilities.
REMKEY can be set to work in
either direction. Suppose the
keyboard on your desktop fails. In
such an emergency, you can use the
tiniest keyboard in the world to run
your desktop machine. To do this
you'll need to uninstall REMKEY on

Altima Trading
System©
most advanced option pricing and
position management software for hand
held computers available today.
Powerful Derivative Pricing and Position
Management Software.
If you are a floor trader or a trader who needs
portable valuation power, look no farther.
Designed for the HP 100 & 200 LX . Altima
allows for multiple equity. commodity and
index positions. Utilizing advanced modeling
techniques, Altima will give you an edge over
the crowd. Available pre installed on a
PCMCIA Type II card or on disk.

Currently in use on trading floors and
desks in the US, UK and Europe.
Designed for and by traders, now
available to the public.
Call for demo and literature.
1·800-642·7116
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the 100LX by using the command
remkey /u. Then use the command
remkey Is/to On your desktop PC
uninstall REMKEY and then use the
command remkey /2 /r. Press the
100LX hot-key to activate REMKEY
and you'll be able to run the desktop
from the tiny Palmtop keyboard.
Personally, I hope you never have to
use this trick, but it's good to know
that it works.
REMZIP.ZIP Ii, on this issue of
the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK,
contains an article that describes how
to combine the REMKEY and
ZIP.COM programs to back up your
Palmtop.
REMKEY works only partially on
the HP 200LX since the 100LX and
200LX have a few different
applications and some of the
application hotkeys are in different
positions.
Sad to say there's no equivalent
program for the HP 95LX, but here
are a couple of programs that will
work on all the Palmtops.
Thanks for REMKEY goes to
Craig Payne, also author of ACE's
Magnify program (for more on
Magnify, see July I August 94, page
20).

Taste this "hot" TODDY
This issue's Programmers' Corner
(page 44) mentions TODDY as a
replacement for DOSKEY. Well, it's
more than a mere replacement - it's
one dynamite program!
TODDY installation is a snap. The
easiest way to do it is to copy
TODDY.COM to the C: \ directory of
the Palmtop; put the command toddy
in the Palmtop's AUTOEXEC.BAT
file and reset the computer. TODDY
loads and resides in memory, waiting
for you to use it. It doesn't interfere
with the built-in applications and
only works when you're at the DOS
prompt.
When you're using DOS
commands, TODDY becomes a real
productivity tool. Before TODDY, my
disk drives were littered with small
batch files. TODDY lets me put all
the commands from a batch file, on a
single DOS command line and run it
as a TODDY macro. I can assign the
macro to any of the non-printing
keys (e.g. ALT-L, Shift-FlO, Ctrl-F3).

When I'm satisfied that the key
definitions are just the way I want
them, I can issue the command toddy
/ w from the DOS prompt and all of
the definitions become part of the
TODDY program itself. Once
TODDY.COM has been modified, my
key definitions will survive even a
ICTRq-1 SHIFTI-I:e!!J NO hard reboot.
The best thing about TODDY is
that it gives you the ability to edit
DOS command lines. The functioning
of this feature is described in this
issue's Programmer's Corner, pages
44-49.
The one thing you do NOT want
to do with TODDY is compress it
with DIET Ii or PkLite Ii. Nothing
bad will happen at first. However, if
you use the command toddy /w, and
then unloaded and reloaded the
program, TODDY most likely will
cause your machine to lock up.
Thanks for TODDY goes to Eric
Tauck.

Take a sip of ZIP
ZIP. COM is a small, fast, file transfer
program that works on both the HP
95LX and 100 j200LX, and lets you
move files back and forth between
your Palmtop and your Pc.
We've featured ZIP. COM in past
issues of The Palmtop Paper. (See
Marl Apr 92 page 17, Jul! Aug 92
page 26, and Marl Apr 93 page 17).
As mentioned above, this month's
Palmtop Paper ON DISK contains
REMZIP.ZIP, a lengthy article that
describes some of the power of
ZIP.COM in performing backups.
ZIP.COM is one of the programs
that stays on my HP 95LX. The small
size of the program (about 12K bytes)
is just right for the limited disk space
on this machine. It may require a
little extra typing to transfer one or
two files, but with the help of a
couple of batch files (included in
REMZIP.ZIP Ii)' backing up the
whole HP 95LX is hassle-free.
Thanks goes to Eric Meyer for this
little gem.

KCODE100: Something
for programmers to
sink their teeth in to
KCODElOO is an HP 100LX database
for power users and programmers. It
contains all the keycodes for the
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lOOLX and other PC keyboards.
Whenever you're digging into a
hex dump of a program or System
Macro file and come across what
appears to be a keyboard scancode,
you won't have to jump up and go
the book shelf to look up the code in
a reference book. Just start the
KCODE database and type in the
scancode. Usually the computer will
find the key before you've typed the
third hex digit. To go the other way,
create a subset of the database in
which the "Legend" field is the first
field. This will let you type in the
English word for the key and come
close to finding the keycode.
[Thanks to this article's author, Ed
Keefe, for KCODE100 - Rich.]

95PANEL: Savor
French programming
Paris, France, appears to be a hot-bed
of handheld activity. We received
several excellent programs from
Jaques Belin, a programmer non
pareil and the publisher of fPC, the
journal of the French HP user's club
(contact: PPC, BP 604, 75028 Paris
cedex 01, FRANCE). JPC features
articles on almost all the HP
handheld products, including the HP
28, 48 calculators as well as the HP
95 and 100LX.
Among the many programs from
Jaques, 95PANEL has earned a
permanent place on my 95LX. The
program makes it easy for 95LX users
to view and set the volume, contrast,
timeout period, etc. on that machine.
It also shows the total RAM space,
disk space and battery voltages. It's
easy to install and easy to use. Merci,
Jaques!

For dessert:
Let the games begin
I'm neither a connoisseur of desserts
nor a great user of game programs.
Most game programs are like
elaborate desserts: overdone and way
too filling. I like simple desserts, such
as a chocolate chip cookie or two,
and I like simple game programs,
such as checkers, or "Maze". Such
simple desserts and games take me
back to my childhood. They're
relaxing, satisfying, and mentally
unchallenging.
On the PowerDisk we included

some simple game programs for your
after-hour computing.
MAZE - is for the 100/200LX user.

This is one of the best maze
generating and solving games
around. It will create more mazes
than you can imagine. None of them
are too difficult. The only suggestions
that I have for using this program is
to choose option 2, "Full screen
maze". You may have to toggle 12!:!JI:J to improve the visibility of the
display. Thanks goes to Jim Wargula
for this game.
GAMES95.EXE - for the HP 95LX
gamesters, we included some old but
tasteful goodies. The GAMES95.EXE
file contains three, classic games for
the HP 95LX: Checkers, Poker
Solitaire, and MasterMind™. The
programs will also work on the HP
100/200LX in 40X16 text mode. The
checkers game is beatable, if you
don't make any mistakes.
MasterMind is the original game
of inductive/ deductive logic. On the
HP Palmtops, the game is played
using numbers rather than colored
tiles, but it's still an interesting
diversion. You might use this game
in place of listening to after-dinner
speeches.

GARLIC: Aiding
database digestion
Badly prepared food can do strange
things to your stomach: so can badly
corrupted databases. This program
acts as a digestive aid for the
occasionally mangled database on the
HP 100/200LX.
GARLIC is a database reconstructor that can fix damaged
100/200LX data files for the APPT,
PHONE, NOTET AKER, and
DATABASE applications. It was
written by Andy Gryc, the individual
who developed the HP 100/200LX
database engine. It works by
scanning a corrupt database for
records that are still valid. It then
writes those to a new file for you to
examine and edit. GARLIC won't
work on database files with
passwords nor has it been tested on
every possible corrupted database.
Nonetheless, this is one of those
programs, like Norton's Disk Doctor,
that you'll be glad to have, if you
ever need it.
Here's hoping that you'll never

Detect • Plot Radiation On Your HP 100/200LX
9Jlen a door to the fascinating world of nuclear science with the RM·60
Micro Roentgen Radiation Monitor. This ~alm.sized unit detects
Alpha, Beta, Gamma & X·Rays. Displays 1000 tImes the resolution of
sumy geiger counters. Track' Radon gas. Find sources. Check food.
water. ceramic coffee mugs for contamination (eye opening). Easy to
setup and run.
Learn about radioactil'ity. Exciting computer application. Demonstrate
alpha emission from smoke detector, beta and gamma emission from
lantern mantel, other common items. Plot background cosmic rays, rocks,
'Iii_
...;;=========~ decay
bricks, plane ride. Wipe tissue on T.V. screen then generate a beautiful
•
~Iot of the collected Radium B(Radon daughter, half life: 27 mins.)
Check TVs, CRTs for X·Rays (U.s. Dept. H.E.W. 21 CFR 1029.10).
Rugged and accurate digital circuitry, needs no adjustments. Draws a
minuscule amount of power from HP's serial port. Cable extendable with
telephone wire. Should last a lifetime.
Superb user friendly software including TSR ~rogram (run other
programs simultaneously). Makes excellent dOSimetry system, with
alarm, real time graph, data logging and TSR. Medical personal, slip in
pocket when ma~ing rounds. Alld strobe· siren to meet OSHA's reg.
I ~~=.dS~~~~~~~~~ 29CFR 1910.96 & 1910.97. Used by medical waste facilities, cancer
;:
.
. .
treatement centers, water & sewer plants, unil'ersities (lessons al'ailable),
A~so aVailable: LCD·60 Dlgllal readout for use nuclear facilities, high schools, scrape handlers, hobbyists. Works with
Wlt!lOut computer, RM·70 & RM·80 pall cake any PC. Thousands sold for ol'er fil'e years. Call or write for PC Ma~. &
Wilts, as well as other types of sellsors.
!Wf rel'iews.
.

V1SAlMC/EURO
To order or for more
information call:

45 day $ back.

=

Complete RM 60 System: $149.50

(800) 729- 5397

P.O. Box 4299. Wilmington DE 19807

AWARE

Electronics
Phone/Fax: (302) 655-3800

have to use GARLIC and that you'll
enjoy the rest of this year's
PowerDisk. If you do, thank Andy
Gryc for this Palmtop "Pepto Bismol."

mentation also tells you how to get
more programs of the same caliber
for free (or the cost of a few disks.)

Delicious, but
no room on the plate

This file contains the "Shut The Box"
game. The game uses text graphics
and is very readable on the HP 100LX's LCD screen.

The following programs almost made
it onto the PowerDisk. They're quite
delicious, but the disk was stuffed.
They're all freeware and we'll put
them on this issue's The HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK.
BACKGM.ZIP

ii

Backgammon is another game, for the
100LX. The game runs in CGA B/W
mode and appears to work well.
Once again, I wish I knew how to
play this game. It looks like a real
time-waster. [Hal likes it because he
can beat it.] The ZIP file includes
source code.
MATRX100.ZIP

Ii

This is my kind of program. I'd spent
a couple of months looking for a program that would let me do text book
matrix problems. I didn't want all the
extras of DERIVE or MathCad. I was
getting myself psyched up to write
my own program when I ran across
this jewel. If you're into matrices, this
one may be to your liking as well.
Not only is it free, but the docu-

MLSHVT.EXE

TERSE.ZIP

Ii

iI

This archive contains four tiny text
editors They're all modelled after the
TED editor from PC Magazine.
However, as the author claims, all
the code is original. You can take
your pick of which of the four
programs you want to use. I've tried
them all and found that they work.
The author is to be complimented
and encouraged to continue refining
the programs. Maybe you'll agree
with me that the first "fix" would be
to make the function keys conform
more to standard usage.
MLYAHT.ZIP

Ii

This classic Yahtzee dice game plays
only on the HP 100LX. I just wish I
knew how to play it.
Product index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64
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A Novel Subscriber
PowerDisk Offering
II

II

DREAM2.

where my fathers died, land
of the pilgrim's pride, from
every mountainside, let
freedom ring."

Would you like to have your library with
you all the time? Vertical Reader and
Project Gutenberg can put your favorite
classics on the HP Palmtop.

And if America is to be a
great nation this must
become true. So let freedom
ring from the prodigious
hilltops of New Hampshire.
Let freedom ring from the
mighty mountains of N ew
York. Let freedom ring from
the heightening Alleghenies
of Pennsylvania!

By Jeff Zorn and Robert Roney

Let freedom ring from the
snowcapped Rockies of
Colorado!

We've seen technology revolutionize
the creation of literature with word
processors and desktop publishing.
Now on your HP Palmtop you can
witness a revolution in the availability of literature. You are now able to
carry a whole library in your pocket,
thanks to the availability of larger
RAM cards, the HP Palmtops, Vertical Reader, and Project Gutenberg.
There is a sense of excitement about
these wonderful little Palmtops, that
offer easy access to personal information and now to a wide selection of
entertaining books (or what we call
on America Online the "Palmtop
Paperbacks").
This excitement started about a
year ago when Gilles Kohl developed
Vertical Reader, a shareware program
that makes reading electronic texts
easier on the small screen of a Palmtop (and on other DOS machines
also). But what were we going to
read? Well Gilles had the answer to
this too. He introduced the Palmtop
community to the ETEXT library of
Project Gutenberg.

Vertical Reader
Gilles Kohl, a native of Luxembourg
living in Germany, is the author of
this "novel" program. His Vertical
Reader program is available for both
the 95LX (VR95 Ii) and the 100/200LX (VRI00 Ii) to read any standard ASCII text file on your Palmtop.
These programs are available on the
1994/95 Subscriber PowerDisk.
Instead of displaying the text
horizontally, the way you normally
read the HP Palmtop screen, VR

displays the text vertically, as seen at
the top of this page.
You hold the Palmtop like a paperback book, vertically with your
left hand. With your left thumb hit
the space bar to turn the page. When
viewed sideways like this the text
looks more like a column in a newspaper and is much easier to read.
Gilles lets you choose from seven
fonts which vary in style, size, and
boldness, to make the text even more
readable. The 95LX version comes
with an additional tiny font contributed by Dave Goodman. Gilles says
the 95LX version is a little easier to
read, with larger pixels and better
contrast than the 100/200LX version.
The latest version (1.1) of both
VR95 Ii and VRlOO Ii has added 180
degrees rotation so you can hold the
Palmtop in the other hand, manual
and automatic text scrolling, and has
directory navigation to make it easy
to find the Project Gutenberg text
files on your disk. To help keep track
of what you read you can use up to
10 book marks. Gilles has also created a sample 100/200LX database
(VRTEXTS.GDBIi) to keep track of
texts you've read using VR. Gilles
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Let freedom ring from the
cUJ;"vaceous peaks of
California!
But not only that; let freedom
ring from Stone Mountain of
Georgia!
Let freedom ring from
Lookout Mountain of
Tennessee!
Let freedom ring from every
hill and every molehill of
M ississippi From every
mountainside, let freedom
9 " 0 (94%)

VR Vl,l. G

fpabOO~

Kohl

7

~2,'93

Holding the Palmtop vertically
Vertical Reader displays
an ETEXT document

has Alice in Wonderland (ALICEW
.ZIP Ii) and Moby Dick zipped to
600K on his 100LX. He tells of another user who has the English version
of War and Peace (4MB) installed on
a Flash Card.
If your eyesight is reasonably
good and if you have room on your
RAM card, VR is surprisingly useable. No more dragging around
books - put your things-to-read on a
RAM card. The program is technically shareware, but registration fees
range from sending the author a post

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jeff is co-forum leader on the PDA/Palmtop forum on
America Online (screen name PDA Jeff or internet
pdajefi®aol.com). He lives in Farmington Hills, MI with his
wife Jan and two 15 year old sons David and Aaron. Jeff uses
his 100LX for appointments, letters, spreadsheets (with his
BJI0e) and CompuServe using acCIS (ID: [71165,1650]) .

card to donating to Project
Gutenberg.

Project Gutenberg
After a number of years, literature
becomes copyright-free. That means
that text file versions of Edgar Allen
Poe's poetry, the Bhagavad Gita, or
Moby Dick can be copied onto a
Flash card without violating copyright law. There's a lot of copyrightfree fiction and non-fiction available
on paper. One of the goals of Project
Gutenberg is to transfer these works
to a computer-readable format and
make the maximum number of these
electronic texts available to the maximum number of people. (The Internet
address of Project Gutenberg is:
dircompg@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu.) As the
owner of an HP Palmtop, you can
read these ETEXTs (electronic texts)
in one of Gilles custom fonts on the
HP 95LX or 100LX. You can also
view them from FILER by highlighting the ETEXT file and pressing ~,
or by selecting a file in MEMO. Some
of the ETEXT files are very large and
will not load into MEMO. (You can
also view the files with Power Disk
offering VU.COM ii in DOS on the
100LX in the smaller 80 column font.
You might also be able to read the
files on another word processing program on your Palmtop (VDE Ii,
Freyja ii, FastWrite, etc.) or from a
word processor on your desktop PC
or Mac. When using word processors
or MEMO you may need to adjust
the margins to make the text more
readable.)
Dr. Michael Hart, Project
Gutenberg Executive Director, has
provided some background on Project Gutenberg. It has been around
for some 22 years, posting "plain vanilla" ASCII ETEXTS on the Internet.
The Project is a focal point for information related to the production and
use of ETEXT, both complex commercial and copyright-free works in all
formats. The Project's goal is to encourage the creation and unlimited
distribution of some 10,000 English
ETEXTS by the end of 2001. It is also
encouraging the development of
libraries of ETEXTS in French, German, Latin and other languages.
Hundreds of volunteers around
the world prepare all of Project
Gutenberg ETEXTS. Most, but not all,
are released into the Public Domain.
The project is funded by donations

from readers and corporations interested in promoting the world of
ETEXT. The majority of the work involved (text entry, proofing, copyright research, hardware, software,
etc.) is donated by individuals
around the world.

World Factbooks, Census Figures, the
NAFTA treaty, math constants;
• Computers - E-mail 101, Zen and
the Art of the Internet, Surfing the
Internet;
• Science Fiction - HG. Wells, Jules
Verne, Flatland, etc.;

Categories of ETEXT books
The ETEXT fall mainly into about
half a dozen categories:
• Light Literature - Peter Pan, Anne
of Green Gables;

• Popular and Seasonal - Freedom
Documents, Martin Luther King, and
seasonal releases at Christmas such
as Dickens' Christmas Carol.

• Heavy Literature - Paradise Lost
and Regained, Moby Dick;
• Reference -

Roget's Thesaurus,

PLlIG fNTO

Product index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

YOll~

DESKTOP!

PCIACIA
CARDtWe
Share PCMCIA deFices betl,-veen
notebook and desktop computers!

DUAL SLOT DESIGN
* Accepts Type I-IV devices
* Accepts a Type III & Type II together
FITS IN 3.5" OR 5.25" DRIVE BAY
* Mounting hardware included
* Compatible with most 386,486 &
Pentium systems
WINDOWS BASED SOFTWARE
* CardWare 2.0 from Award

OEMs
Welcome!

CALL (800)456-1818
ACMA Computers, Inc.
47988 Fremont Blvd. Fremont, CA 94538
(510)623-1212 Fax (510)623-0818

Specifications subject to change without notice.

A082394
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REVIEWS: Best of the PowerDisk

ETEXT Books Available on the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
ETEXT files will occasionally be included on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK. In this issue we are including as
a bonus an extra 1,282K of ETEXT files:
AESOPS.ZIP
ALlCEW.ZIP
BFAUTO.ZIP
CAR0L10.ZIP
FLATLND.ZIP
HHGI10.ZIP
HOLMES.ZIP
PMARS.ZIP
SEL SHAK.ZIP
STARWARS.ZIP
SURF10.ZIP
THINKETH.ZIP
TlMEM10.ZIP
WIZOZ.ZIP

Aesop's fables
Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
Ben Franklin's Autobiography
A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens
Flatland
HRchhicker's Guide to the Internet
Sherlock Holmes: Hounds of Baskerville & Abbey
Prince of Mars by Edgar Rice Borroughs
Some Shakespeare: Macbeth & Taming of the Shrew
StarWars IV
Surfing the Intemet
As a Man Thinketh by Allen James
Time Machine by H.G.welis
The Wizard of Oz

OTHER SOURCES FOR ETEXT FILES
You can also find the Project Gutenberg ETEXTS on most major online services, BBS's, thousands of noncommercial sites and via satellite. They are also available on diskettes through the mail.
• Project Gutenberg - for complete information on the project. Contact: Dr. Michael S. Hart, Professor of Electronic Text, Executive Director of Project Gutenberg ETEXT, Illinois Benedictine College, Lisle, IL 60532, Intemet
IDs: hart@uiucvmd.bitnet and hart@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu.
• Project Gutenberg disks - for ordering ETEXTs on disk. Contact: John Machalas, Intemet 10: pgdisks@jg.cso
.uiuc.edu.
• America On Line - now has over 200 ETEXT titles online in the Palmtop Paperback library. This list continues
to grow every month and AOL receives new releases of all the Project Gutenberg ETEXTS each month. AOL is
also converting all the Project Gutenberg ETEXTS for readabilHy on the Newton PDA (about 50 tRies have been
converted so far). Contact Jeff Zom or Craig de Fasselle for an AOL trial disk and 10 hours of free AOL use: Jeff
Zom (CIS 10: 71165,1650, Internet Id: pdajeff@aol.com, Mailing address: 29311 Aranel, Farmington Hills, MI
48334-2815; Voice mail: 313-550-0524 (leave message and leave /he type disk you would like and your address).
Craig de Fasselle, CIS 10: 76500,1440), Intemet pdacraig@aol.com.
• CompuServe (ZiffNet) - has a Gutenberg collection that you can get to by typing GO GUTENBERG. They have
more than 100 titles and it's growing by 8 tRies a month. Normal connect time charges apply for downloading.
Contact: CompuServe USA; Phone: 81JO..848-8199 or 614-457"()802.
• Internet - ETEXT files are listed in most Gopher systems and FTP archives.

Palmtop Accessories
for the

HP95LX -100 LX -Omnibook
Memory Cards
•
•
•
•
•
•

1MB SRAM .................................. $140
2MB SRAM .................................. $249
5MB Flash w/Stacker Card ........ $349
10MB Flash w/Stacker Card ...... $549
20MB Flash w/Stacker Card ...... $965
130MB Hardrive Type m Card. $435

I/O Cards
• 2400/9600 Fax/Modem Card .... $175
• Lan Combo T/2 Card ................. $199
• Fax/Mod Send/Rec for 100LX ... $229

IC Card Drives
•
•
•
•

Internal Flash/lID Drive ........... $ 99
External Printer Port Drive ...... $249
External Serial Port Drive ........ $249
Internal Dual ISA Drive ............ $195

Callfor Complete Catalog
Me· AMX· VISA Accepted

ENVOY _

DATA

CORPORATION

953 E. Juanita Ave., Suite A
Mesa, Arizona 85204
Tel: (602) 892-0954 • Fax: (602) 892-0029

1-800-368-6971

A List of Some of the ETEXT Titles Available from Project Gutenberg
History & Politics
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
Civil Disobedience
Collected Articles of Frederick Douglas
Common Sense
Communist Manifesto
FDR's First Inaugural Speech
Frederick Douglass Narrative
Plato's Republic
Classic Literary Works
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Aesop's Fables
Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp
Alexander's Bridge
Alice In Wonderland
Alice in WonderiandlTenniellllus.
Anne of Green Gables
Anne of Avonlea
The Arabian Nights
Around the World in 80 Days
Art of War
Awakening and Selected Short Stories
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
Bible, King James Version
A Child's Garden of Verses
A Christmas Carol
A Connecticut Yankee
Damnation of Theron Ware
Descartes' Reason Discourse
Far From the Madding Crowd
Flatland
Frankenstein
Freckles (Gutenberg)

George Sand
A Girl of the Limberlost
Herland
House of the Seven Gables
The Jungle Tales of Tarzan
Legend of Sleepy Hollow
Les Miserables
A Little Princess
Mansfield Park
Maria, or the Wrongs of Woman
Marvelous Land of Oz
Mayor of Casterbridge
Middlemarch
The Monster Men
o Pioneers!
Oedipus Trilogy
Orthodoxy
Paradise Lost [Raben)
Paradise Regained
Persuasion
Peter Pan
Pilgrim's Progress
Poison Belt
Prisoner of Zenda
Red Badge of Courage
Renaissance
Return of Sherlock Holmes
The Return of Tarzan
Sara Crewe
The Scarlet Letter
The Secret Garden
Son of Tarzan
Song of the Lark
Tale of Two CRies
Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar
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Those of the d'Urbervilies
Tom Sawyer, Detective
Tom Sawyer Abroad
The Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson
A Tramp Abroad
Treasure Island
Voyage Out
What is Man?
Wonderful Wizard of Oz
$30,000 Bequest and Other Stories
Science Fiction
Around the World in 80 Days
From the Earth to the Moon
Gods of Mars
Lost Continent
Princess of Mars
Thuvia, Maid of Mars
Time Machine
The Warlord of Mars
War of the Worlds
Computers
Hacker's Dictionary of Computer Jargon
HRchhiker's Guide to the Internet
Reference and Technical Books
CIA World Factbook '93
Consumer Price Index (Gutenberg)
LOC Workshop on Electronic Texts
Roget's Thesaurus (Gutenberg)
Square Root of 2
US Census Data [1st ed.)
US Census Data [2nd ed.)
Value of 'e' [Natural Log)
32nd Mersenne Prime

COMPUTER IN THE PA L M

WORLD IN THE PALM
With the

OF

OF

YOUR HAND.

YOUR HAND.

HP 95LX or HP 100LX. you hold a lot of power in your hands. But you could be holding more.

Just add RadioMaWM on the ARDISsMwireless network and the InfoTAcrMtwo-way messenger. Together.
they enable you to stay in touch with your office. clients and suppliers either directly or through public
E-mail from virtually anywhere in the U.S.• without plugging into a computer jack. So whether you're in an
airport. taxi or meeting. you can send and receive messages and documents. You can even exchange messages with users on
the Internet, the information highway.
With ARDIS and RadioMaW~ your entire business world is right at your fingertips. For more information. call 1-800-494-1719.

ARDIS
Real-time information solutions for
real-life business prab/ems~

© 1994. All rights reserved. ARDIS is a registered service mark of ARDIS Company.
RadioMaii is a registered trademark of RadioMail Corporation. InfoTAC is a trademark of Motorola. Inc.

Contact Management on
the HP Palmtop
There a a number of ways to manage contacts on
the HP Palmtop, including the built-in PIMs; the system
compliant program Pocket Sales Force; ELAN Software's
GoldMine 2.5; and the new version of ACT!, which installs on
all HP Palmtops.
ACT! 1.1: Easy
Installation; works
on all HP Palmtops
By Jeff Greenberg [72241,1452]

The original version of ACT! for the
HP 95LX brought industrial-strength
contact management to the world of
Palmtops. Unlike simple electronic
rolodexes and calendars, ACT! provided a complete set of tools for
tracking all of the people, activities
and tasks that make up your professional and personal life.

The ACT! basics
In ACT!, everything starts with the
contact database. For every person in
the database you can record two
addresses, five phone numbers, Email addresses and information about
two assistants. You can use the 15
user-definable data fields to record
additional information according to
your individual needs.
Once you have entered a record
in the database, finding it again is
easy. ACT! provides indexed searching on the company, first name, last
name, city, state, zip code, status/ID
field and even one of the user definable fields. In my 865 record data
base it takes longer to enter the
search text than it does for ACT! to
locate the corresponding records. If
more than one record matches, a
convenient list view lets you easily
select the intended record.
In addition to descriptive fields

for each contact, ACT! can track multiple scheduled activities for every
record in your database. You classify
these activities as Meetings, Calls or
Todos, and schedule each for a particular date and time. You can also
assign a lead time to each event, so
ACT! will beep you in time to prepare for or travel to the activity.
ACT! even warns you if you try to
schedule one event that conflicts with
another.
Once you have scheduled activities, you can view them in a monthor week-at-a-glance, or daily format.
The monthly view tells you which
days have scheduled activities.

:':"n

nr.n
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ACT! weekly view on the 100LX

The daily view is the only calendar view where you can see the description of the actual event, and
even this view limits you to the first
few characters of the description.
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ACT! daily view on the 100LX

Tracking business expenses
ACT! monthly view on the 100LX

The weekly calendar tells you the
number of meetings, calls and todos
scheduled for each hour.
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Anyone using a contact database
probably needs to track business
expenses. For each expenditure, ACT!
lets you record the date, type, purpose and location. You can use the

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jeff Greenberg is an independent technology consultant and freelance
writer focusing on how technology works and how it can be applied
in the workplace. His professional background includes engineering,
marketing, strategic planning and a strong educational foundation
that includes a B.S. and M.S. in computer science complemented by
an MBA. His writings have appeared in PC Magazine, PC Computing and US News and World Report. He can be reached on
CompuServe at [72241,1452].

hourly rate and billing time fields to
automatically calculate fees for services and the odometer reading and
mileage rate fields will determine
your automobile expenses. Three user
defined fields help you track all of
your expenses, which ACT! can print
out in either of two report formats.

Entering personal todos
Many, but not all appointments are
associated with another person. For
example, I might need to set a personal todo to wake up at 5:30 a.m. so
I can catch a flight. To schedule such
an appointment, enter yourself as a
contact and associate the event with
your own record. Unfortunately, you
quickly get a personal list that is too
large to manage.
ACT! even has a history file that
tracks the result of every scheduled
event and records any entries you
make in the "results" field. A separate
notes file lets you create and save a
series of time-stamped notes for each
entry in your database.

Displaying
contact information
All of this information is useless if
you can't access it easily. Due to the
limited resolution of the 95LX, six
different screens are required to display all of these fields.
A function key lets you move
through the screens one-at-a-time,
but there is no way to back up. If
you miss a screen you must cycle
through all the other views to get
back.
In addition to screen displays,
ACT! can produce five reports including a phone list, future activity,
task list, detailed contact listing and
an address book. You can elect to
have any of these reports displayed
on screen, stored in a file or printed.

Cross-platform compatibility
While ACT! is a powerful set of contact management tools, its greatest
strength for the Palmtop user may be
its multi-platform support. In addition to the HP Palmtop version, ACT!
is available for DOS or Windows.
These have even greater capabilities
than the Palmtop version. The software comes with the ability to merge
changes from your Palmtop back to
your PC or to transfer your PC database to your Palmtop (cable not included). The ability to perform ad-

If you wanted the original version
of ACT! to display one of its alarms,
you had to sacrifice your use of
APPT alarms on the 95LX. The alarm
system on the 100LX is more complicated and 100LX owners using the
original (1.0) version of ACT! have to
disable the ACT! alarms. This problem has been solved with version 1.1.
Mark also said that the newer
version has fewer problems communicating with a PC and is better at
correcting database corruptions.
In addition to the above, ACT! for
the HP Palmtop launches into correct
screen mode, improves serial port
control and transfers, improves handling of corrupted databases, and

vanced tasks on the PC but always
have your contact database with you
is a potent combination.

Differences between
version 1.0 and 1.1
Mark Scardina, contributing editor to
the The HP Palmtop Paper, was
involved with creating ACT! version
1.1. In addition to the new version's
ability to automatically install on the
100LX and zoom to display F-keys,
ACT! 1.1 has some other improvements.
The original Palmtop version of
ACT! tended to keep the serial port
on when it wasn't needed; The new
version handles this beUer.

her cases for your computer.
Just open and start!

f imate in Portability
Futura 60

Futura 40

Protect your palmtop
with the smallest case available

Protect your palmtop
and carry it in your
suit pocket

Dim. : 6.75 " x 3.75" x 1.75"
(17 x 9.5 x 4.5cm)
Notepad Included
Black leather·

Dim.: 6S x 3.75" x 1.3S"
(16.5 x 9.25 x 3.5cm)

Regular - $60.00

Black leather*

$54.95

Regular-S45.00

$39.95
Carry your palllltop
and a fax/ Illodem
card
Dim.: 6.88" x 4.13" x 1.75"
(17.5 x 10.5 x 4.5cm)
Black leather·
Regular-S50.00

(((7j
Futura
Designed to carry your palmtop witll a
pager
Dim.: 9.75 x 4.5" x 1.6"
(25 x 11.5 x 4.5cm)
N

BJacklealhcr*
Regular - $55.00

.
Ideal for travelmg
Oim.:S" x 6 " x 2" (20.5 x 15 x Scm)
Notepad included
Blackorburgundyleather*
Regular 69.95

Carry your HP Omnibook, or your

calculators.
l t d phone
FU t U ra 100
pa m op an a
Includ~ pockets tor PC~CIA ~ cards and documents.

$6495

Included features

Dlm.:l1.75 lt7.25 lt2.5 (29.5lt 18.5 It 6.5cm)
Black leather* or Denier Polyester

•

F-75 F-100 F-150

F-40 F-50 F-60

Pen/pencil holder
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I
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2

Pockets (or pCMClA I, and bllSiness cards

3

4

4

8

8

Pocket (or chockbook, etc.
Computer can be attached vii Velcro (included)
Snap in lny (or the HP95, 100, or 200LX (optional)

a Company

E3 735 Sunrise Alienue, S.uite 200
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Roseville, CA 95661

USA: 1-800-896-CASE [2273]
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REVIEWS: Contact Managagement

Problem for International users merging data with
the HP 95LX Using ACT! for Windows 2.0
Users have reported problems with Direct Link between ACT! for Windows 2.0 (AFW2) and the HP
95LX in international versions. Specifically, when using Link to move data back from the HP to AFW2
a windows error is triggered. DMY dates on the HP are changed to MDY dates in AFW2, even though
both products are international. The dates are often nonsense, but AFW2 does not recognise this fact.
The problem is that AFW2 (and apparently AFW1 and AFDos) assumes a MDY date format is coming
from the HP.
I use the following workaround:
1. Reindex and compress the AFW2 file before sending it to the 95LX. In fact do this regularly, and
before any database processing.
2. Set Day & Month Leading Zero to ON in Win Control Panel International date format (press
Change ... button).
3. Set date in Win Control Panel Date format to MDY. I did both long and short to be sure.
4. Set date in HP to Long International DD/MMIYY in Setup (quit ACT! to do this).
5. Use AFW2 to carry out the direct link.
6. Change both Win and HP back to DMY. All seems to be correct. This was done with 2.0. I have
not tried to do it with v2.01.
Peter Evans
CompuServe ID: [100033,173J

Why use ACT?
The HP Palmtops come with a very functional
suite of PIM applications, including an Appointment Book, and Phone Book. Since these are
the primary functions of a contact manager,
you might wonder why you need a program
like ACT!
ACT! is a dedicated, integrated contact
manager. All information is organized around
the contact. That means that related memos,
notes, address information, and appointments
are all associated with an individual contact. If
your life revolves around contacts, then an
Integrated approach may be more effective
than a set of individual PIM's that you have to
bounce back and forth between.
ACT! is a PC-compatible program. This
means you can also run it on your desktop or
notebook PC. If you want to use the same,
full-featured contact manager on your desktop
and Palmtop, ACT! is worth looking at.
Installing the original 95LX version
of ACT! (1.0) on the HP 100LX

Pocket Sales Force
Pocket Sales Force, known also as PSF, is the only Contact Manager that is System-Manager
compliant. The ability to access PSF from within any built-in application is a key advantage over the
other contact managers on the 95LX.
The Pocket Sales Force opening screen contains a menu with six command options:
Action Today! - instructs PSF to search through the database for any companies which are due for
action today.
Find company records - allows you to search by any field to find the appropriate contact.
Input new sales leads - allows you to add customer records. A unique feature of PSF is the capitalization of all applicable names. For example, if you type in a name like david it will format it
automatically as David.
Process new sales leads - is a unique feature that finds and displays each company that has not
yet been assigned a "Next Action Date."
Setup - allows you to configure the program with such information as changing the names of the 20
user-defined fields and setting a security password.
Export to 1·2·3 - puts the format into a text file that can be read by Lotus. The 1-2-3 Data Parse
command can then use this information.
Similar to ACT!'s pop-up choices, PSF offers a multiple choice list of predefined choices. Up to 80
items can be listed in a single multiple choice box.
Because of its database foundation, PSF offers such features as logical yes/no fields which make
data entry a snap. This feature could be used to create a user defined field that asks whether or not
a client is active. Another nice touch is the ability to put a salutation on the same line as the contact
name. The search capability allows selecting records several ways including a range of values.
Pocket Sales Force allows you to easily assign an action such as a callback to a contact. When
you select Action Today!, you are presented with a list of contacts with next action date set for today
or previous. A useful merge/printing feature allows you to merge contact information to the letter of
your choice created by HP's built-in memo editor.
Pocket Sales Force's installation, similar to ACT!, is quick and easy. Simply connect the cable
between the PC and HP and follow the on-screen instructions. The software will be installed on the
HP in a matter of minutes. Pocket Sales Force is only 60K in size and can run in as little as 200K.
PSF is available in English, French and German, and offers several useful features over the built-in
address book.
Pocket Sales Force retails for $69.95 (US) / £65.95 (UK).
USA CONTACT: Ughthouse Software, 19863 Kingswood, Huntington Beach, CA 92646, USA; Phone:
714-964-1981; Fax: 714-991-0869 or
UK CONTACT: CM Software, Unit 3, Ashcroft Close, Botley, Oxtort OX2 9SE, UNITED KINGDOM;
Phone: +44 0865 864844; Fax: +44 0865 864856.
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Method 1:
Launch ACT! with batch file
1. Transfer ACT.EXE and other necessary
files to your HP 100LX.
2. Open MEMO and create the following batch
file. (These instructions assume that you have
ACT files on your A: drive in a directory
named ACTFILES. If not, change the third and
fourth lines to reflect the correct location):
@echo off
d : \DOS\mode mono
a:
cd\actfiles
act . exe

3. Use this batch file to launch ACT! 1.0 on
your 100LX.
Method 2:
Launch from AppManager
using APLOADa
APLOAD is a utility that lets you customize the
installation of DOS programs in AppManager.
The latest version is available on the 1994
Subscriber PowerDisk. The APLOAD documentation file contains instructions for loading
ACT! in AppManager. Set ACT! up as and
application in AppManager and place the
following APLOAD command line in the application's Path box:
a : \apload . com /4 a : \act act . exe\256

This loads APLOAD from the A: drive with a
40-column moon screen like the 95LX, and
loads ACT from the A:\ACT directory with
256K bytes of system RAM reserved for it to
run in.

includes convertor of PDB to CDF
files for importing into ACT!
Version 1.0 was only intended for
the 95LX but can be configured to
run on the 100LX. (See the sidebar
for more on installing 1.0 on the
100LX.)

If you don't have ACT! and are
looking for a powerful contact management tool, then ACT! 1.1 for HP
Palmtops ($129) may be the best tool
for the job. However, if you already
have ACT! 1.0 for the 95LX, you may
want to try it on your 100LX first and
see if it suits your purposes. If you
don't need the improvements de-

scribed above, you may want to save
the $39.95 upgrade fee.
[See an earlier ACT! review on pages
5-9 of the May/June 1992 issue.]
Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

PCMCIA
Data Acquisition
Available NOW!

Using the 100LX built·in PIMs as a contact manager
I have been using the bum-in applications on my 100LX for all my contact history, follow up, todos,
etc. I have created my own custom database and use System Macros and Smart Clips to "link" my
database to the Phone Book and Appointment Book applications. My database looks roughly like this:
Name

Progr am

Company

La st contact

PCMCIA Type II Data
Acquisition Cards

Qty.l

Priority

Next contac t

PCM·DAS08

$299

...J

<
I
-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

8 Channels, 12 Bit, 20 KHz NO with 3
In/Out Digital bits

Notes

PCM·DAC02
2 Channels, 12 Bit Analog Output

PCM-D24C3

199

PCM·COM422

149

24 Digital 110, 3 Sixteen Bit Counters

My macros and smart clips take the next contact date, name, and company and automatically add
a follow-up in the todo list. I keep in the Notes section a history by date of what I've done with that
particular contact. I've looked at ACT! and don't like its format as much as my own. However, I plan
to checkout Goldmine.
Steve Michell
CompuServe W: [73004,2607J

RS232 and RS422 Communications Port

PCM-COM485
RS485 Communication Ports

PCM-PC2A.2
GPIB Interface Supporting IEEE 488.2
Standard

PCM·TERM15
15 Position Screw Terminal Board for PCMDAS08

PCM·TERM33

GoldMine 2.5 on the HP 100LX
GoldMine is another full-featured contact manager used by 100LX owners. It allows users to add and
edit contact records and automatically logs appointments, and letters into a history file. It also includes
sales analysis and telemarketing features. GoldMine lets the user create up to 15 custom screens.
GoldMine can be used on the 100LX and a desktop PC. Data files can be easily exchanged between
the two systems and changes can be synchronized in both directions, avoiding the overwriting of files
and loss of important information.
The following tip on installing GoldMine is from ELAN Software, the maker of GoldMine 2.5:
Installing GoldMine 2.5 on the 100LX
GoldMine for DOS can be installed to run on an HP 100/200LX, but requires the installation procedure
described below. Be sure to request from ELAN the small version of the GoldMine 2.5 for DOS, which
requires 20K less of system RAM to load. Also, the GoldMine files require 1-2MB of disk storage
space, so you'll need to load them on a memory card. We recommend using a 5MB or greater ATA
flash card.
1. Install GoldMine on your PC's local C drive and copy all of your desktop PC's GoldMine
directories and files to the memory card in the HP's A drive.
2. GoldMine must be directed to search for its files on the A drive, rather than the C drive. This can
be accomplished as follows:
A. Install GoldMine as described above.
B. Start GoldMine by typing gold25 Ii or gold25s Ii from the DOS prompt.
(You are presented with a menu that lets you edit the path to the GoldMine data directory.)
C. Edit the directory to reflect the new path (e.g. change the C: to an A:).
3. After editing the path, quit GoldMine and go back to the DOS prompt. Then restart GoldMine by
typing gold25 or gold25s Ii and you're up and running.
GoldMine 2.5 for DOS was written for a standard IBM PC or compatible and works on the 100/200LX
because GoldMine is a "well-behaved DOS program." It was not written to coexist with the HP System
Manager and it may be best to exit System Manager completely before launching GoldMine.

249

33 Position Screw Terminal Board for PCMD24C3

149
199
49
49

PCM·C15·l0l

25

PCM-C33-l0l

25

PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
PCM 10 inch cable. 33 pin PCM connector

PCM·C422/232
PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
25 pin D connector, RS232 pin assignments

PCM·C422/422
PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
9 pin D connector, RS422 pin assignments

PCM·C485/485
PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
9 pin D connector, RS485 pin assignments

25
25
25

Callfor
FREE
Catalog!
For orderillg informatioll please call:

CompulerBQards;lNfF.'
125 High Street, Mansfield , MA 02048

Tel: 508-261-1123
Fax: 508-261-1094
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User Profile

liThe HP Palmtop ...
Sounds good to me!
11

This deaf subscriber uses the HP Palmtop
to IItalk with friends and business associates,
and to organize most aspects of his business and
personal life.
ll

By Bill Blohm
In the beginning there was
The DayTimer. It taught me
how to organize my days
and provided me with a
place to jot down notes and
contact information. The
Daytimer was great, but had some
drawbacks. First of all, it wasn't easy
to modify information. You had to
use white-out to change notes, phone
numbers, addresses, etc. Secondly, I
used one of the larger DayTimers. I
could enter more complete notes and
contact information, but the DayTimer tended to stay on my desktop and
wasn't with me when I needed it.

HP Palmtop: There
when you need it
Then the HP 95LX came along. It fit
in my back pocket and was with me
wherever I went. It came with an
appointment book, phone book, Lotus 123, memo capabilities, and a
communications link to my Pc. I was
able to enter and revise appointments
and contact information. I could
write and revise document sections
and transfer them into the complete
document on my desktop Pc. I could
transfer small spreadsheets I was
developing on to the 95LX. I could
call them up into 1-2-3, and modify
and test them on the spot, without
having to wait until I got back to my
desktop Pc.
I also developed computer programs, and occasionally ran into
problems for which I didn't have an

immediate answer. The 95LX let me
keep small pieces of C or C++ code
on the Palmtop. When I thought of a
solution, sitting at the dentist's office
or walking through the mall with my
wife and kids, I could whip out my
Palmtop and type in my idea, or
even write a little C code on the spot.
When I got back to work I would
transfer the C code to my PC or the
HP Unix computer, import my solution into the main program I was
working on, and compile and test it.
The Palmtop made it possible to
work on problems when I had an
inspiration, instead of having to wait
until I got back to the PC and possibly losing the train of thought in the
process.
The Palmtop also let me track my
ideas better, play with "what-if" scenarios, and act on them better. For
example, I'd be driving to or from
work and have an idea about how
we could eliminate some files from
the system at work and make things
more efficient. I'd pull over and write
a small MEMO detailing the idea,
how to implement it, what perfor-
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mance costs were involved and how
the changes would impact my schedule. Throughout the day, whenever
ideas came, I would modify the
MEMO until I had what I thought
was the best way to implement the
idea.
I kept two 95LX phone books: one
for phone numbers and another to
hold the information on the various
computers I was responsible for at
work. The 95LX PHONE version of
my computer database contained the
names of the machines, their IP addresses (Internet Protocol, an 10
number for each machine on the net),
and my passwords into the systems.
When I went to a system, I had the
basic information I needed in my
back pocket.

HP 100LX Database: more
data, better display
I upgraded to the 100LX because of
it's true 80x25 display and because I
could better utilize a modem with it.
When I got my 100LX, I was very
pleased to see that I could set up my
own databases.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bill Blohm is a Software Quality Engineering Specialist at
HP where his primary duties are as a Systems Administrator. He is also a part time student at BOIse State University
working towards a Bachelor of Science de~ree in Computer
Science. Bill enjoys the outdoors with his aaughter, son, and
wife (who suspects that the Palmtop is surgically attached to
her husband). Bill can be reached on Internet at bblohm@
boi.hp.com (preferred) or 70550, 2204@ Compuserve.com.

I exported to my lOOLX the 95LX
phonebook containing computer
information from work. The lOOLX
let me create a custom database for
this information. I created specific
fields (with the proper field names)
for the system name, IP address, and
password. I added fields for comments, name needed to log-on to the
system, the domain of the system (i.e.
what other computers it's associated
with), the type of machine, operating
system, and the system "alias." (Alias
is a valid alternate nickname given to
a machine so people don't have to
worry about remembering names like
"hpbs3523".)

5 st.""
Cl!Ichaller
hpbsl00

IIfMQ':t:1
hpb:d6B6

hpba202
hpbs3523

Al ias
Archie

S!45 L"", U:sv
Inlernel search
Inlernet access

129.93.1 . 1'1

'iTifWl!tt!iI·ditjf_;m"WII

Thor lunoffical I1y HP- UX
Test. Librur."
TvsL Libr<lr."

HP 100LX database with computer
system information, All Items view

I set up the columns displayed in the
opening view of the computer information database so that the machine
name, alias, system use and IP number are shown (see above). The opening view does not display sensitive
information. Log ons, passwords, and
other information is displayed in the
individual item view (below).

The beauty of this new setup was
that I could now access all relevant
data about the computers for which
I was responsible. One thing I really
like about the database is its ability
to set up the display of the fields the
way I want, in both the All Items and
individual item views. For example,

" DvifE!J'ifl,'Urnl1 '! "

SWill""

'ttMq.tu!

.i!:ofll<lin

I

IP I

I Hachinll 190001725

~o"".nl· 1

L09-On

'Elm'
'FRf'-e'f..,...
I a lias !Thor lunoffi caU
I
I Sf:,Ishl'l !.Is," IHlOi RP-UX
H
I

====:;

~IWiill"~
' ~~~1~Q/~s~IHP~-UX!J.[;.or:J

lassllor':lskunkQa

HP 100LX database, individual item view

The uncompressed truth about memory cards.
When is a meg a meg? Only when you're
talking about uncompressed storage capacity.
Data compression is great. But think
twice about memory cards that promise
big capacities using compression because the truth is that what you compress determines how much storage you get.
The right way to judge memory cards?
Compare prices based on uncompressed
capacities. The perfect way to build lasting
memories? Be sure the capacity you need
is the capacity you get - with very affordable FlASH-5 Memory Cards from AMP.
Matched with your 95lX or lOOlX
Palmtop, FlASH-5 cards offer fast
write/erase and on~hip data protection to
safeguard your info. And because they
require only 5volts to write, they cut power
drain and prolong battery life. Call for a
copy of our "Low Cost of Ownership" study
to learn more about the advantages of S.
volt flash memory from AMP.
Delivery? In a flash! Backed by
toll-free help, and our guarantee of
satisfaction.

also available:
256KB
512KB
2MB

$95.00
$120.00
$276.00

Prices shown expire 12/31/94
AMP is a lrademarl<. PC CArd is a lrademark of PCMClA.

today!

1-800-488-8459
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The Log-on and Password shown
above are ficticious for obvious reasons. The official name of the System
is "hpbs1686." It has the Alias of
"Thor" (my favorite Norse God, it's
easier to remember a name than the
number). The OIS or operating system
is "HP-UX 9.03" (HP Unix version
9.03). The Machine is a HewlettPackard "9000/725" computer. There
is no IP or Domain listed for this system.
Being able to set up and modify a
database makes it easier to add data
fields I think of later and to change
the way I display the data.

Communications easier
for the hearing impaired
One unusual use of the 100LX that I
have stems from the fact I am deaf.
Many deaf or hearing-impaired people have a device referred to as a
"TTY" (also called "ITD"). TTY is an
acronym for "Teletype." Originally,

local phone companies donated obsolete teletypes to deaf people so they
could talk to each other over phone
lines. The TTY functioned as a kind
of primitive word processor with a
built-in modem. The original TTYs
used a non-ASCII format and could
not interface with a computer on the
other end. The name of the device
was eventually changed to "ITD"
(Text Device for the Deaf).
There are two main problems
with TTDs. First, you must have one
device on each end of the phone line
to communicate. If one person does
not have a TTD it is possible to get
around this limitation by calling The
Idaho Relay Service, a voice/TTD
relay service. This service involves an
operator who has a TTD and who
translates between the two parties.
The second problem is that a ITD is
not a portable device.
Fortunately, the HP 100LX is very
portable, can connect to a modem,

and comes with built-in terminal
emulation or can use other thirdparty communications programs (I
use an older copy of ProComm (version 2.0). In addition, the TTD relay
service can be accessed by a computer like the HP Palmtop. I currently
use an AT&T DataPort modem,
which I connect to the 100LX via the
HP Connectivity Cable and modem
adapter from the HP Adapter Kit
(HP FI023A). This compact, lightweight modem fits easily into into a
briefcase. Unfortunately, it's not battery powered and I'm still tied to a
wall outlet for power. Eventually I'd
like to get a PCMCIA card modem
and an acoustic coupler so I can even
use the modem in phone booths.
Typically, I call the relay service
from my 100LX (or desktop PC) and
"talk" to the operator via my Palmtop
display and keyboard. The operator
phones the person I want to communicate with and relays our con versa-

tittle Drive~

th.eJ!ridge between
ijour desktop and portable c

.'

.,..".

--

PCMCIRlort for qourdesktop compute ~
Retails for Sl39/1l9
The desktop ThinCardDRIVE'" transfers data effortlessly between
Palmptops and MS·DOS®or MS-Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
printer port. Pass-thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMD-500
reads and writes SRAM cards, TMD-550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
!
PCMCIAlJEIDA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
•
card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
. ",,,, .., Isn't it time you put one on your expense report?
~. For further information: Databook Inc.
~ D~ATA
Sales Office: 10 Alder Bush, Rochester, NY 14624
nJ.Il
Tel: 716-889·4204 Fax: 716-889·2593
ThinCardDRIVE is a Irademark
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome.
~ , •, ", , , ,
01 Dalabook, Inc.

==::

=§BOOK

Coastal
ElectroniCS
RPCMCIR

Products Distributor
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tion back and forth. The text of the
conversation (laughter and even
background noises) is displayed on
my Palmtop display.
The Palmtop, ProComm, and the
modem provide me with a fully
portable telephone setup, one of the
few things that I envied the hearing
people for.
[Editor's Note: During the editing of
this article Bill and I needed to discuss
some points about the article, so I got to
experience TTY/Idaho Relay Service
communications first hand. The process
is slower and more deliberate than I'm
used to. When I am talking with a hearing person over the phone, I communicate a lot with voice inflection. If I'm not
exactly sure what I want to say, I'll take
a stab at it. The person I'm communicating with and I usually throw a lot of
short, incomplete sentences back and
forth until we understand each other.
TTY communications cannot rely on

verbal cues, and because of the translation process, quick back-and-forth conversations don't work well. Even though I
was speaking, the process was more like
writing to me. I had to think things
through more, making sure the ideas I
expressed and the questions I asked were
complete and understandable - Rich.]

Personal Use: Good
Books, The "Fish & Game"
Department, and more!
The Palmtop's portability means that
it goes with me camping, fishing,
hunting, hiking, to the store, to the
dentist and doctors. Among other
things, the Palmtop helps me catch
up on my reading.
I use a program called Vertical
Reader (VR ii ) that lets me display
and enjoy the works of Shakespeare
(SEL_SHAK.ZIP ii ), Edgar Rice Burroghs (PMARSlO.ZIP ii ), and other

classic authors on my HP Palmtop. A
great variety of these literary classics
are available in ETEXT format
through Project Gutenberg (see article
on Vertical Reader and Project
Gutenberg, page 14 this issue). The
Palmtop and these programs make it
easy for me to enjoy these classics
wherever I am, whenever I can grab
a small moment of time. [Note: This
issue of The HP Palmtop Paper ON
DISK will contain an extra disk of Project Gutenberg ETEXT files. These files
can be read with VR, MEMO, or any
text editor. VR is on the Fall 94/ Summer 95 Subscriber PowerDisk.]
Many of the ETEXTs provided by
Project Gutenberg are entered by
volunteers. In addition to reading my
favorite books on the 100LX, I use
my Palmtop to input ETEXTs for the
project (my way of saying "Thanks"
for the service they provide).
I use a drawing program (Color

Travel FloppyTM 144
PCMCIA Floppy Drive
No

less indispensable than your HP 100LX

Your Palmtop Access to the World
•
•
•
•
•

Send Faxes
Get Stock Quotes
Read the Latest News
Send «Q Receive Electronic Mail
Communicate With Others
Around the World
• Download Software
Directly To Your Palmtop

• fast!
• Easy!
• Versatile!
• Cost Effective!
• Complete!

acCIS™ is the only CompuServe® access program that is fully
SYSMGR compliant and works on all HP Palmtop models. Join
the HPHAND forum and correspond directly with many of the
Palmtop Paper authors and other palmtop experts. Plus. you get a
DOS version of acCIS for your desktop at no extra cost.
Only $69.00 (California residents please add 7.25% sales tax) plus shipping.
SHIER Systems & Software
TM

S

920 Hampshire Road, Suite A-29
Westlake Village, CA 91320
Phone:
805-371-9391
Fax: 805-371-9454
CIS: [75030,3374]
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Unparalleled performance from the Travel Floppy
simplifies and economizes file transfer and archiving.
• Includes 3.5" 1.44 Mb floppy drive
• PCMCIA Type II compatible
• Inexpensive, small and portable - take or use it
anywhere
• Versatile - plugs into the PCMCIA slot of a
variety of subnotebook, notebook and other
portable DOS~based systems, including the
HP 100LX
• Offering the convenience and economy of the
floppy disk - provides the universally accepted,
desktop compatible storage solution
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231 Charcot Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131
TEL (408) 433·1980 FAX' (408) 433·1716
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SSFAXEfI©

PRINT FROM
YOUR PALMTOP

By Simple Simon Software
The quickest and easiest way to send, receive,
view and even print faxes with any UP Palmtop.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete package is only $19.95
Conunand Line Faxer
Send faxes with or without cover page
Customize your cover page(s)
Receive faxes on calls already picked up
(manual receive)
Print to any dot matrix or laser printer
Full featured fax viewer
Nobody takes up less space or memory
Full customer and technical support by phone,
fax and BBS
Compatible with Class I & 2 fax/modems
Recommended by Megahertz and UP

Simple Simon Software
p.o. Box 926, Bedford, TX 76095

ParaIiDk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your UP 9S or 100. One end
of ParaIiDk 3 fits into the parallel port of
your printer. the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

Infrared Serial Adapter
For Your 200LX
• Supports HP Connectivity Pack for 200LX
• "Point·and·shoot" data transfer
• Fas~ reliable and easy to use

_

Extended
Systems®

5777 North Meeker Ave. Boise, ID 83713

ParaIInk 3 is battery powered. light, small,
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)
To Order:
CaU: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44-438-815222

WIDgET.
SOFTWARE

121 London Road, Knebworth.

Herts SG3 6EX United Kingdom

1-800.574-8047 ·Tek81H8;6691' Fax: 81H8}5871

Tel: 80~23).7'76 or 208·322·7,7, Fax 40~'87·9170

U.S. DISTRIBUTORS SOUGHT

Paint & Print, by Expert Software) on
my HP 100LX to draw flow diagrams, Gantt charts, top cards, and to
keep the kids amused on trips. The
program is adequate, but I'm still
getting used to it. I have to exit System Manager completely to run the
program. If I could hook up a mouse
to the 100LX, it would be great.
I keep some games on the 100LX
for me and the kids (Tetris Ii for the
wife). I also use the 100LX to track
my fly fishing. I enter information on
which flies worked well on what
rivers or lakes. I enter the time of the
day as well as the size and type of
fish caught.
I use MEMO to track the rolls of
film I shoot, entering exposure, picture number, and special notes to
myself about the picture.
I found a DOS astronomy packages called The Sky in the sale bin in the
local Shopko store for under $10. I
tried it and wonder of wonders, it
works on the 100LX. I no longer have
to use a print-out of the night sky to
find a celestial object. I pull out a
penlight flashlight with a red filter
and consult the display of my oh-soportable-and-versatile 100LX. I'm
switching to a program called Sky-

Globe Ii . It's more easily available
and apparently has better support.
[Note: We could not find The Sky, but
have successfully loaded SkyGlobe on the
HP lOOLX - Rich.]
In addition to all that, I keep an
outdoors diary of my hiking, camping, canoeing, and general outdoors
explorations. I later transfer these
notes from the 100LX to my PC, or
print out a hardcopy of the notes to
include in a binder I keep. I use
MEMO to take miscellaneous notes,
track books for my research, taking
notes and movies the family wants to
see. I use Appointment Book's todo
feature to track home-related items
like meetings I have to attend, home
improvements and repairs I need to
accomplish, and other such jobs that
come with work, a house and two
teenagers.
The Appointment Book helps me
schedule a wide variety of home/
family related items. APPT reminds
me when it's time to check the oil in
the vehicles, change the filter in the
air conditioner, see the dentist or
doctor, and plan for a birthday.
I am interested in navigation and
am developing a 1-2-3 spreadsheet
for use in the 100LX, for sight reduc-

tion use with a sextant.
All the things I used to do with
the 95LX I can now do more comfortably on the 100LX, mostly due to the
100LX's full 80x25 screen. I am evaluating a couple of C compilers for
possible use on the 100LX, so I will
even be able to check out my coding
snippets now.
The 100LX is excellent for typing
up replies to e-mail and letters. When
I get to the office, I simply transfer
them to my other computers and
send them on their merry way. If I'm
on a trip, I can log in on my main
computer directly from the 100LX via
phone, transfer any messages I've
composed to the main computer and
use it's e-mail capabilities to send the
messages out right away. No more
waiting until I get back from a trip. I
can get any incoming e-mail at the
same time.
The 100LX easily provides all the
entertainment, computing and document capability I require when I
require it and where I require it.
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Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

Frequently Asked Questions and
Backup Tip from HP Tech Support
[This tip and the common question and
answers were written about the HP
lOOLX. The time stamped backup macro
and most of the questions and answers
also relate directly to the HP 200LX Editor.]
By HP Tech Support

HP 100LX Time Stamped
Backup Macro
Most macros used for backing up the
C: \ drive, copy files to the same target directory each time they are executed. With this approach, today's
backup overlays yesterday's. This
conserves space on the target device,
but also allows the possibility of
overwriting a good version of a file
with a bad version.
One way to avoid overwriting
backups is to keep multiple generations of the backup directory. The
following System Macro makes use
of the HP 100LX's Date stamp feature
(press ~-I]) to create a unique
backup directory each time you use
the macro. The directory name is of
the form BKCMM-DD, where BKC is
constant, MM is the month in numeric form, and DD is the numeric
day. Because the directory name will
include the creation date, as long as
backups are created only once per
day, each new backup will have a
unique name. After the macro has
run successfully a few times, delete
the oldest backup.
The macro is listed below in a
step-by-step fashion to enhance understandability. Indented on the line
below each macro code is a comment
describing what the code does. The
system macro should be entered as a
single contiguous string, without the
indented comments or returns.
{More} {Menu}AL
Close all applications
{Setup} {Menu}OD
Open Setup Date Time function .
{Tab} {Tab}

Go to Date format Box
{Down} {Down} {Down} {Down} {Down} {Down}
{Down} {Down} {Down} {Down} {Down} {FlO}
Move cursor to MM-DD date format
and then confirm
{Menu}Q{Filer}

Quit Setup , Start the Filer
{F5}C : \ {Enter}
Goto the Root directory on the C
Drive
{Menu}FB
Start the Backup utility
A: \BKC{Date}
Build new directory name with the
Date function
{FlO}{F10}
Confirm settings and directory
creation

Note: Prior to the execution of the
macro, FILER's IMENU, file Backup
function should be set up as follows
(this needs only be done once):
1. Include - check All directories and
files.
2. Leave Modified files only box blank
so that all files will be backed up.
3. Leave Overwrite existing files box
blank, the macro should never
overwrite files.

Common 100LX Questions
and their answers
from HP Tech Support
Q: Why does the HP lOOLX stay on

when the batteries are recharging?
A: There is no battery-charging circuit built into the HP lOOLX. It is
all done with software and the
software cannot turn the machine
off.
Q: Which print driver should I use with

the HP DeskJet?
A: Use the LaserJet print driver in
the Setup utility.
Q: How can I translate my HP 95LX

PhoneBook and Appointment Book
files to the lOOLX format?
A: Simply load the file into the application and it will automatically
translate it to the new format. In
PHONE (or APPT) press IMENU,
file Qpen, highlight the PBK (or
ABK) file and press I ENTER'. You
may have to I <Tab > ' to the directory the file is in.
Q: I moved my phonebook (appointment

book) over to the HP lOOLX, but
when I tried to open it, "Invalid file

type" was displayed.
A: Do not rename PBK to PDB (or
ABK to ADB) before you open
them the first time. The file extensions will be automatically
renamed the first time it is
opened.
Q: What is the proper procedure to

change batteries?
A: Close all open applications, turn
the HP 100LX off, and close the
case. Remove the main battery
cover and install two fresh AA
batteries, orienting them as shown
in the battery compartment. Remove the backup-battery cover
and pull out the battery tray.
Insert a fresh, 3-volt CR-2032 coin
cell. Be sure the plus (+) sign on

Getting Technical Support
By Hewlett-Packard Mobile
Computing Customer Support (MCCS)

If you have a technical question about HP
Palmtops, contact HP Mobile Computing
Customer Support (MCCS) at the phone
number below. You can also mail or fax your
questions (responses retumed by mail, phone,
or fax within two weeks).

HP Mobile Computing Customer Support
1000 NE Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
Phone: 503·715-2004 (toll call)
Fax: 503-715·5488 (toll call)
5 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific time
Monday· Friday excluding holidays
MCCS is responsible for answering questions
on the usage and operation of Hewlett-Packard mobile computing products and associated
peripherals and application software. MCCS
supports Hewlett·Packard calculators, palmtops, and OmniBooks.
Customer Support is the main channel
between end users and the factory for technical questions, suggestions, and complaints.
The Customer Support group also assists
dealers, sales representatives, corporate accounts, and is the backup for other HP support
providers worldwide. MCCS measures enduser satisfaction, makes recommendations for
product improvements, and monitors perfor·
mance of support programs.
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delete files on the D drive.

the battery is facing down in the
tray. Insert the battery tray back
into the HP 100LX and replace the
cover. Turn the unit on.

Q: How do I password-protect the entire

HP 100LX?
A: The HP 100LX does not come

Q: Which kind of DOS applications can
I run on the HP 100LX?
A: The HP 100LX is basically an

with global password protection.
You must assign passwords to
individual files.
The HP 200LX comes with a
global password protection feature. See "Activating Password
Protection," page 1-4 in your HP
200LX User's Guide, for more
information.

IBM-XT compatible with CGA
display emulation and 580K maximum system RAM available for a
DOS application. Check the documentation of your application
for the "Minimum System Configuration Required."

Q: How can I reallocate memory bet-

Q: I see "Cannot delete read-only file"

ween system RAM and disk RAM?
A: First close all other applications
and go to the AppManager
screen. From there, press §etup
IMENU 1Qptions ~stem. Tab down
to Memory and use the arrow keys
to set memory as needed. When
finished, press ~ (OK).

when trying to delete a file in Filer
application.
A: The most likely cause of this is
that the file you are trying to
delete is open. Go back to the
application the file was created in
and Quit the application. You
suould be able to delete the file.
It's also possible that you are
trying to delete a read-only file on
the D (ROM) drive. You cannot

Q: How do I copy files to the "A" drive

(a plug-in memory card)?
A: While the HP 100LX is off, insert

the card. Turn the 100LX ON and
press I FILER I. If the Filer screen is
not already split, press [!2) to do
so. Both windows may display
the contents of the C: drive. If so,
move the cursor to the top of the
screen (until you hear a beep) and
press I ENTER 1until you get a list of
available drives. Highlight [-A-]
and press IENTERI. You should
have the C: drive displayed in
one window and the A: drive
displayed in the other.
Highlight the file on the C:
drive that you wish to transfer to
your memory card. Press ~
I ENTER 1 to copy the file.
Q: Why can't I print directly to my

parallel printer?
A: Most printers accept parallel for-

matted data. The HP 100LX sends
only serial data. If you do not
have a serial input port on your
printer, purchase a serial-to-paralleI converter. The converter must
have its own power supply.

HEWLETI-PACKARD 200LX PALMTOPS

HP
Takes Your

Features:
• Lotus 1-2-3 V2.4, cc: Mail Remote,
Intuit Palmtop Quicken, MS-DOS®5.0
and Data Communications
• "Wireless" Data Transfer Via
Infrared Interface
• PCMCIA 2.0 Type II Card Slot
• 25 x 80 Character LCD Display
• Runs DOS-based PC Software
• Appointment, Filer, Phone Book
and Application Manager
• Advanced Calculator with Algebraic
or RPN Option, Business and Science
Functions, HP Solve, Function
Graphics and 1-2-3 Back Solve
• Includes 2 "AA" Batteries and
1 Back-up Lithium Battery

Put the world's most portable
workplace in your pocket! For
people who need to travel
light, this Palmtop "makes the
world your office. "
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Call (800) 395~lJ)00
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rli~ HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

200LX with 1MB RAM

200LX with 2MB RAM

#887656 MSRP $549.00

#887664 MSRP $699.00

$499.99 $649.99

Over 5,000 National Branded Computer Products
Everyday Discounted Prices
Toll-Free Ordering with FREE Technical Support
Same Day Shipping on Allin-Stock Items
Corporate Accounts Invited

'.
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Using an Apple Macintosh
with the HP Palmtops
Two Macintosh users tell how they integrate
HP Palmtops with their Mac environment,
for file transfer, backup, printing,
communication and PC emulation.
A Mac User's Guide
to Working with HP
Palmtops
[About the author: Craig de Fasselle lives
in Kirtland, Ohio with his wife Sara, son
Scott, and German Shepherd Zeus.
Craig is president of a small company
that manufactures flowmeters and related
instrumentation. He also is the forum
leader for America Online's PDA/Palmtop Forum [PDA Craig}. He can be
reached on CompuServe at [76500,
1440}.1
By Craig de Fasselle
As a long time Macintosh user, there
was never any reason to learn DOS
commands until HP started producing their Palmtop PC's. Fortunately,
an Apple Macintosh user does not
have to live life from the DOS command line for the HP and Mac to
coexist effectively.
Unless otherwise stated, this article will deal with the HP 100/200LX,
although many of the procedures
work with the HP 95LX. I used the
95LX with my Macs for two years before switching to the 100LX and now
the 200LX.
Although Hewlett Packard offers
no connectivity software for Mac,
there are commercial and shareware /
freeware options available. Regardless of the software, you need the
Mac-to-HP cable (HP Part No. F1016A).

File Transfer with Kermit,
Zterm, and other programs
For one of the least expensive methods of file transfer, try using MacKermit Ii by Frank da Cruz on your
Mac. This freely distributed program
can be found on most BBS and online
services, including America Online
(AOL) and CompuServe. Kermit

works fine with either the HP 95LX
and HP 100/200LX (see sidebar for
example).
I have also used Zterm ii (by
David P. Alverson) successfully for
file transfers at 57,600 (see sidebar for
example).
MacKermit and Zterm are not the
only way to transfer files between the

Steps for Kermit file transfer
The following example is based on using MacKermit 0.99(93) on the HP 100LX. Follow these steps:

1. Configure Mac and Palmtop
To use Kermit to back up your HP Palmtop or transfer individual files, first connect the cable with both
units off. Then set the HP Palmtop and MacKermit for the following communication parameters: Baud:
19,200; Interface: Com1; Parity: None; Data Bits: 8; Stop Bits: 1.
On your Palmtop, go to DataComm, press IMENU& Connect Settings, and set the above
parameters. On your Mac set Kermit to File, Defaults to inary, mode to unattended, and Data
to fork.

2. Set Palmtop up as server

After establishing the settings above, set your Palmtop up as a server by pressing IMENU I Connect
Kermit Commands and selecting Put HP 100l200LX into server mode. You are now ready to
send files from your HP to the Mac.

3. Transfer files
On the Mac, under the File-Transfer menu, select the Get file from server option. A dialog box
will pop up asking for the file. Type in the path and file name you want to grab from the HP, click OK
and the transfer will proceed automatically. [Mac users may be asking, "What does he mean by 'type
in the path',' (I did when I started). For Kermit to locate the proper file, you must tell it exactly where
the file is located. Specifically, it needs to know the drive, directory and subdirectory the file is found
in on the Palmtop (directories and subdirectories appear as folders on the Mac). For example, to
transfer a phonebook file titled MYPHONE from the default _DAT directory on the HP to the Mac, type
the following in the MacKermit Get file dialog box: C:\..DAT\MYPHONE.PDB
The c : identifies the C drive on the HP Palmtop (if you are getting a file from a memory card
use A : instead); the backslash (\ ) is used to separate directory names; the _DAT indicates the
directory; and MYPHONE . PDB is the file name in this example. The file name must include the file extension (.PDB in this example).
To backup an entire directory, you would use the Get file from server command on the Mac
and type the following command in the dialog box: C:\*".
This command copies all files from your C drive to the Mac (you'll need to set up some
destination folders on the Mac). Please note that subdirectories must be copied separately, so the
C:\..DAT directory will not be copied with the C:\*" command.
To copy all the files in the _DAT directory, enter the following in the Get file from server
options box: C:\_DAT\*" .
To send a file from the Mac to the Palmtop, use the Send File command on the Mac. From
DataComm on the HP Palmtop you can press IMENU I f.ile Kermit Get and enter the path and name
of the file on the Mac you wish to get.
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desktop Mac and an HP Palmtop.
Other popular communications programs should work. You can try the
communications module in Microsoft
Works, White Knight, and Microphone.
The setups will vary slightly depending on the program, but are similar
to the Zterm or MacKermit setups.

Flin-

HEWLETT

a:~ PACKARD

HP-200LX Palmtop PC
::) NEW with 200LX! Intuit Palmtop QuickenTM
--/

File Translation
Although some terminal programs
offer file translation features, you'll
probably need other programs to
assist with this task. Here are a few
tips:
• Text files - Although there are
many freeware and shareware programs to convert text files, DOSWasher
1.0 ii by N. Jonas England, is one of
the easiest to use and best. This application will convert text to and
from PC and Mac formats. Simply
drag a transferred Memo file from
the HP over the DOSWasher icon
and it will convert it to a text file that
can be read by any Mac word processor. If you take any Mac plain text
file and drag it over DOSWasher, it
will be converted to PC format which
the HP Memo application can read .
.• Lotus 123 files - these spreadsheet
files can be imported directly into
Excel or Works. Likewise, you can
save your Mac spreadsheet as a Lotus WK1 file that can be opened by
the HP.

-/
-/
-/
-/

Both Available in 1MB or 2MB

HP-200LX ~ Call for
(pictured)
Dealer/OEM
HP-100LX Pricing

-/

--/

Carry wilh you your bank/check. credit card and cash account
balances And do reconciliation l
PC Compatible
It runs you I 011 the shell DOS-based sollware Your lavonte soltware
nght In your pocket (Must be DOS based. CGA-Compallble)
1 MB/2MB RAM , DOS 5.0 and Expandable Memory
Supports up to 32MB With opllonal plug-In memory cards
(one slot-PCMCIA Type II)
cc:Mail Remote is Built-In
You can attach a modem to access e-mail plus awide range of
communication networks
Lotus 1-2-3™ rei 2.4
The Industry standard spreadsheet With dalabase. graphiCS. and
macros
HP Financial Calculalor
Business & sClenlific lundllons Incluiling TVM. amortization. cash
lIows. statistics. date arithmetic. unil/currency conversIOns sum lisl
Also Includes HP Solve. lunctlon graphing. and 1-2-3 BackSolve
Complete Organizer Software
Manage your lime. tasks and data. and retrieve Informal Ion Inslantly
with a fullY-integrated set 01 tools. Including apPointment book.
phone book. dalabase. memo editor With outliner notetaker
stopwatch. and work time
Express Exchange Coverage lor 1 year
So If your 200LX fails you merely call for a replacement. which
arrives next day I Then just send back the old unit (2 yr add itional
coverage optional)

[1f]
'it

• SALES TO DEALERS ONLy-CALL FOR CONSULTATION ON ACCESSORY PRODUCTS •

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-227-8292
OR FAX US AT: (415)494-1995
760 SAN ANTONIO ROAD, PALO AL TO, CALIFORNIA 94303.4695

• HP Palmtop Data Base files - For
database import-export, you may use
GDBIO Ii by Craig Payne or DBUTIL ii by Steve Roth. These
import-export utilities are run on
your HP to convert HP database to

Zterm File Transfer Steps
To set up Zterm, select the Dial Menu's Directory command and click the New button. Fill out all the
boxes as if the HP Palmtop is a BBS, simply leaving out any phone number. Use the settings shown
in step 1 below. Follow these steps:

1. Configure both systems.
Set both the HP and Zterm to: Baud: 57,600
Interface: Com1; Parity: None; Data Bits: 8; Stop Bits: 1.

2. Send files
To send files from the HP 100/200LX, connect the Palmtop to the Mac with the cable, tum on both
units, and launch Zterm on the Mac and Datacomm on the HP. From the Mac, select HP Connection
from the Dial menu. After a moment you should see Direct Connect HP 100 on the Zterm screen.
Under Zterm's File menu, select the Receive Files ... Zmodem option.
Next on the Palmtop, press IMENUI file frotocol and select ZMODEM. Press I!r2l (OK) and
IMENUaifile §.end to send a file. Use the dialog box to select your file, or check the Send All box
to sen all files in the given directory. Press ~ (OK) and the files will be transferred to your Mac.
Zterm's File Menu also provides Transf9r""C'onvert options for file translation of items such as
text files. For non-text files, you should leave the setting at Binary Data. You can also convert text
files into other word processing formats. Let's say you want to convert a MEMO text file into MS-Word
format. Go to Zterm's File Menu, select Settings Menu, pick General Preferences and select Smart
MacBinary. Then select the MS-Word option to convert text documents to Word format.
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comma or tab delimited text files that
can be used on the Mac. They also
can convert delimited text files to the
HP format (procedure described in
the programs' documentation).

MacLinkPlus:
Translation and Transfer
in One Package
DataViz's MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop is
currently the best commercial answer
for both file transfers and translations
between a Mac and the HP 95/100/
200LX. The new 2.5 version includes
new features and improvements to
solidify this position.
Unlike prior versions, 2.5 has a
backup feature that can copy all HP
files to the Mac while maintaining
the directory structure. All you need
to do is launch MacLinkPlus/HP
Palmtop, click on the Backup Palmtop
option, follow the onscreen instructions, check the drives you wish to
copy, and click the Backup button.
This makes what was once a tedious

Now you can have personal
messages and information
delivered wirelessly, making
even better use of your
HP 100LX and OmniBook
computers. With HP StarLink
service, the wireless receiver
card, and your portable
computer, staying in touch
has never been easier!
Anyone who needs to contact
you simply calls a toll-free
operator or dials an 800 number
via a PC and modem, following
the on-screen prompts to send
the message. Within minutes,
the messages find you, wherever
you are, anytime of day. You'll
receive your messages whether
or not your computer is on or
your StarLink card is installed.
Read the messages as soon as
they arrive - or at your convenience. Coverage can be local,
regional or nationwide all at reasonable prices. And when you
travel, your messages can follow
you to your destination city.
Unmatched communicationsright in the palm of your hand!
Call today to find out more.

1800917-LINK

:.

Software Solution for your Palmtop

':'~~""".
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ACEHLINK!
The simplest file transfer program for your 100/200LX
"
"
"
"
"
"

_
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. . . . . . . . . . ..!I~'"" ..
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NEW!

No PC Instollotion required
No Palmtop Software to download
Use FILER to view and exchange files with your PC
Connects at speeds up to 115Kbps on your PC
Fully operational from a diskette. great when you travel to other PC locations
HP 1OOLX/200LX serial coble Is INCLUDEDI

+

ACEHLINK File Transfer with 700/200LX serial cable (C7260) .............. $39.00

ACEHFAX!

NEW!

HP 100/200LX Send/Receive Fax Software

NEW! Complete HP 200LX- Systems with DoubleFlash+ Plus!
Available only from ACE , this complete package contains everything
thing you will need to start enjoying the full benefits of the HP 200LX!

V New! ACE-LINK file transfer software with HP 200LX PC serial cable
V New! DoubleFlash+ Plus HI-Performance Solid State Storage for 200LX
V Newl BADman 2.0 for Alkaline, NiCad, NIMH, Lithium batteries
V Newl AppMAN! gives you complete control of DOS applications

V Two 1100mAH high capacity, non-toxic. no-memory NiMH batteries
V HP world-wide universal AC Adapter
Newl ACE-FAX lor HP IOOL)( and 200L)(

"
"
"
"
"

Send. Receive. View and Print Faxes on your HP Palmtop
Simple to use menu Interface
Full Installation less than 200k
Requires as little as 30KB on C: drive for modem cord users
Auto installation program Included

ACEHFAX for HP 700/200LX ........................... .... ............ ...... .... ....

$29.00

200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System

with
with
with
with
with
with

DoubleFlash+ 6M .......... .. ............ .. $989
DoubleFlash+ 10M. ........ ...... ...... $1 ,059
DoubleFlash+ 20M. .. ...... .. .......... $1,189
DoubleFlash+ 40M .............. ....... $1 ,489
DoubleFlash+ 60M .......... .... .... .. .$1 ,789
DoubleFlash+ BOM .. ................... $2,089

For 200LX 1MB Complete Systems .......... ...................................... ./ess $190

Magnify! version 1.1

NEW!
NEW!

HP 100/200LX Software Magnifying Lens

IRC 'I! "'""l!
!

Abrahlm Lincoln
Andraw J ack!!lon
Andrew Johnson

"'.R'!f!!:I:::~'!ifilj

408 -555- 1861
20 2-555- 1829
2 15-555-1865

I Hopt~Utlj!'.I. Ri,.,
415 - 555 - 1865
202 - 555 - 1837
215 - 555 - 1869

91 -

·~~G[;~~~~·· ~:~~t5 i~~~~:~

----------

Groye r Chvgland
Hour." S. TrW'lan

602 - 555- 1885
393- 555 - 1945

505 - 555 - 1897
719- 555- 1953

Adjustable sizes

1X, 2X, 3X and 4X

MOlle lens with

cursor keys

OMNIBooK 530

HP introduces the new OMNIBooK 530 486SX
33MHz Super Portable. Now with up to 131 MB
(doubled to over 260MB with Included data
compression!). 4MB. expandable to 12MB
of RAM. New Super VGA color video output for extemal monitors. Pre-Installed with
DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1 (Enhanced mode)
and HP's Windows PIM applications.

Newl Magnify! lor IOOL)( and 200L)(

"
"
"
"
"

Pop-Up Magnification from 1X to 4X
Hotkey ac~va~on in any Built-In Application
Auto Alignment with Lines and Columns in PhoneBook
Remembers and returns to lost posl~on In each Application
Move Lens with Quick Keys and Arrow Keys

Magnify!

(C 1240) for HP

700/200LX ................................ ............

$19.00

ACT! for HP Palmtops version 1.1
Best Selling Contact Management naw available for the 95/ IOO/ 200LX

ACT! for HP Palmtops version 7. 7 (C7255) .................................

$89.00

NEW!

+
ACEHFAX

BATTman version 2.0

Battery Management Software for HP IOO/200LX

NEW!

Software allows you to use NiMH, NiCd, Alkaline or Lithium batteries
for your HP Palmtop. Predictive algorithm gives you early low battery
warnings and prevent loss of your valuable data.
BADman 2.0 Battery Management Software ................................... $39
BADman 2.0 with 2 NiMH llOOmAH batteries .................... ............... $49
BADman 2.0 with 2 NiMH llOOmAH batteries & charger ................ $59

External Modem for the HP 100/200LX
Features our 18· Direct·Cable to your HP Palmtop. Receive and send FAXes directly fron
Storage Cards. ACE·FAX send/ receive software for the HP 100/200LX included. Powere,
9V battery - does not use your Palmtop's batteries.

14.4/ 14.4K External Fax Modem (with Direct Cable) ............ .......... .. .. ...... ..
Direct Cable (18") for external modem ..................................................... ..

I

_.

NEW!
ACEHLlNK

Serial PC Cable
ACADAPTER
NiMH BATTERIES
BATTman2.Q
AppMAN!

+

-
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HP.Palmtop Accessories
-

~ ......~~,."":,,,--~__ -,,-

-'

,

~.~~~ ... ___·La;.~ ........ ~,J~.{~.~

Carrying Cases
for
Your HP Palmtop

Complete
HPPalmtop
Solution

Custom Black Nylon case .......................
.. ................... $19
Custom Black simulated Leather case ...... ............ ..... ,...................... $29
Custom Black Leather case .. .............................................................. $39
Deluxe Black Leather case ...... .. .. ........................................................ $49
Executive Black Leather Portfolio ....................................................... $59
SPECIAL! SAVE 10% with any Palmtop purc hase .................... Iess 10%

HP 2ooLX-1 MB Basic System
HP 200LX-IMB with AppMAN! ................................................................. $499
HP 200LX-l MB with File Transfer Kit New!
ACE-LINK file transfer software. PC Serial cable, AppMan! ............... $535
HP 200LX-2MB Basic System
HP 200LX-2MB with AppMAN! .... .. .......................... ............................... $679
HP 2ooLX-2MB with File Transfer Kit New!
ACE-LINK file transfer software, PC Serial cable, AppMan! ............. $705
Palmtop Accessories
C1260 - New! ACE-LINK file transfer software with PC cable ................ $39
C1240 - New! Magnify! for 100/200LX .. ................................................... $19
Gl009 - New! ACE PC serial cable for HP 100/200LX .. .. ........ .. .............. $19
F1021 B - New/ HP 200LX Connectivity Pack with PC serial cable ........ $1 09
FlOllA - HP 200LX AC/DC Adapter/Charger (95/100/200LX) .............. $39
FlO15A - HP 200LX to PC Serial Cable (95/100/200LX) ............................ $25
FlOl6A - HP 200LX to Macintosh Serial Cable (95/100/200LX) ............... $25
F1023A - Extra Adapters (null modem , printer, 9 to 25) .......................... $25
H5465A -200LX 3-year Express Exchange (extended warranty) ............ $85

NEW!

Desktop PCMC/A-ATA Drive

The ATA/X Data Exchange Device is the perfect low cost solution to
transporting data between PCMCIA storage devices such as our
DoubleFlash+ and your desktop PC. Compatible with ACE, HP and
SunDisk Flash cards. Simple software installation - less than 8KB on
your PC and no PCMCIA Socket SeNices required.
ATA/X PCMCIA Internal Card Drive ........ .. .... ...... .... ............................ $99
ATA/X PCMCIA External Card Drive (pictured here) ..................... $149
Purchase with any Flash card .............. .. .................................... .Iess $ 70

HP OmniBook Super Portable Systems
NEW! OB530 486SX 33MHz w/ 131MB Hard Drive, 4MB RAM ............. $1,795

HP DeskJet Portable Printer Solution for HP Palmtop

Fl040A - OmniBook U.S. Fax Modem comm. package ...... ................. $379
F1054A - OmniBook 5304MB system RAM expansion card ........ .......... $399
Fl055A - OmniBook 5308MB system RAM expansion card ........ .... ...... $649
FlO44A - OmniBook AC/DC world-wide Adapter ................................... $99
F1045A - OmniBook Rechargeable NiMH battery pack .... ..................... $99
F1059A - OmniBook 530 External Floppy ................................................. $199
Ethernet PCMCIA Card for OmniBook (Coax and Twisted Pair) ......... $299

F2621A - HP DeskJet 310 po rtable printer 300dpi resolution, 3ppm
.. $335
.. ...................... $398
F2622A - Printer and cut-sheet feeder special bundle..
F3003A - Rechargeable battery .
..........................
.. ...... $39
.. ............ $95
F3004A - Worldwide rapid chorger .........
SPECIAL! SAVE $20 on Serial to Parallel Converter with any printer purchase
Serial to Parallel Converter (SP1OO) .................... .......... ..
....................... $59

Print from your HP Palmtop to any parallel
printer anywhere. anytime. Connects
directly between your HP serial cable and
printer. Self powered, no batteries required.

I

fions for Your HP Palmtops
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ACE Serial to Parallel Converter (SPlOO) . .. $79

••

ACEHFAX and Megahertz XJACK Bundle

-

NEW! Now HP 200LX compatible! ACE Technologies brings you
our new exclusive Fax Modem Solution featuring Megahertz's
XJACK modem - the only PCMCIA modem with pop-out telephone connection. Unlike other PCMCIA modems. you only
need to use standard telephone wires to connect to this
modem, there are no external phone adapters or converters.
Together with our slmple-to-use menu-driven ACEHFAX
send/receive software there is no easier way to send faxes from
your HP Palmtop.

...

,~_.", _ _ "

To Order
....

... __ • •

~ .. "~:l ...

-: ...

. _.

: .• :, ',~, ,'.,;..

~ .:.'L- ..... :7~ ........ ~ ..' .... ~

To better seNice your needs. we have moved to new and expanded headquarters. We thank you for your past support and welcome comments on our new seNices. For orders and information
call us at,

XJACK 14.4K/14.4KFax/modem/ACE-FAX ......... $229

High Speed Modem Couplers
'om
red bya

High performance Acoustic Coupler or Digital Phone Interface
for your HP Palmtop modem (PCMCIA or external).
Communicates up to 14.4kbps with electronic phones anywhere
In the World!

.... $269

Acoustic Coupler (P4204) .................................... $129
Digital Phone Interface (P4112) ........... ............... $129

...... $35

7-800-825-9977
ACE Technologies. Inc .
592 Weddell Drive. #6. Sunnyvale CA 94089 U.S.A.
(408) 734-0100 Fax (408) 734-3344
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procedure painless, especially since
subdirectories no longer have to be
copied separately.
While the program does not include Mac desktop versions of the
HP programs, it does provide templates and a dozen new translators
for popular Mac programs including
Excel, Works, Filemaker Pro, Word, Now
Up-to-Date, and others. The new 2.5
version has also added translation for
the Mac version of the popular contact manager, Act! There is no translator for Pocket Quicken. (See the sidebar on this page for more on Pocket
Quicken transfer.)
File transfers are done at 19,200
baud using the MacLinkPlus desktop
application in conjunction with the
MacLink communications program
on your HP Palmtop. You simply
connect the two units with the cable,
launch MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop on
your Mac, and the MLPHP.EXE on
your HP (there are versions of
MLPHP.EXE for the HP 95LX, 100LX,
and 200LX).

The Mac application allows you to
use the more familiar dialog boxes
and Shift-Click procedures for selecting multiple files within a single
directory for transfer and/ or translation. This alleviates any need for
DOS commands. You must still transfer files from each subdirectory separately if you do not use the new
backup feature.
With new translators, greatly
simplified installation with step-bystep on-screen instructions, and the
global backup feature, the new MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop 2.5 is the easiest and best HP-to-Mac connectivity
solution to date.

File Compression and
Decompression
You will find that most shareware
programs for the HP Palmtops come
ZIPped (compressed with PKZIP ii,
the most common PC compression
format). To use these programs, you
must un-ZIP (decompress) them. Two
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Transferring Pocket Quicken files
to Quicken on the Mac
HP 200LX users, or 100LX users with the
stand-alone version of Pocket Quicken, can
transfer Pocket Quicken to data to their Apple
Macintosh.
Start Pocket Quicken and press IESC I a
couple of times to make sure you are in the
main account list screen. Then press IMENU I
file £xport, answer the questions in the dialog
box, press ~, give the file a name and
press [!12J again to export the data to a .QIF
(Quicken Interchange Format) file.
This can then be transferred to your Mac
using any means at you disposal (connectivity
cable and communications software, PC-Card,
etc.). Quicken on the Mac can import the .QIF
file. The data in the .QIF file is in ASCII format, so Apple File Exchange should translate
it correctly. Your Mac Quicken manual should
cover this procedure
Jim Scheef [FUSE Forum]
76702,1654

Mac programs provide ZIP file decompression. The commercial program Stuffit Deluxe 3.0.7 or higher

includes an unzipping utility. In
addition, a shareware utility called
ZipIt 1.2.6 Ii by Tommy Brown provides both unzippping and zipping
capability. Ziplt is an easy-to-use program, and should be considered a
"must have" for the Mac-HP Palmtop
user.

Printing to Mac Printers
Both the HP 95LX and HP lOO/200LX
can print directly to a non-AppleTalk
Imagewriter I or II using the FI016A
cable. Set the HP's serial port to
9600,N,8,1 and select Epson FX-80 as the
printer driver in Setup. Some LaserWriters may work if they support a
straight serial connection. For example, a Personal LaserWriter NT allows you to configure the serial port
as a LaserJet. Using the LaserJet driver in the HP Palmtop works fine with
this printer.
Of course, the greatest printing
flexibility can be obtained by transferring the files to your Mac and
printing translated files from the

Mac. For example, to print your
phone or appointment files, first use
the print to file option on the HP, then
transfer that file to your Mac. Run
the file through DOSWasher to convert the text. Use a Mac word processing application to make any desired format changes and print from
the word processor.

Using Mac Modems
If your modem is Hayes compatible,
it should work with the HP Palmtop
without problem. You will need the
HP cable for HP to PC transfers (HP
Part No. FI015A) and a null modem
adapter (included in the HP Adapter
Kit, Part No. F1023A). Simply connect the HP Palmtop and modem via
the cable, turn both on, and use either DataComm, cc:Mail, or another
communications program.

Availability of Software
Mentioned in This Article
Most of the programs mentioned in
this article (except MacLinkPlus) can

Business moves faster every day. To stay on top, travel smart
with the Ultimate Business Cards. EPSON PCMCIA cards
deliver everything you need for reliable, effective mobile
computing and communication. Our stellar line-up includes
EpSON Flash in 2.5 to 20 MB, RAM from .5 to 2 MB,
Fax/Modems up to 14.4 kbps, and the amazing new EpSON
hard disk card that packs 170 MB into a type III slot. The
Ultimate Business Cards are available now from
,Car~\ EPSON Direct.

m

be found on the commercial online
services, including America Online
and CompuServe. On AOL, most of
the referenced programs can be
found in the PDA/Palmtop Forum
(keyword Palmtop). While some of
the above may sound complicated,
the procedures are fairly quick and
painless. With a little practice you'll
have your HP Palmtop and Apple
Macintosh working well together.

SoftPC: A Key
Connection for
Multiplatform Users
[About the Author: Gerry Starnes lives
in Austin, Texas, with his wife Donna
and two children, Philip (12) and David
(9). He is Director of Communication in
the planning and market research department of the Texas Hospital Association.

512KB SRAM ............ .. ...... $129 2.5MB Flash Card ......... $299
1MB SRAM ................. . .. .$159 5MB Flash Card ............ $379
2MB SRAM ...

. .. .$269

10MB Flash Card .......... $599

14.4/14.4 Fax/Modem with WinFax Lite. $199 20MB Flash Card .......... $999
170MB Hard Disk Card .

..... . .$479

EPSON DI REcrr~ ~all n~w to. order
ADMskmofEpsonAccessones, fnc.

1 800 374 7300

EPSON is a registered trademark of Seiko Epson Corp. EPSON Direct ~ a wholly-owned subsidiary of Seiko Epson Corp. © 1994 Epson America. Inc., 20770 Madrona Ave., Torrance. CA 90503.
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Gerry's 95LX is his constant companion
and personal assistant, helping him track
population trends and hospital statistics,
solve for market share and change, write
articles for THA's monthly magazine
HealthTexas while on the road, and plan
family activities. His CompuServe ID is
[72633,22661.1
By Gerry Starnes
I live in two worlds. At work I do
battle with a networked, DOS-based
system. But at home I cruise the Mac
world of icons, folders and graphic
interfaces. Between these two worlds
stands my HP 95LX. It is a crucial
link between home and office, but it
is from the PC tribe and does not
readily understand "MacSpeak."
My primary goal is to be able to
transfer files among my three computer systems with minimal confusion. Related to that, I want to be
able to back up my 95LX files on my
Mac at home.

DOS Environment on
a Mac with SoftPC
The linchpin in successfully integrating these three computers is Insignia
Solutions' SoftPC, a Mac application
that creates a DOS environment on
the Mac in which you can run DOS
programs. Almost all applications
that run in a DOS environment run
on the Mac with SoftPC. Applications
that need more than 1MB of memory
to run or have a robust VGA graphical interface will require the Professional version of SoftPC. I successfully use the smaller and less expensive
Universal version.
The program also sets the Mac
SuperDrive to read and write to DOS
formatted diskettes. This is a primary
way by which to transfer files between Mac at home and desktop PC
in the office. In addition, SoftPC
allows for communication between
the Mac and other computers
through the COM ports. The communication ports are selectable: COMs 1
and 2 can be assigned either to the
Mac's modem or printer port.
SoftPC also allows users to assign
a folder as a "PC Network Disk"
(designated as the E drive). This

Batch file backup between Mac and HP Palmtop
The following is an adaptation of the procedure found in an article in The HP Palmtop Paper (Sept/Oct
1993, page 36, by James Cummiskey).
First, I put my 95LX into the server mode at 2400 baud using the batch file ZIPMAC.BAT a
shown below. Notice that the 1b24 switch sets ZIP to 2400 baud. I use a different batch file when
copying or backing up files to my PC at work.
REM ZIPMAC . BAT :
echo off
cd\
cIs
echo In the A: directory . . .
echo Ready to receive instructions
echo *** **
zip Is/b24
echo off
echo Session is ended ...
When backing up files to the Mac, I ensure that the Network E drive on the Mac is set to the folder
into which I want to capture the files. Finally, I run HP95BAK.BATa (below) from SoftPConthe Mac,
to copy all files from the Palmtop that have changed since the previous backup (the It switch accomplishes this).
HP95BAK.BAT (below) copies files intended for use by other Mac applications (DOC and LOTUS
directories) to the E: drive and other files to the C:\HP 95LX directory and appropriate subdirectories
in the SoftPC "hard drive' file. Also, files on my ACE DoubleCard (Drive A:) transfer correctly. (Note:
Indented lines below are wrapped from previous line.)
REM HP95BAK . BAT :
echo off
cIs
echo About to backup data from HP 95LX .
echo Set Network E: drive to correct file .
echo
echo Press ENTER when ready ...
echo
pause
zip a : \* . * If [c : \hp95lx\drivea] It
zip a : \doc\ *.* If[e : \doc] It
zip a : \lotus\ * . * If[e : \lotus] It
zip c : \ *. * If[c : \hp95Ix\drivec] It
zip c : \_dat\ *.* If[c : \hp95Ix\drivec\_dat] It
echo
echo Backup complete ... All files reside in
echo C: \HP 95LX subdirectories and E: Drive Folder .
pause
The combination of SoftPC and ZIP enables communication among all three computers and
dramatically enhances my productivity and effective use of the 95LX. I am consistently impressed and
surprised by the flexibility of SoftPC, and recommend it to those who face a similar dilemma.

folder is the key to communicating
between SoftPC and the rest of the
Mac. Files stored here are automatically available for use by other compatible Mac applications, and vice
versa.
Another important piece of the
PC-to-LX-to-Mac connection is ZIPii .
ZIP is an extremely efficient file transfer program that works between the
HP Palmtops and a desktop Pc. It
also works within SoftPC on the
Macintosh. The final item needed is
an HP Mac-to-LX connectivity cable
(HP FI016A).
The only difficulty using ZIP with
SoftPC is that file transfer is slow. I
have only been successful running
ZIP at 2400 baud. However, 2400
baud is better than no baud!
I recently upgraded to ZIP 1.72
and found that the It switch does not
work the same. This version adds a
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more restrictive "time-checking" function that appears incompatible with
the Mac. No matter what I did, I
could not get the times synchronized
between the Mac and the LX. Worse
yet, using the synchronization function in this version of ZIP reset both
time and date on the LX to O.
It's worth a note that ZIP 1.72
(and possibly other versions greater
than 1.63) will work in line mode
only, not in batch mode. It also does
not help with speed: 2400 is the highest usable baud. I recently upgraded
to a 100/200LX, and this change did
not help the baud rate either. It
seems to be totally related to limitations in SoftPC.
Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

User to User
Plenty of tips and topics in this User to User, including:
Palmtop wrist straps, food databases, Palmtop competition,
binders for the Palmtop Paper, tips on selecting passwords,
how in-flight restrictions affect you, avoiding slow read/write
times, and a world traveler's ultimate HP Palmtop.
By HP Palmtop Paper Staff

Wrist strap for Palmtop?

Finding tasty foods

Drop your HP Palmtop lately? Some
users have suggested that the HP
Palmtop needs a wrist strap like they
have on small cassette players and
cameras. Unfortunately, there's no
easy place to connect a strap. One
suggestion was to run a loop of hightest monofilament fishing line around
the screen and hinge area and then
attaching a nylon loop to that. A
home-grow solution like that might
look a little strange, and the fishing
line might work its way into the
hinge and damage something. Another suggestion was to mount a plate
on the Palmtop which would stick
out a little, letting you attach the clip
end of a camera wrist strap to a hole
in the plate.

Page 27-29 of the May /June 94 issue
of The HP Palmtop Paper described a
number of nutritional food analysis
programs, including Personal Food
Analyst, Assurance Nutrition, DietHelper, Food 1.0, and Food95. These
programs let you track carbohydrates, proteins, fats, etc., and help
you select appropriate foods for your
diet. But sometimes there's more to

your culinary life than "appropriate"
foods.
Leaving no stone unturned, we
found three Palmtop databases to
help you to explore the subtle qualities of exotic cuisines:
• Sushi or not Sushi: That is the question
Every palmtopping Japanese cuisine
aficionado will enjoy these database
files. SUSHI.PBK Ii Sushi database

The Intelligent Link supports the HP 95LX, 100LX and Omnibook!
• Transfers/Translates important data between your lIP Palmtop and Windows PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your HP Palmtop and PC data in synch!

Supported Softwllre
ACT! for Windows
ASCII (CSV) Files
CaLANdar

Commence
dBASE
ECCO

Excel
Lotus Organizer
PackRat

Paradox
Schedule+
Sidekick 2.0

Windows
Cardfde/Calendar
Word for Windows

All products listed are trademarks or trade lIames of tbeir respec/ille elltilies.

IntelliLinkfor Windows Only $99.95
Strap attaches to bar mounted on Palmtop

Maybe some third party manufacturer could make such a mounting bracket. Better still, make it a combination mounting bracket and name
plate.

/fl ntelliLink sUipasses other desktop-to-palmtop links in its ease of use, its smm1 way of handling of data jiles, and its error correction features du ring uploads and downloads./f
Windows Sources june, 1993
''lntelliLink is a major step f01wa rd in the effort to make your palmtop and desktop machines
a smootbly functioning team. /f PC Magazine April 28, 1992
/flntelliLink removes tbe user from the complexities of accurate~)I translating data. /f
The HP Palmtop Paper MarcblApril 28, 1992
To order orJor more
il1!or ma liOlI ple(lse cOI1/acl:

IntelliLink
Corporation

Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817
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cuisine should check out TACO
.ZIP ij, which contains TACO.GDB, a
100/200LX Database with pozole,
tacos, mixiotes, and some of the most
common Mexican fast foods. No raw
fish here, but if you like it fast, hot,
and south-of-the-boarder, check out
this small database.

for the HP 9SLX. It contains English
equivalent names for common types
of sushi, along with a description of
each sushi and best season to consume that fish. SUSHI.GDB ij is an
updated version of the .PBK file,
converted to the 100/200LX's .GDB
format. It lists more types of sushi in
both Japanese and English, and includes additional fish, ingredients
and how they're used, Sushi-making
tools, and major categories of sushi.
Both of these files are available in
SUSHI.ZIP ij.

• Favorite restaurants
Every 100/200LX comes with a sample restaurant database that is a convenient way to record your dining
experiences and rate the restaurants
for possible return visits. The file
RESTRGDB is created the first time
you open a new database. It should

• Fast food - Mexican style
Aficionados of fast North America

be found in C:\_DAT.
• Splitting restaurant bills
Good food is always more enjoyable
with good friends. But at the end the
bill always comes. Whip out your
Palmtop and use the spreadsheet
BILLSP.WKl ij to split up costs.
BILLSP calculates tip, taxes, exact
share, even split, and can even split a
guests bill and allocate shares to each
payer.

You can create your own food database by using one of the databases
mentioned here as the basis, and
modify it to meet your needs.

The Power of
MobileMedia: ..
and MobileMate
ANew Force
in Wireless
Communications.
r

:

Introducing the combined power of MobileMedia
paging and personal communications services and the
MobileMate PCMCIA Message Card - a powerful
new level of text messaging service. MobileMate'" is the
first PCMCIA card that's fully compatible with the HP
IOO/200LX. A technological breakthrough, its antenna
and design provide superior receptivity and longer
battery life. MobileMate lets you store, sort, track and
manipulate the information you receive anytime, anywhere.
~

True Type II PC Card (no bulky external antenna)
~ Available for HP lOO/200LX Palmtop
~ Receives messages inside or outside palmtop;
LED indicates message received
~ 750-hour battery life (uses lithium watch batteries)
~ 32-message storage
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~

For about the same cost as an alphanumeric pager,
you get the MobileMate PCMCIA Card, user manual
and receiving software.

MobileMedia is the leader in alphanumeric text
messaging and among the largest providers of paging
services. We offer local, regional, national and
international coverage. And we've got a reputation
for reliability, innovation and responsive service.
To find out more about how MobileMate - and
MobileMedia- can give you the power to stay in
touch wherever you go, call 1-800-562-2830.

+

MobileMedia.
Paging and PersonalCom Services

If you're looking for some additional culinary guidance you'll find
several interesting databases on
CompuServe, including: Zagat Restaurant Guide (go zagat); Adventures
In Food (go aif); Bacchus Wine Forum
(go wineforum); and Bed & Breakfast
Database (go inns).
After you've enjoyed a great meal,
you can use one of the food analysis
programs mentioned earlier to plan
how to get back on your diet. Bon
appetit!

Competition for
the HP Palmtop?
We focus on the HP Palmtops, but
many subscribers have seen or heard
of Newtons, Psions, Zoomers, and
more. Yes, there are other palmtop
computers (or "PDAs") out there. The
question is, is there any real competition to the HP Palmtop? Here's some
thoughts on the subject, based on
some feedback from HP Palmtop
Users.
The Newton
Almost everyone has heard of the
Newton PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). Apple Computer made sure of
that a couple of years ago by big
spending in press relations and advertising. Unfortunately, the apple of
Apple's eye wasn't quite ready to
ship. And when it did ship (months
later) it was not well reviewed, particularly its handwriting recognition
capabilities. Even though Apple
should be lauded for introducing
new technology, a 90% handwriting
recognition level is not good enough
for real-world computing.
Newton sales floundered after the
initial introduction, but the second
version was better received. Compaq,
one of the other major players in the
pen-based, is rethinking its pen-based
handheld device in light of Newton's
weak showing. HP Palmtop users
that have tested the Newton are
pretty ho-hum about it.
Apple does some things well. You
certainly could not accuse Apple of
under-marketing the Newton. And
Apple thinks big. For example, New-

ton is not a machine, it is an operating system. Apple's plans include
Newton phones, faxes and microwave ovens? Additionally, Apple
supports its Newton developer channel. Reports from one subscriber
indicate that the Newton developer
package includes environment, toolkits like the Windows SDK, sample
code and even training conferences!
The general feeling was that the
Palmtop is a functional business tool
and the PDA is an "emerging technology." Time will tell with the Newton. HP has the upper hand - for
now.

The Psion
The Psion has a slim design (ever-soslightly smaller than the HP) and it's
easier to type on its slightly larger
keyboard. Its built-in applications
were generally well received, and
included a text editor, spreadsheet
program, calendar, database, a lesspowerful calculator, and Psion's own
programming language.
Users found the command key
combinations a bit awkward and
complained about Psion's lack of
function keys (you have to access
commands via the menu bar). The
Psion uses a proprietary architecture,

A Short History of Medical Technology
A) Prehistoric Medicine.

Medical technology appeared on Earth soon
after evolution of the opposable thumb. From then until the Twentieth Century,
medicine was more magic and religion than art or science. The doctor's primary
tools were a bone saw, jars of alcohol-based elixirs, a Book of Leeching, and the
name of a good undertaker. Rounds were performed on horseback. On the up
side, it was all fee-for-service! (Or, more usually, pig-for-service ... )

B) Modern Medicine. The discovery of antibiotics and other miracle
cures ushered in medicine's modem era. The explosion of scientific knowledge
was welcome in the 1930's, manageable in the 1960's, and overwhelming in
the 1990's. lbday's doctors are pressured to see more patients in less time,
with treatment options controlled by a confusing array of formularies and
practice guidelines. Malpractice litigation exacts a heavy price for mistakes
and oversights. A doctor's most important tools are a Day-llmer, Dictaphone,
and a hefty stack of medical references.
C) Post-Modern Relaxed (PMR) Medicine. The Physician ' s
Medical Reference (PMR) from Prolifix marks a new era of portable,
computerized tools that help today's doctors regain control of their schedules
and the rapidly changing body of medical knowledge. With PMR, doctors
now have instant access to a wide range of medical references, all in a
12-ounce package that fits in the palm of your hand and runs for weeks on
just two AA batteries! PMR allows you to customize each reference with
your own personal notes and observations, and makes it easy to manage
formularies and personal lists. And, since PMR is System Manager
compliant, you have instant access to the HP built-in applications.
,5/,rh!fy ,maikr
dian aclualsize...

Cnrrent PMR references include:
* Lexi-Comp Drug Information Handbook (over 4,000 drug listings)
* The 5 Minute Clinical Consult (diagnosis and treatment of 1,000 diseases)
* Medical Calculator, Lab Test Normal Values, Medical Abbreviations

* New references are being added every month!

If you haveII't entered the Post-Modern age, you need to call Prolifix
for more information about PMR, the Physician's Medical Referellce.
PMR helps take the guesswork out of medicine! CALL TODAY!

1 - 800 - 774 - 7357
(913/492-7300 or fax request to 913/492-7396)
PMR is a registered trademark of Prolifix, Inc.
8809 Long Street, Lenexa, KS 66215
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operating system, and card slot. This
"closed system" approach tends to
hinder development of third party
products. However, one user repo~ts
that there is lots of shareware avmlable for the Psion because of an excellent, easy-to-use internal programming language. Backing up files on
the Psion requires the use of a proprietary SSD memory card or a custom PC cable (priced at $125-150
depending on source).
One user said to think of the
Psion as a "cool organizer with some
sound capabilities," good for those
who don't need to run DOS programs or access standard PCMCIA
cards.
HP Palmtop is more standard
One user described the HP Palmtop
as a "pocket sized, general purpose
DOS personal computer which happens to have a great set of PIM programs built into it." Users liked the
fact that the HP Palmtop (particularly
the 100/200LX) is a standard DOS
computer. It has thousands of freeware, shareware, and commercial
programs already available for it. In
addition, it has a standard PCMCIA
slot, letting you use larger mass storage cards that can be used with other
computers. Programmers like the fact
that you can develop on the Palmtop
in BASIC, C, Pascal, Forth, and other
languages. And if you need more
information on the operating system,
you can go into any bookstore and
get 20-30 books on the subject of MSDOS.
Exchanging files, if not easier, is
less expensive with the HP Palmtop.
Standard PCMCIA memory cards are
more affordable, and so is a connectivity cable ($25 for an HP cable as
compared to $125 for a Psion cable).
The Newton and Psion aren't the
only competition. Sharp, Casio, and
others are marketing palmtop penbased and keyboard PDAs. The future will bring more entries to the
palmtop race, and make .c~oosing
between palmtops more dIffIcult for some!
For the time being, based on in-

dustry reviews and subjective reports, the HP Palmtop is still the best
palmtop PDA in the marketplace.

Binders to hold the
HP Palmtop Paper
A number of subscribers organize
and protect back issues of The HP
Palmtop Paper in binders. Three-hole
binders are readily available in stationary and discount stores. Subscriber Iver Erling Aarva suggested using
binders with a clear plastic cover and
spine that let you customize the binder. For example, you could slip a
photocopy of the front of The HP
Palmtop Paper in the cover and place
a piece of paper with the words "PTP
- Fall 1991 to Nov/Dec 1993" in the
clear spine of the binder. You can use
a sturdy three-hole puncher on each
issue or attach hole punched strips to
each issue as suggested by subscriber
Jini Scammell-Tinling.
Another suggestion by subscriber
Fred Kaufman was to use binders
with six metal rods or wires that run
from top to bottom. Each rod would
hold a PTP at the staple fold in the
center of the mag. The rods usually
hinge at the bottom and fasten at the
top for easy removal etc. Subscriber
Ronald Vieceli reports that these
binders are also available with the
clear insertion pocket on the front.
This type of binder is a little less
common than the three-ring variety.
You'll probably have to get it
through a stationary store or catalog.

In-flight restrictions
on portable equipment law or lunacy?
There has been some recent controversy over restrictions on the in-flight
use of portable computing equipment. Federal Aviation Regulation
91.21. applies to this situation. ~he
pertinent section of the regulatIon
states:

... no person may operate, nor may a~y
operator or pilot-in-command of an aIrcraft allow the operation of, any portable
electronic device on ... aircraft operated
by a holder of an air carrier operation or
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operating certificate .... (The above) does
not apply to: ... any other portable electronic device that the operator has determined will not cause interference with
the navigation or communication system
of the aircraft on which it is to be operated.
On the FAA list are:
DEVICES THAT CAN BE PROHIBITED AT ALL TIMES:
AM/FM transmitters and receivers, portable or cellular
telephones, remote controlled toys, all other devices not
on the Acceptable list.
DEVICES THAT ARE ACCEPTABLE AT ALL TIMES:
Electric watches, hearing aids, heart pacemakers.
DEVICES THAT ARE
ACCEPTABLE ABOVE 10,000 FEET ONLY:
CD players, electric cameras, electric shavers, electric
calculators, electronic games, portable audio tape records
and players, portable computers, accessory printers and
tape or disc drives.

Based on this regulation, many
airlines have placed restrictions on
the use of palmtops and other electronic devices during critical phases
of the flight below 10,000 feet (i.e.
takeoffs and landings).
Opinions about the restrictions
vary widely. Some in the computer
industry consider the in-flight bans
on portable computing equipment
arbitrary and contradictory since the
FCC requires that portables pass
stringent emissions tests. Two pres~i
gious technical groups, the Ra~lO
Technical Committee for AeronautIcs
and the Electronic Industry Association have said that the bans are not
necessary. There is even a suggestion
that such restrictions could be used
as a way to force passengers to use
entertainment and computing devices
provided by the airline - for a fee! .
The other side of the argument IS
that the FAA regulation clearly states
that the operator will not allow the
operation of such a device unless the
operator has determined that it ~oes
not interfere with critical deVIces.
There have apparently been a small
number of events involving odd
readouts in the Electronic Flight
Information Systems (EFIS) of some
airplanes. In addition, more aircraft
are using "Fly by Wire" technology,
which operates the control surfaces
(rudder, elevator, etc.) with digital

signals. Rather than take any chances
with this equipment, or leave open to
interpretation what devices are or are
not acceptable, many airlines are
requiring that all electronic devices
be off during takeoff and landing.
If the use of palmtops during the
takeoff and landing phases of a flight
is really important, palmtop users
should pressure the airlines directly.
Require the airlines, or the FAA, to
test portable devices and make the
regulations more specific. Of course,
this may cost the tax payers millions
of dollars.
In the meantime, flight crews
cannot be expected to determine
whether a particular piece of equipment does or does not interfere with
the operation of an aircraft. Their
primary concern is the safety of their
passengers. They are not the ones to
hassle about the interpretation of the
regulations.

Selecting Passwords
for your HP Palmtop
All HP Palmtops provide some form
of password protection. The 95LX
and 200LX provide a global feature
allowing you to password protect the
entire computer (you can't turn it on
unless you know the password). The
HP 100LX lets you password protect
individual files (you can't load them
into an application unless you know
the password). But even the best
password protection feature can be
circumvented if your password is
obvious.
The advice from the experts is not
to pick your girlfriend's or boyfriend's name or something that
obvious. Most people pick a meaningful password so they can remember it. But the first thing a determined password-breaker will do is a
little research (like Matthew Brodderic's character did in War Games).
They will try these possibilities first.

One approach is to select a string
of meaningless characters (e.g .
&%n#+p). On the 95LX you can use
any of the characters of code page
850 as defined in the Palmtop User's
Guide (except the control characters).
An argument against this approach is
that such a password is difficult to
remember. However, as Compu5erve
HP Hand forum member Gerard
Lesser [74537,5151 pointed out, you
could generate a seemingly meaningless, but easy-to-remember string of
characters using the Palmtop's special
characters capability. So, for example,
when asked for a password, a 95LX
user named John could hold down
the ICHAR I and key in john. The four
characters entered are quite different,
yet it's easy to remember this procedure.
Another approach is to use an
easy-to-remember name or word, but
put an odd character in it, or capitalize a couple of letters. Instead of

Altima Trading
SystemCl)

ATNX provides a seamless
PCMCIA-ATA data transfer path
between your Palmtop and virtually
any 16-bit ISA DOS PC .. .making
your PCMCIA-ATA storage devices
as easy to use as a floppy.
ATNX supports ATAFlash Cards
and 1.8" Hard Disks, accommodates
"Hot" insertions/removals, uses
standard MS-DOS utilities such as
F-Disk and Format, and operates
independently of the PC BIOS.
Available in internal (mounts in a
3.5' drive bay) or external configurations,
the ATNX can be added to your system
even if it's technically full ... and the
need for complicated Card and Socket
services is eliminated.
ProTege Corporation

IV

Protege Corporation Trademark

The most advanced option pricing and
position management software for hand
held computers available today.
Powerful Derivative Pricing and Position
Management Software.
If you are a floor trader or a trader who needs
portable valuation power, look no farther.
Designed for the HP 100 & 200 LX. Altima
allows for multiple equity, commodity and
index positions. Utilizing advanced modeling
techniques, Altima will give you an edge over
the crowd. Available pre installed on a
PCMCIA Type II card or on disk.
Currently in use on trading floors and
desks in the US, UK and Europe.
Designed for and by traders, now
available to the public.

Call Todav For More Information

(800) 995-4453

Call for demo and literature.

tiiiiiiii 1-800-642-7116iiiiiiiii&1

ProTege
4165 East La Palma Ave.,
Anaheim, Calif. 92807
(714) 961-7030 FAX (714) 961-1162

A~ HOIIII For 1M JIto#J oft'" '90&
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John, you would use jOh@, or J/?n.
This is still easy to remember, but not
as easy to break. If you include all
the characters of code page 850, you
have approximately 2254 or over 2.5
billion four-character password combinations.
The Palmtop's password "algorithm," (computer code) seems to be
pretty good. One CompuServe user
(A. Meshar [71414,2112]) did a more
rigorous test of the 95LX's algorithm
using "some very sophisticated tools."
He says the "password took a lot of
beating and did not crack." Mr. Meshar suggested using six character
passwords, letters and numbers only.
This still produces over 2.5 billion
possibilities. He gives further password advice:
1. Don't leave your Palmtop lying

around in the first place.
2. Use 6+ character passwords.
3. Don't use the same password all
the time. Regard them as underwear - to be changed daily.
4. Change the length of the password regularly, sometimes six,
sometimes nine, etc.
5. Never use obvious words,like the
name of your children, your company, etc.
The best advice is to pick something
meaningful and easily memorized,
but not obvious.

Frustrated with slow
read/write times
Some 100/200LX users have been
disappointed with the Palmtop's
speed of saving and loading files.
The Appointment Book application
comes under particularly strong criticism in this area. User's find it particularly puzzling, considering the fact
that the 100/200LX has an electronic
RAM disk for file storage.
Appointments save faster in smaller appointment books. Some oft
repeated APPT advice is to keep your
appointment book as small as possible by removing old appointments.
Press IMENU I file Remove and specify
the date before which you want all
Appts, Events, and ToDos removed.

You can check the Save Removed
Items... box, key in a filename, and
save your removed APPT items to an
archive file for later reference.
You can also create fewer appointments and todos. Some users
log most todos into a custom contact
(.GDB) database. From there, they
use a system macro to transfer selected items to APPT.

The ultimate HP Palmtop for
an around the world trip
HP Palmtop user Kent Schliiter posted a message on CompuServe recently. He and his wife will be travelling
around the world for the next 18
months and the only piece of technology they're taking with them is a
new 2MB 100LX. He requested advice on using the Palmtop for extended on-the-road traveL Summarized
below is some of the advice he got:
• Main batteries - Bring extra batteries. Users consistently recommend
Eveready's long-life lithium AAs as
main batteries. They cost more but
last longer, so you will not have to
carry as many. Carry enough extra
lithiums to make it through the entire
trip because you don't know where
you'll be able to find them.
• Rechargeables and a solar-powered
charger - As you move from country
to country, voltages and plug styles
change. Plugging your Palmtop into
an AC adapter to run it or recharge
it's NiCd batteries is not always feasible. Solar chargers are available
from a number of sources, including
CampMor (201-445-5000). Bring an
extra set of NiCd AAs and keep one
set charging all the time. Bring some
regular AA's just in case.
• Extra backup batteries - The coinsized backup battery (3-volt CR2032)
is supposed to last over 10 months,
but if your main batteries die, you
can drain it fast. Bring 2-3 extra backup batteries, more if you have SRAM
cards backed up by these batteries.
• Memory cards for file backup Bring extra flash or SRAM memory
cards along for file storage and back-
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up. Flash cards are preferable because they don't use a backup battery. Get them as big as you can
afford. 10MB-20MB flash cards are
available, 2MB SRAM with file compression software.
• 9SBuddy iii or 100Buddy iii a
must - This software utility adds a
number of very useful features to the
HP Palmtop (9SBuddy for the 95LX,
100Buddy for the 100LX, 100Buddy
not fully functional on the 200LX).
These features include the ability to
lock the serial port off and save batteries, view battery voltage information and the number of hours you've
used the current pair, and view a
night and day overlay on the WorldTime map (registered version only).
• Battery-powered modem - If communications is important to you,
bring along a battery-powered modem or a PCMCIA card modem that
gets it's power from the Palmtop.
Another user strongly recommended
bringing along an acoustic coupler to
connect to phone systems around the
world (one with alligator clips).
• Communications issues - the builtin Comm program should suffice for
most needs. If you use another communications program, make sure it
allows for manual dialing. Communications via CompuServe (or Internet)
was highly recommend by one user
because messages could reach you
anywhere in the world. Check with
CompuServe for node phone numbers in the countries you'll visit. A
user also mentioned that you could
back up your files on CompuServe,
avoiding the cost of extra memory
cards. Communications can drain
batteries, so don't linger on line.
• File transfer issues - you may find
it necessary to transfer files between
your Palmtop and another PC computer. The IR port is all you need for
Palmtop-to-Palmtop file transfer.
You'll need the HP Connectivity
Cable and may need additional adapters to connect your Palmtop to
another Pc. Both computers will
need compatible file transfer soft-

ware. Carry the file transfer software
with you on 3.5" and 5.25" low-density disks. That way you can transfer it
to another PC if you need to. You
can bring the Connectivity Pack software with you or use another file
transfer program like ZIP. COM ii.
(See May/ June 94, page 49 for more
on file transfer and communications.)
• Repairs and replacements - HP
Express Exchange in the U.S. will not
ship out of this country. Before leaving the country arrange for a friend
to act as your intermediary. If you
have a problem, call HP Corvallis
(503-757-2004,5 a.m. to 5 p .m. Pacific
Standard Time) and explain it to a
technician. If it is covered by Express
Exchange, have them ship the replacement HP 100/200LX to your
U.S. friend, who will ship it to your
overseas address. When you get the
replacement, send your broken one
back to HP Corvallis via some insured carrier. One user suggested a
simpler approach - take a spare 100/
200LX along with you.
• Games kill time and batteries - A
great way to pass the time is to play
games on your Palmtop. Users recommended Sokoban Iii, Worm Iii,
Klondike ii, Leaper ii, and Seahunt ii
as worthy time "while awayers." Be
aware that games that rely on graphics will also while away your battery
life.
• Pros and Cons of Carrying cases A great way to carry your Palmtop in
less formal settings is to use a belt
pack of some sort. (See Nov /Dec 93,
page 5 for more on Palmtop cases.)
These packs are connected to your
belt and are relatively secure. However, they also visibly advertise the
fact that you've got an expensive
electronic device. The coat pocket
may be safer in some circumstances.
Ziplock bags are a cheap and effective way to seal out humidity, rain
and dust. User's have been known to
zip an open Palmtop into a clear bag
and type away to their hearts content.
• Other suggestions - A company

named Globalink makes cards that let
you translate back and forth between
English and Spanish, German, and
French. You might get one of those
commonly used phrase books for the
countries you'll be visiting, scan it
into a text file and download it to
your Palmtop. Check with The Center for Disease Control and find out
the inoculations needed for the areas
you're visiting. Take notes on various
emergency medicines you might be
taking (Fansidar, etc.). There are
places where you can't even get penicillin pills. Check the Department of
State travel advisories and make

notes on the political situation in
countries to which you'll travel.
Bring along a medical\first aid reference.
Finally, subscribe to American Express Gold Card (services include
mail, emergency medical evacuation,
emergency funds, emergency messages, recommendations on local doctors, lawyers, etc.)

Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

Discover PCMCIA
On Your Desktop
Introducing SCM's SwapBox™ family
of PCMCIA desktop card drives - the
industry's first PCMCIA Rev. 2.X card
drives made with the desktop computer
user in mind.
The SwapBox™ provides a full-function peripheral socket which will allow
you to plug in and use standard memory
cards and fax/ modems, LAN adapters
and many more PCMCIA cards. The
SwapBox™ offers the ultimate "bridge"
between your desktop PC and any PCMCIA equipped portable computer. Share
the wide variety of function cards available toda y and save on the cost of
peripherals - link to the new world of
PCMCIA.
With SwapBox'sTM user-friendly software and high-performance hardware,
the desktop computer user can take full
advantage of all the intrinsic features
and functions that PCMCIA offers:
• Small form factor peripherals
• Share peripherals between platforms
• Secure, removable data storage
• Access hundreds of multi-function
PC Card solutions
• Rugged, reliable and portable

u.s.
SCM Microsystems, Inc.
985 University Avenue, Suite 7
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Phone: (408) 395-9292
Fax: (408) 395-8782

SCM offers an extensive line of both
internal and external solutions to accommodate many different desktop environments. Call your SCM sales representative today to learn more ab o ut the
advantages of PCMCIA and the many
options available to you.

The SCM SwapBox™
The Ultimate Desktop Mobility Tool.

.G.mn.ruly
SCM Microsystems, Gmbh
FraUlihoferstraBe 11 a
82152 Martinsried, Germany
Phone: 4989 859-8702
Fax: 4989 859-5806

MICROS YS TEMS

0 1994 SCM Micru::;ystems. tnc. SwapBoxnt is a registered trademark of SCM Microsystem... Inc. All other trademarks are the pmperty of their re!opeL'1.ive holders .
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Programmer's Corner

DOSKEY: a Built-in
Power Tool in the
HP 1 00/200 LX
Ed shows how to save keystrokes and create
macros with DOSKEYon the HP 100/200LX, and
introduces TODDY, a feature rich big brother to DOSKEY
that runs on the HP 95LX and HP 100/200LX.
By Ed Keefe

In this article, we'll examine some of
the features of the built-in 100/200LX
DOSKEY program and show how it
can be used. We'll see how DOSKEY
can save keystrokes and how you can
use it to create macros that take the
place of some of your batch files.
Finally, we'll mention TODDY ii, a
freeware program similar to DOSKEY
that runs on the HP 95LX as well as
the 100/200LX. (TODDY is found on
The 94-95 HP Palmtop Paper Subscriber
PowerDisk.)

DOSKEY: What It Is
DOSKEY is a Terminate and Stay
Resident (TSR) program that lets you
recall, edit and run DOS commands,
and create and run macros. DOSKEY
is found in the D: \ DOS directory of
the HP 100/200LX. The program
itself is in ROM, so it takes up no
additional disk space. When it's loaded into RAM, it uses anywhere from
3 to 6K bytes of memory.
DOSKEY is almost an undocumented program in the HP Palmtop
User's Guides. It gets a mere two line
mention on page 7-29 of th HP 100LX
User's Guide, and another brief mention on page 25-7 of the 200LX User's
Guide. An MS-DOS User's Guide will
give you more information, but for
those who don't have a DOS reference at hand, we've included a synopsis of the DOSKEY commands in
the sidebar on page 46.

A Power Tool for
MS·DOS Users
DOSKEY could be called a DOS
user's "power tool." It keeps a "command history" of the MS-DOS commands you have used in the past.
DOSKEY then lets you recall and
execute these previously issued DOS
commands. On the HP Palmtops this
command history is maintained from
one DOS session to the next, as long
as you don't reboot your computer.
An example will help clarify this.
With DOSKEY installed (see Installation and Getting Help), let's say
you're at the DOS prompt with the
error message "Path not found." You
just used the DOS command DIR
A : \GAME\BRIGE to list the files in your
BRIDGE directory, but the directory
is on your C drive not A. Instead of
re-typing the whole line, as you
would normally have to do in DOS,
press I < UpArrow > ' ICTRLI-I < LeftArrow > , C
and I ENTER ,. This recalls the command, moves the cursor back to A,
replaces A with C and executes the
new command, DIR c : \GAMES\BRID3E.
This command editing feature, alone,
can save you countless keystrokes.
DOSKEY lets you use the uparrow, page-up, page-down or downarrow keys to recall and cycle
through the list of previous DOS
commands. You can then use the
right-arrow, left-arrow, Home, and
End keys to move to any part of the
command on the command line and
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make corrections or changes. Also,
the insert, delete and backspace keys
work like they do in most text editors. The Ctrl-right and Ctrl-Ieft arrow keys move the cursor to the
beginning of the next or previous
word. The Esc key deletes the current
command without producing a "\"
sign on the screen. (For a list of DOSKEY's commands, see the DOSKEY
Editing Commands sidebar, page 46.)

Installation
and Getting Help
If you just want to play with the

program to see what it's like, press
IMENU' Application Ierminate
all ... OK, then type the command:

IE]

d : \dos\doskey linsert Ibufsize=1024

and press 1ENTER'. INSERT specifies
that any new text you type in a DOS
command line is inserted in between
old text, pushing the old text to the
right and not erasing it. If you would
rather copy over old text, eliminate
this command. BUFSIZE= 1024 gives
you a larger buffer to remember
more previous DOS commands.
If you decide to use DOSKEY as a
permanent part of your MS-DOS
repertoire, put the above command in
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file, and reboot by pressing 1CTRLI-I ALT '-I DELI.
Since DOSKEY cannot unload
itself from memory, it's a good idea
to install it prior to any other TSRs
which can unload themselves. If you

AMM for Road Warriors
The HP 95LX PalmModem

FlashBak

Publish Cards

The PalmModem is a fully functional 2400 baud
modem combined with 4800 baud facsimile capability. It ships complete with fully functional tenninal
and facsimile software (palmTerm) stored on the card.
To use the card, simply plug it in and run. The
PalmModem is fully integrated with your HP 95LX
and has the capability to read in your HP phone book
files (for numbers to dial) and Memo files (for easy
faxing). Additionally, when you send a fax using the
PalmModem, you will automatically get a header
placed at the top of the page, displaying your name,
company name, date and time. As well, you can customize this header to say whatever
you like.

Our FlashBak cards are the most cost effective way to
backup your HP 95LX. With the FlashBak card all you
have to do is plug in the card and run our utility software
built directly into the card. The software does the rest.
The FlashBak card copies your disk files onto nonvolatile, write-locked Flash memory. If you lose a file or
your whole palmtop, you can either restore each file or
your entire disk.

We can publish your special programs or sales data
directly on a card, saving valuable disk storage. And
unlike other types of media, the data stays on the card
forever. High volume publishing is as cost effective
as $1 11MB.

AMMO for your Omnibook
For high caliber ammo for your Omnibook, we have
LANs, Modems, SCSI adapters, and a VGA adapter.
The Omnibook will also accept our SRAM, flash, and
Publish Cards as well. For the ammo that you need to
survive in today's battles, give us a
call.

Just $99 for a 1MB HP 95LX

The PalmModem supports data
rates up to 2400 baud. PalmTerm
also supports most of the popular
file transfer protocols, such as
Xmodem and Ymodem, and tenninal emulation protocols VTl 00
and ANSI.

Incredible Service
Our sales team are not merely
order takers. They are highly
trained tele-educators and can
answer any questions you might
have about New Media products.

The PalmModem sends faxes at
4800 baud. Faxing is done as a
part of the PalmTerm software,
allowing you to keep the same
phone book for dialing and faxing.
Additionally, when you send a fax,
the temporary fax image is rasterized on the card, saving valuable
disk space on your HP 95LX.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
We back all of our products with a
60 day money back guarantee. If
you are not satisfied with our
products for any reason, give us a
call and we'll return your money.
No questions asked.

Lifetime Warranty

All this firepower in the size of a credit card.

SRAM

The HP 95LX PalmModem is just $239 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

Increase the amount of storage on your HP 95LX or
HP 100LX using New Media's full line ofSRAM
cards. Installation is a snap. Just plug it in and away
you go.

The HP 1OOLX PalmModem
The HP 100LX PalmModem has all of the features of
the HP 95LX PalmModem but without direct access to
the phone book in the HP 100LX.

With our lifetime warranty you can be assured that our
products will be there as long as you need them.
Think of it as unlimited ammo!

To order or for more information call ...

Sizes are available from 256 kilobytes to 4 megabytes.
Our 4MB card is actually a 2MB SRAM card with
Stac's popular compression software nearly doubling
the effective memory space.

The HP 100LX PalmModem is just $149 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

714.453.0100

256KB-$75
512KB-$99
IMB-$179
2MB-$279
4MB-$318

NEW MEDIA CORPORATION
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One Technology, Bldg. A, Irvine, California 92718 TEL: (714) 453-0100
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FAX: (714) 453-0114

HOW TO USE: DOSKEY

load DOSKEY after such programs as
REMKEY or MAGNIFY, they won't
be able to unload themselves from
memory.
If you're not familiar with DOSKEY, you can issue the command
d : \ dos \ doskey I? to get the help
screen (if DOSKEY is already loaded,
just enter doskey n ). Here's the first
part of the help screen.

Introducing Pocket Quicken for your HP IOOLX.

The fastest, easiest way
to organize your finances.
Wherever you go.

DOSKEY [/REINSTALLj [ / BUFSIZE=sizej
[ / MACROSj [ / HISTORYj
[ / INSERT I /OVERSTRlKEj [macroname=[textj j
/REINSTALL

Installs a new copy of DOSKEY
/ BUFSIZE=size Sets size of command history buffer .
/MACROS
Displays all DOSKEY macros.
/HISTORY
Displays all
commands
stored in memory .
/INSERT
Specifies that new text you
type is inserted in old
text .

DOS KEY Editing Commands
I < UpArrow > ! and < DownArrow >
recalls previous or next
command
IENTER!
executes the DOS command
~
clears the command line

abc [!!)
findSllie commands that start with "abc"
~. <UpArrow > (Pg Up) and
~. <DownArrow > (Pg Dn)

reca t e Irst and last DOS commands

New Pocket Quicken""
is designed especially
for HP Palmtops
to let you easily
track all your
expenses on-thego. So it's easy to get the
information you need to make the
right financial decisions. With
Pocket Quicken, you can track
business expenses by trip, project
or client. Instantly update your
checking, savings, credit card, even
cash accounts. Check your account
balances and registers. Create
reports from any category or
account. And then, reconcile those
accounts for up-to-the-minute
accuracy-anytime, anywhere.

Because it's from
the makers of the
# I financial software,
Pocket Quicken is the
only software that
completely synchronizes
with desktop versions of
Quicken~ Up- and downloading financial
data is easy with
the latest HP

to tracking your
finances on HP
Palmtops, Pocket Quicken is the
best thing going.

Ir.------------------~
Try Pocket Quicken™ For Only $69.95* I
I < Backspace > !
rub out the character to the left

1!!1

pages through all the DOS commands
you've entered

~·rm
c earsthe command history from memory
~##

edit the command with the number "##"

~.~
c ears a macros from memory
I!!l through ~

are the norrmir DOS editing keys

I

No risk 60-day money-back guarantee
To order direct, call

I

Or fax your order to

602-295-3015 II
II 1-800-354-4023
*Requires desktop connectivity to load Pocket Quicken onto the HP IOOLX.
I
Product will begin shipping in September. Special offer ends 12/31/94
I
*Plus $10 shipping handling. (International shipping extra.) lAd Code: PT7Pxl .J
L
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Credit Card orders only. Please Include ad code.

-----------------&

System Requirements: HP IOOL>< Palmtop PC with 4S0K Iree storage on HP I OOL>< or PCMCIA card. Desktop PC with HP
Connectivity Pack F I 021 A (or any other method of transferring files from a desktop computer to the HP IOOLX). For connectivity to
QUicken lrom Pocket QUicken: Desktop PC with HP Connectivity Pack F 1021 B (includes Quicken connectivity). Quicken for DOS 3.0
or higher or QUicken for Windows 1.0 or higher.
© 1994 Intuit Inc.

Look for Pocket Quicken on the new HP 200LX!
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/ OVERSTRlKE

Specifies that new
overwrites old text.

text

Note that the BUFSIZE, INSERT, and
other DOS KEY commands are briefly
explained in this screen.

commands, numbered as shown
below, and prompts you to press any
key to see any additional previous
commands.
PIonH· ll- 1!1!H 1!i; IZ

Using DOSKEY

C,,)
J:

Once DOSKEY is loaded, you can
issue the commands doskey 1m to list
the command history, or doskey Ih to
list DOSKEY macros you've created.
History List:
This display lists the past DOS commands you've entered since the last
reboot of your Palmtop. If you have
a long history list, or want to recall
any of the commands, press ~
instead of DOSKEY /H option. The
F7 key displays up to 23 previous

1M

!~ ~lt~

1: ~~:.;~~~~~:~~!~~d
:!~ ~~~
:;~ :;~~Z-U!H

1

I S: 12

c:,)u .........M1- ' _

DOSKEY's numbered history list.

The line numbers let you recall the
DOS commands in the history list.
For example, say you've just pressed
~ and want to recall the 14th command in the list. Press ~ to get the
"Line number:" prompt, and type 14

DOS KEY Macro Codes and Examples

Show
your association
In this unique club!
• Made in USA
• White 100%
Preshrunk cotton
• Unique 4 color design
• Machine washable
• S15.95 plus shipping &handling

plus Tax (where applicable)

DOS KEY Macro Codes

Call Now or write to: Portable Solutions

$1 ..$9 - Command line parameters
$* - This may be used in place of all parameters. For example: DOS KEY DDIR=dir /B $* would let
you use DDIR /S IA:A IO:N as well as DDIR IP
$T or $t - is a separator that Terminates one command before starting another. You can have as
many commands as will fit on the DOS 127 character command line.

800-700-1189
28241 (rown Volley Parkway Suite 255
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677·1400
Visa, Mastercard, Discover Accepted

$g or $G - DOS KEY's code for '>'
$g$g or $G$G - DOS KEY's code for "»"
$B or $b - DOSKEY's code for "I"
$1 or $L - DOS KEY's code for "<"
DOS KEY Example Macros
DOS KEY p=prompt $$P$$G - Reinstalls the DOS prompt ·C:\path>". Note the use of '$$G" to tell
DOS KEY that you want $P$G to appear on the command line.
DOS KEY app=TYPE $1 $G$G $2 - Appends one file to a second file. This works only for straight
ASCII text files.
DOS KEY UnMac=DOSKEY $1= - This will remove a single macro given as $1 .
DOS KEY Hide=D:\DOS\Attrib +H $* - This macro sets the attribute from a group of files.
DOS KEY UNhide=D:\DOS\Attrib -H $* - This macro clears the attribute from a group of files.
DOS KEY OK=echo "[[O;66;"EXIT";13p"[[O;67;"LOADFA";13p"[[O;68;"STS";13p$tcis
DOS KEY KK=echo "[[O;65;O;65p"[[O;66;O;66p"[[O;67;O;67p"[[O;68;O;68p$tcls
- These two macros set and reset the function keys Fa, F9, and F10 which use the NANSI.SYS
screen driver to define the keys. You'll have to create the macro with a text editor such as VDE or
TED2 or Qedit that lets you create the ESC character. However, when you use the command
DOS KEY 1M, the ESC character will appear as 1'[.
DOS KEY DDR=del $1\*" $T rd $1 - This deletes all files from a directory, then removes the
directory.
DOS KEY ND=MD $1 $t CD $1 - This creates a new directory and then changes to it.
DOS KEY TYPE=Type $1 $B MORE - Requires the MORE command from DOS 5.0. Note that the
Macro TYPE command will take precedence over the DOS TYPE command.
DOS KEY THAD=show 8003736114 - This macro uses the SHOW (large font viewer) to display the
number for Thaddeus Computing, Inc.

and press IENTER I. The command will
appear at the DOS prompt where
you can edit it or press IENTER I to
execute it.
When you examine the list of
your previous commands, you'll
undoubtedly notice that DOSKEY is
not smart enough to eliminate redundant commands or bad commands. It
keeps a record of the good, the bad,
and the ugly.
To clear the entire command history from memory, just press IALTI~. All those old commands "are
history"!
If you want to search for a particular command, type the first couple
of letters in the command and press
~ repeatedly until the command
appears.
Multiple Commands:
DOSKEY allows you to put several
commands on the same line. To end
one command and start another,
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press ICTRLI-I!) between the commands. When you press IENTER I, the
commands will be executed one after
the other. For example, look at the
command line listed below. (The line
below is a sing~e command line, wrapped
due to formattmg constraints.)
echo off AT cd\ AT dir IA :A-D IB IS 11
~o : n > TMP At cls At type TMP AT del TMP
T echo on

This single command line does the
following:
echo off - turns Echo Off.
c~\ - changes to the root directory.
dlr IA :A-O IB IS 11 lo :n > TMP - cre-

ates a list of file names that are not
directories and whose archive bit is
set and sends the list to a file called
TMP.
cls - clears the screen.
type TMP - views the TMP file using
the TYPE program.
del TMP - deletes the TMP file when
TYPE is finished.
echo on - sets Echo ON.
E~ch of the commands is separated
WIth a ~T, produced by pressing

ICTRL I-I!) .

DOSKEY Macros
You can use the DOSKEY program to
create macros that replay one or
more DOS key commands. This is
particularly useful for DOS commands you use over and over again.
A simple way to create a DOSKEY macro is to recall the command
from the history list so that it appears
on the DOS command line. Then
press ~-I < LeftArrow > I (Home) and add
the phrase DOS KEY macname= at the
beginning of the line, where "macname" is the macro name you've
chosen. Then press IENTER I.
For example, one of the DOS
commands that I use (which coincidentally uses DOSKEY itself) is:
DOSKEY 1M > c : \macs ~T

ted2 c:\macs

When I execute this command from
the DOS prompt, it does the following:
DOSKEY 1M - creates a list of all my
DOSKEY macros.

> c : \ macs - sends the list to a file and
saves it as MACS in the root directory of the C: drive.
~T -

separates each DOS command.

ted2 c : \ macs - opens the "tiny editor"
(TED2.COM iii) text editor with the
MACS file loaded.

To create the DOSKEY macro version
of this command, I recalled the command and converted it to the following (single line):
DOSKEY VM=doskey 1M $G c : \macs $T ted2
c : \macs

VM, the name I've given the DOSKEY macro, stands for ViewMacs.
DOSKEY uses a slightly different
command language than MS-DOS.
~o:. for exa~ple, I had to change the
> symbol In the batch file to $G and
the I\T symbol to $T to conform with
the DOS KEY coding convention
shown in the side bar.
Why bother creating this DOSKEY
macro? Well, there are a couple of
good reasons: first, I no longer have
t~ searc~ for the command in my
hIstory lIst. I can simply type VM, at
the DOS prompt and the command
runs immediately. The second, and
more important benefit is that once I
have createq a macro, I can save it in
a batch file along with all my other
macros. This fact allows me to re-use
a standard set of macros wherever I
need.

Make DOSKEY Macros
Reloadable
If you re-boot the Palmtop, you will

lose all the DOSKEY macros that you
have created. However, you can save
your OOSKEY macros by using DOSKEY to create a DOS batch file that
when run, will reload your DOSKEY
macros. I use the following DOSKEY
~acro to create the "reloading" batch
file called DKBAT (single line):
DOSKEY SM=doskey 1M $G c: \ dk.bat $t ted2
c:\dk.bat
DOSKEY 1M creates a list of the DOSKEY macros; $G, like in the "VM"
macro above, saves the list in a file
named C:\DKBAT; $T separates the
next command; ted2 c : \dk.bat starts
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the Tiny Editor and loads the DK
.BAT file into the text editor. After
this DOSKEY macro is run, DKBAT
would contain a list looking something like this:
SM=doskey 1M $gc: \ dk.bat $t ted2 c : \dk . bat
Q=exl.t$t100
VM=doskey./M $g c : \ macs $t ted2 c : \macs
WHEREIS=dl.r \$1 Is/b

I se~ the DOSKEY macro up to automatIcally load DKBAT into the editor because the word "DOSKEY" has
to be added to each line in the file.
Then when the batch file is run each
line will be recognized by DOSKEY
as a command to create a DOS KEY
macro. This reloads the macros into
the resident copy of DOSKEY. I add
@ECHO OFF as the first line in the
batch file so the batch file commands
aren't displayed on the screen as they
execute.
You can automatically start DOSKEY by putting the command DOSKEY in the AUTOEXECBAT file.
You can then automatically reload
your DOS KEY macros by adding the
command: CALL c: \ OK. BAT immediately after the DOSKEY command in the
AUTOEXECBAT file.
In ~ddition to the macros captured In the DKBAT file, you can
add other DOSKEY macros, or edit
existing ones, using any text editor. It
is possible to capture the command
~istory list by replacing the DOSKEY 1M
In the above macro with DOSKEY I H.
However, it's of little practical value
since there's no way to reload a command history list from a batch file or
any other file.

Convert batch files
to DOSKEY macros
You can convert many of your favorite batch files into DOSKEY macros
and add them to the DKBAT file. For
example, one of my most frequently
used batch files is ZB.BAT (ZB stands
for ZIP Backup). The batch file first
uses ZOOM iii to switch to a more
readable screen. It then unloads
REMKEY ii freeing up the serial
port so that ZIP ii can be used to
transfer backup files to the desktop
PC The batch file looks like this:

@echo off
C:
CD\
ZOOM C4
REMKEY /U
ZIP \V
REMKEY
100

log onto C: drive
go to the root directory
Zoom to 40 column screen
unload REMKEY from memory
run ZIP . COM in server mode
reload REMKEY
return to System Manager .

GIVE YOUR PALMTOP BAR CODE CAPABILITIES FOR:

Inventory • Document Tracking • Sales • Etc.
Our systems are "turn key," complete

The corresponding single-line DOSKEY macro is:

with all the hardware and software
necessary to print bar code labels,

DOSKEY ZB=echo off $T CLS $T C: $T CD\ $T
ZOOM C4 $T REMKEY /U $T ZIP \V $T REMKEY
$T echo on $T 100

(All of the above appears on one line.
The spaces on either side of the $T
The macro version of ZB runs
slightly faster than the batch file
version. To use either the batch file
or the macro, I exit System Manager
by pressing I!J IMENU I Applications
Ierminate all ... OK. I then key in ZS
and press IENTERI.
You can use almost any of the
normal batch file commands in a
DOSKEY macro, except the GOTO, the
: (label), and the CALL commands.
DOSKEY does not support nesting of
macros or the calling of one macro by
another. However, you can run a
batch file with a macro. Even though
you can make a DOSKEY macro run
a batch file, you can not make a
batch file command run a DOSKEY
macro.

DOSKEY Macros Can
Save Disk Space
One advantage to using DOSKEY
macros in place of batch files is that
they take up less disk space. Files are
stored on a disk in discreet units
called "clusters." No matter how
small a batch file is, it uses up one
cluster. So if, for example, you have
ten small batch files with an average
size of 100 bytes each, you still need
5,120 bytes of disk space on the C
drive and as much as 80K on a flashdisk to store the ten files. When you
combine the batch files in the DK
.BAT file, you wind up with a single
batch file of approximately 1,000
bytes, which means that you've
saved 4K on the C drive and up to
79K of disk space on a flash card.

scan bar codes and transfer
data into PCs or MACs.
800 N Starker, Suite 35
Corvallis, OR 97330
'B' Phone: 503.752.4419
800.733.5017
({) Fax: 503.752.7037

CORVALLIS
SYSTEMS
SALES

TODDY ii:
a More Powerful Version
of DOSKEY for the HP 95LX
and HP 1 00/200 LX
DOSKEY is new to MS-DOS version
5.0. However, command history /
keyboard enhancing programs have
been around ever since MS-DOS 2.0.
Early MS-DOS users will recall such
commercial programs as Superkey
and Prokey, and some HP 95LX owners have used a shareware program
called UMA (Useful Macros) ii. A
freeware program called STACK ii is
also available for the HP 95LX and
100LX. However, in my opinion the
best freeware program in this genre
is TODDY, version 6.0. (Available in
the HP forum on CIS, and on the
1994 Subscribers PowerDisk.)
TODDY is a superset of the DOSKEY program. It uses many of the
same coding conventions as DOSKEY. For example, Ctrl-T and $T
serve as command separators in
command-lines and macros. TODDY
also supports both a command history and a macro capability. But, where
DOS KEY has only six command line
options, TODDY has ninety!
TODDY will let you nest and
chain macros where DOSKEY won't.
TODDY also has a window in midscreen that contains a scrollable list of
previously used commands. You
don't have to search blindly for the

command you want to use. (On the
95LX, you may have to shift the
screen to see the feature.) TODDY
also allows you to assign macros to
non-printable keys, such as F1, ALTZ, etc .. DOSKEY does not let you do
this. This eliminates the need to use
NANSI.SYS Ii to reassign the function keys, saving Palmtop users 9K
bytes of system RAM and 9K bytes of
disk space.
TODDY 6.12 ii, the newest version, adds a new feature that works
similarly to the DOSKEY macro described earlier that is used to create
DK.BAT. A TODDY macro can use a
command line like:
Toddy /MWmacs $T VDE macs

This line writes a list of TODDY macros to a text file named "MACS" and
opens MACS up in the VDE Ii text
editor. (The version of TODDY found
on the PowerDisk 94 does not support this feature.)
If you've ever used DOSKEY and
given up on it because of its limitations, you owe it to yourself to try
TODDY. It's an amazing program
and the price is right - it's freeware!
Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64
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(Continued from page 4.)

Making removable
labels for HP
Palmtop keyboards
I place label strips above the
function keys, below the
blue keys, and below and to
the left and right of the
screen to remind me of various built-in functions and
third-party software features
I use.
Here's how you can create removable labels to remind you of the dozens of
special key combinations you
use on your HP Palmtop:
1. Materials: Get some double-sided transparent tape,
paper, PostIts for your labels, a metal-edged ruler, an
Xacto knife and a fine-pOinted pen. You'll also need a
"self-healing" cutting board
or another surface to cut on.

2. Create a layered label: Lay
a strip of the double-sided
tape down on the cutting
board. Lay paper on top of
the tape and the PostIt (just
the sticky part) on top of the
paper. Press the layers together.

lift the entire layered label
up from the cutting board.
Place the label in position on
your computer and press it
down. You may want to
place a piece of paper over
the label when you press it
down to avoid smudging.

3. Create the labels: Measure
the areas on the Palmtop
where you want to place the
labels. Then use the Xacto
knife and metal ruler to cut
our your label (leaving them
on the cutting board for
now).
Use an extremely fine
point pen to write in the
contents of your label. Don't
touch the label until the ink
is dry.

If you want to change the
label later, you only have to
lift the top PostIt layer off
and replace it with another
PostIt layer. You could put
the PostIt note directly on
the computer (no doublesided tape, etc.) but you
might not like the way it
tends to curl up.

4. Place the label: Remove
the waste from around the
label. Use the Xacto knife to

Chuck Decker
Ray ton MO, USA

(RPN) . Albegraic notation
may work the way you
write, but RPN works the
way you think, and that's
what's important in a handheld calculator. Anyone who
believes otherwise should
keep track of the number of
times they go back and insert extra parentheses while
writing an equation - easy
with a pencil, but not with a
calculator keyboard.
Reversing the decline in
popularity of RPN requires
more than increased awareness of its advantages. I
would love for HP to market
an RPN calculator similar in
size to the diminutive "shirtpocket" calculators.

RPN Fan
Thanks for Ed Keefe's article
on Reverse Polish Notation

I.L Tyler
A shland OH, USA

Hot New PCMCIA Cards for your Palmtop
Big Memory

Multi-Function

SMART

FliOW

a:r...

A /'O"'erfili Wo:,· OjTbinklng

You'll be able
to store really
large programs
and lots of data,
just like a hard disk only better. This
newest concept in Flash technology
from Maxtor uses up to 9 times less
current and writes up to 8 times faster
than other Flash brands. Its type I size
enables it to fit in any PCMCIA slot.
Automatic data compression included
typically doubles each flash card's
capacity.
Stock #3242 (IMB/2MB compr)
Stock #3236 (214MB) .
Stock #3237 (418MB) .
Stock #3238 (8110MB) .
Stock #3239 (12124MB)
Stock #3240 (16/32MB)
Stock #3241 (20/40MB)

You'll get stateof-the-art
communication that includes
built-in
memory!
SMART's new fax/modem and memory
card allows you to fax larger files than
before with its 4MB (optional 2MB) flash
memory. Has 9600/4800 bps fax send!
receive and 2400 bps modem.
Stock #3251 (2MB version)
Stock #3252 (4MB version)

. $99
$165
$269
$485
$619
$749
$899
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Wireless
Communications

. . . . . $289
. . . . . $379

HEWLETT
PACKARO

StarLink
wireless
PCMCIA
receiver card.
You'll have
instant access to:
• news and sports
• stocks and company reports
• messages from anyone with a
telephone, anytime, anywhere
• e-mail for anyone with a modem
• your updated appointment book
This PCMCIA receiver card contains StarLink software. Subscription
allows you to simply choose the coverage that matches your needs at a
nominal monthly charge.
Stock #FI028A (Card) . . . . . . $219

Need more technical
information in The HP
Palmtop Paper
I am a technically savvy user
and am not satisfied with
the lack of technical data
provided by The HP Palmtop
Paper. I am familiar with
computer languages and can
learn general information
about them from other sources. I'd like to see the HP
Palmtop Paper give me
knowledge concerning the
peculiarities of the HP Palmtops, such as non-standard
interrupt services and their
functions.
I am not a professional
developer, so the HP Developers Program is not an
option. CompuServe is a
good source of information,
but it's expensive here in
Argentina. Internet has just
been established here and
the Internet comp.sys.palmtops news group is not available to me yet. Maybe in a
month or two I will be able
to join this newsgroup, but I
don't know if it has the kind
of technical information I
seek.
The material you already
published is excellent for the

~

beginner. But with the exception of some wonderful
tips and articles (mainly by
Ed Keefe), I don't find much
in the Palmtop Paper that I
could not get elsewhere.
I liked your reports on
batteries, modems, connectivity and PC cards, the first
time they are published.
Unfortunately, subsequent
articles seem to repeat much
of the same information.
I also like your Comdex
and HP reports, giving a
special insight into the future
of the Palmtops. I like some
of the User Profiles, since
they give insights on how
other people use their Palmtops. I like Programmer's
Corner a lot, but I'd like to
see more articles on highlevel programming languages such as C, Pascal or Basic.
I like the New Third Party
Products section and Quick
Tips (when they have not
been published in other
issues already). I like
Through the Looking Glass
mainly because of its examples. The HP Palmtop Paper
On Disk adds some useful
tools, but I can do without
most of its files.
I hope you take my com-

ments as constructive criticism. I think it's fair to expect your magazine to provide its readers with technical information not available
otherwise.
Consider including a new
section (call it "Power user's
Corner"). This section might
include information on nonstandard BIOS and DOS
interruption services; nonstandard system and BIOS
data bytes with their addresses and common values;
non-standard ports and
meaning of their values; the
structure of a .EXM file, its
header, interrupts associated
and memory manage requirements; etc.
Next December I will
have to decide again whether to renew or not. Pay a
little more attention to the
technically savvy user.
Please ease my choice!
Ariel Leonardo Dembling
Internet adBg@zorzal.dc.uba.ar

[Thank you for your challenging letter. I appreciate the
time and thought that went
into it. Having said that you
probably will not like my response. I'll try to be as honest
as I can.

t:'9Jion

For Real Estate Professionals
andVARS

Wf/V{ClI(

Multiple listing and tax roll data in your
HPlOOLX Palmtop!

Project Planning in your palm!
For HP 100/200 and DOS based PC's
Features include:
Free Demo Pc D .
• One Hour Learning Curve
lsk
• Uses 300K with Max me size from 80K to IMEG.
• Logic Networks,Timelines,Resource Histograms
• Critical Path, Milestones,Variable Zoom
• Multiple projects,Max tasks of 75or 1000 activities
• Mouse and keyboard operated for portability

Inmax Publishing Ltd.
2673Terrace Ave. North Vancouver, BC
Canada V7R IB5

Tel. 604-980-9991

Fax: 604-985-5597

PTP space is limited. My
criteria for articles is that articles should be of interest to at
least a significant segment of
the readership. Unfortunately,
the technical information that
you desire probably would be
appreciated by about 5% of our
audience.
Although I have not aggressively persued it, I do not have
anyone who would spend the
time to regularly write the
technical articles you desire.
I appreciate that CompuServe is expensive for you, but
the information you require is
available in the Programmers
section of CompuServe. There is
a 2nd programmers section for
Palmtop developers. Log in, ask
the questions you want and
quickly log out.
As time goes on we have
put more emphasis on the
100LX and 200LX, since more
of our readers are 100j200LX
users.
We try not to repeat too
much, but we do pick up new
readers all the time. When we
can update important old information, restating the old info,
we do so.
I think your points were
well-taken. I wish I could have
given you a response that you

Up to 10,000 46 field listings on a
5 MByte PCMCIA card!

~

Infrared Printing From
Your HP 100 and 200LX

Search by street name, MLS number,
area, folio. Set filter on actives, solds,
withdrawns, expired or show all status.

• Cable-free printer connection
• Works with any parallel printer
• Fast, reliable and easy to use

RealSearch includes REASSIST©, our
best selling extraction utility that is
guaranteed to work on your local Real
Estate database. Only $449.50

_

Extended
Systems®

5777 North Meeker Ave. Boise, ID 83713

Tel: SOO-m-?,?~ or 20S-m-7,?, Fax 4O~,87-9170
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would have appreciated more Hal.]

Use HP 100/200LX
Connectivity Pac on
a non·EGA desktop
The User's Guide for the HP
100LX Connectivity Pack
(CPACK) specifies that
user's desktop PC must have
an "EGA or higher display"
to use the CPACK software.
This is not entirely true. The
program does operate, but
will not display on the desktop's screen. [Editor's note:
The HP 95LX Connectivity
Pack software will display on
PC compatibles with Mono,
CGA, EGA, VGA displays.]
For simple file transfers
and backup, this program
can be effectively used without the proper desktop display. This is because the
FILER program on the HP
100/200LX Palmtops can act
as the host and the desktop
as the server. The Palmtop's
split FILER screen will show
the Palmtop's drive as Local
and the desktop's drive as
Remote. All FILER operations (except the initial setup) can be operated with full
visual feedback from the
Palmtop.
EXAMPLE:
The Toshiba T1200XE is a
portable DOS-compatible
computer with a CGA display that cannot show the
100/200LX Connectivity
Pack program's screens. The
instructions below should be
virtually the same for and
DOS-compatible PC with a
less-than EGA display.
These procedures assume that the HP 100/200LX
Connectivity Pack has already been installed on the
Toshiba. The installation
procedure is explained in the
beginning of the Connectivity
Pack User's Guide. The installation program's displays

should be visible on any PC
display.
On your HP Palmtop, go
to FILER and press IMENU 1
Communications Remote
and make sure its communications settings match the
CPACK defaults: Baud =
9600; Interface = COM1;
Phone = (empty); Server
Mode = Enabled. Do not
attempt to modify them on
your desktop. Make sure the
HP Palmtop is connected to
the Toshiba via the HP PC
Connectivity Cable. Then
follow these steps:
ON THE TOSHIBA
1. Turn on the Toshiba
T1200XE.
2. From the DOS prompt
press c: IENTER I.
3. Press cd c:\cpack100

IENTER I.
4. Press app100 IENTER I to
start CPACK.
5. Press f to run the FILER
program on the Toshiba.
ON THE HP PALMTOP
1. Turn on the Palmtop and
go to FILER.
2. Press ~ to split the
screen.
3. Press r(<"'R"'ig::"i:h'"tA"'r:=':ro"'w"">'j to
select the right half of
screen.
4. Press ~ to establish the
Remote connection. The
left split screen on the
95/100/200LX represents
the Palmtop's drive. the
right split screen represents the Toshiba's.
5. Using the Palmtop's keyboard and display screen,
select the desired file(s)
and delete them or copy
or move them from one
computer to the other.
6. When finished transferring files to disconnect
the two computers: press
~ on the 100/200LX;
press IMENU 1 121 on the
95LX.
On the Toshiba, press

IALTI-
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Quit twice to return to the
DOS prompt. This procedure
can be used to transfer individual files back and forth
between the two computers.
Once connected, from FILER
on the 100/200LX you can
press IMENU 1.Eile Backup to
back up the Palmtop to the
Toshiba (see "Backing Up
Files" in the HP 100LX User's
Guide).
William Herron
Flagstaff AZ, USA

Comparison of 95LX
and 100LX Search
Capabilities
Last month I borrowed an
HP 100LX and transferred
my files over to test it. I
found that the 100LX was
painfully slow in searching
files. I tested a 32K MEMO
file and a 14.4K PHONE file
with the following results:
100LX

95LX

MEMO
forwards search
26-27 sec
backwards search

3 sec

(using 95Buddy Ii "hunt" feature)
10 sec
4-5 sec

PHONE
forwards/backwards search
23-24 sec

1 sec

Mark Scardina was right
when he told me that a backwards search was faster in
MEMO. Unfortunately, it
didn't make any difference
in PHONE.
The problem of slow
searches makes the 100LX
inferior to the 95LX for my
uses.
Leonard Brubaker, MD.
Augusta GA, USA

Advantages of DIET
over Stacker
Using DIET Ii is advantageous where speed of disk
reads and writes is important to you. It takes a little
longer to read/write a compressed file because the file

must be decompressed to
load, and recompressed to
save. Stacker automatically
uncompresses and recompresses all your files. DIET
lets you leave specific files
uncompressed, letting you
read/ write those files to the
disk in a fraction of the time
required with Stacker installed.
David Hamachek
CompuServe ID: [73700,2250J

Problems
Automatically
Loading 123
Worksheet
Following your Basic Tip in
the HP Palmtop Paper of
Sep/Oct 93, page 51, I successfully renamed my
STOCKS.WK1 file as AUTO123.WK1. However, for some
reason, I found it impossible
to open other .WK1 work
sheets. By renaming AUTO123.wK1 back to STOCKS
.WK1, all the data was deleted, which really is a disaster
as I kept track of all my
stock movements on the HP
95LX. What possibly may
have gone wrong?
Ben van Gool
Greenwich CT, USA

[After receiving your letter
I tested this tip again on the
95LX and had no difficulties.
After creating an AUT0123
.WKl file I was able to open up
other. WKl files, and open the
AUT0123. WKl file again. I
renamed the files and tested
again with no problems.
It is difficult to identify the
exact cause of the lost files. It is
easier to damage files on the
95LX than on the 100/200LX.
The only real security on any
computer system is make sure
that your data files are backed
up regularly and that you have
copies in more than one place.
We get used to the reliability of
HP's Palmtops, and forget to
take the time to back it up.
Although it's no consolation, all

of us here at Thaddeus Computing have lost files - Robert
Roney.}

C compiler that fits
on the HP 95LX
One can easily find a BASIC
interpreter or a Pascal compiler that will fit on the HP
95LX. GWBASIC (e.g. version 1.05, 57,344 bytes) and
earlier versions of TurboPascal (e.g. version 2.00,
36,480 bytes plus 1,536 bytes
for an error message file)
work just fine. But what
about a C compiler? I found
one - Aztec C!
Before I discovered OIEfii
or had the luxury of a PCMCIA card, I put a bare minimum of the Aztec C files on
my 512K HP 95LX Palmtop
as follows:
CC.EXE - compiler (50,640 bytes,
31,373 using DIET)

AS.EXE - assembler (45,152 bytes,
27,856 using DIET)
LN.EXE - linker (18,928 bytes, 11,657
using DIET)
C.LlS - c library (33,536 bytes)
M.LlS - math library (24,704 bytes)

To conserve space I created
my own header files that
contained only the material
needed to compile the programs I developed. This installation allowed me to
work on program projects
for two graduate courses
while I was away from my
desktop computer.
There were a couple of
shortcomings with the compiler:
1. Pointers were only two
bytes long. I wrote my initial
graphics library and wanted
to use pointers. I ended up
using PEEKB and POKEB
instead.

~3
JM

2. There are a few ANSI
standard library routines
missing (e.g. STRICMP and
STROUP) but these were
easily written.

ing data may be useful:

I upgraded the HP 95LX to
1MB of memory and discovered DIET ii . (I still don't
have any PCMCIA memory
cards.) I added the graphics
library (G.LIB, 4,992 bytes)
and the screen library (S.LIB,
5,760 bytes). Both of these
libraries are designed for
CGA 320 x 200 pixels and
640 x 200 pixels graphics and
80 x 25 characters text mode.
However, I've been able to
modify them for use on the
HP 95LX. I also added a
make utility (MAKE.EXE,
14,368 bytes).
For those of you inclined
to make your own modifications to a graphics library or
write your own, the follow-

3. The screen is located from
OxBOOO 0000 to OxBOOO OFOO.

1. Video mode for text is 7.
2. Video mode for graphics
is 32.

4. A point can be plotted by
using the following defines:
#define SCR OxBOOO
#define ptabs(x,y)
pokeb(30*(y)+«x»>3),
SCR, \peekb(30*(y)+«x)
»3),SCR) I TWO[x%8])
static unsigned char TWO[]
= {128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, I};
Carrying an almost ANSI
version of C on my Palmtop
is great. I use MEMO to edit
code. There is an object
module librarian (LB.EXE)
and an object library generation utility (ORO.EXE) that I

Easy File Transfer
Between Your
Palmtop and Desktop

The PL-PTH is a palm top carrying system
designed to allow 100% mobility to keep
your infonnation safely, securely, and at
your fingertips.
• The Main Compartment is designed to hold
most palmtop brands. It can also hold most
cellular phones, walkmans, and items of similar
scale. It's angled design allows easy «ccess
- more available thall ill your briefcase alld
safer than your jacket pocket.
• Flaps with Velcro fasteners secure the items
from accidental droppage.
• The standard PLH harness pivot-type assembly
provides 100% f1exiblity and mobility and is
secured to a belt loop which pivots and unsnaps for
easy harness removal.

Add the SCT CL680 Card-Link to
your desktop PC:
~
~
~

• Flexible Velcro adjustments allow the
PL-PTH to conform to fit your body.
• The Secondary Compartment is piggy-backed
to the Main Compartment to house beepers.
business cards, batteries, etc.
• The front of the Main Compartment is made of
100% fine leather.
• The PL-PTH is virtually undetectable under
unbuttoned jackets.

~

Fast-80,000 Bytes/sec
Easy to use-works just
like a floppy disk drive
Convenient-plug-in
installation to your
parallel printer port
Reads /writes SRAM and
FLASH cards

Only $189.95
Steele Creek Technologies, Inc.
14035 Appling Lane
Charlotte, NC 28278

Phone or Fax: (704) 588-1780
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haven't made much use of
except to see what C primitives are contained in the
libraries. [Editor's note: Aztec
C is distributed by Manx Software Systems Inc., p.o. Box
55, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701,
USA; Phone: 201-530-7997).
G WBASIC 1.05 came with
earlier versions of MS-DOS
from Microsoft, and earlier versions of Borland's TurboPascal
were available form Joe Wright,
711 Chatsworth Place, San Jose,
CA 95128, USA. (Last known
contact, we cannot reach him.)]

line batch file called ADJUTIME.BAT ii . The example
I use here assumes that the
clock is running 10 seconds
fast. I added the line WAIT30.COM ii before TIME
and modified the TIME command to delete 10 seconds
from the system clock.
The new batch file looks
like this:

Melvin R. Roach
CompuServe ID: [73064,2113]

This additional command
calls the program WAIT30
.COM described below,
which pauses the execution
of the batch file for 30 seconds and then returns to the
batch file to execute the remaining commands.
For example, we set the
macro to run as an appoint-

More on
carrying cases
Franklin Quest has a series
of cases ranging in price
from $56 to $140 that fit the
95/100/200LX superbly.
Choices include large and
small, plastic or leather. It
holds both the computer and
conventional day book.
They're in stores everywhere, and Franklin Quest
has a great customer satisfaction policy.

e:
ed\
wait30.eom
time 3 . 00 . 20 . 50
ex it

ment at 3:00:00. It immediately calls WAIT30.COM,
which pauses the batch file
until the internal clock at
3:00:30 am. The batch file
continues execution, issuing
a time 3 . 00 . 20 . 50 command, knocking 10 seconds
off the time. The . 50 at the
end of the TIME command
compensates for the 1/2
second it takes to reset the
time.
CREATING WAIT30.COM
[Editor's Note: Before you
attempt to use any programs
created with DEBUG, back up
your C:\ and A:\ disk to protect your data!}
Create the following file
in MEMO and save it in
ASCII format with the name
WAIT.SCR.

int 1a
cmp dh , 30
jnz 100
movax , 4eOO
int 21
rex
e
nwait30 . eom
w
q

Make sure you include the
empty line after int 21.
Then go to the DOS prompt
and type debug < wait.scr.
This will create the program
WAIT30.COM, which waits
until the internal clock
reaches the value of 30.
Hope this information is
of value to someone.

a100
mov ah , 2

Andreas Garzotto
CompuServe ID: [73064,1657]

Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

Tom Daley
CompuServe ID: [74457,3023]

Automating time
adjustment
Jose M. Lafora suggested a
way to automatically adjust
the 100LX's internal clock by
starting a batch file that
issues a DOS 'time' command from ApptBook (see
Nov /Dec 93, page 54). This
works fine as long as your
Palmtop is losing time. However, if the internal clock is
running too fast, there is a
problem: Unless you leave
the letter q out of the Location field in ApptBook and
press IESC I after each time
adjustment, Jose's procedure
will create an endless loop.
Correct the problem as
follows. Jose created a four-

Now introducing Mirical's new line of products:
• PFA Nutritional Calculator ...................................................... $29.00
• PFA Junior ................................................................................ $49.00
• PFA Consumer
Single User Version ........ ...................... ................................ $79.00
Multi-User Version ............................................................... $149.00
• PFA Professional
Single User Version .............................................................. $219.00
Multi-User Version ............................................................... $289.00

For FREE demo versions and more, please visit us at:
BBS: (719) 535-2733
Internet World-Wide Web Server: http://health.mirical.com

MIRICAL
CORPOR.A.TION
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(800) 732-7707
(719) 598-5276 Fax: (719) 598-5790

PRODUCT TIPS
Note: Following are some tips and
helpful information we've been
collecting from CompuServe's HPHAND forum on a number of popular third-patty products. We've indicated whether the product relates to
the 95LX, 100LX, or both. With
some exceptions, products that
work on the 100LX should also
work on the 200LX. Most of these
tips were written before the 200LX
was released and the authors refer
only to the 100LX.
If you have any additional product quick tips, please send them
into us c/o:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.
P.O. Box 869
Fairfield, IA 52556

,1010 100LX I
Turn 95Buddy and
100Buddy off and on
If you think 95/100Buddy Ii is
operating inappropriately, remember
that you can quickly turn it off and
on without having to edit your CONFIG.SYS file and rebooting.
95Buddy
Push ~-IJ twice to turn 95Buddy off and ~-1Il to turn it
back on.
You can permanently turn 95Buddy off while rebooting. Press
~-I!!!l-I!!!J to reboot and
push [) (minus key) as soon as
you see 95Buddy's banner message on your screen.
100Buddy
Push ~-IJ to disable 100Buddy's keyboard and display features.
Note that some of 100Buddy stays
active (e.g. sticky CTRL key). Press
~-1Il to tum Buddy back on.
100Buddy completely unloads
itself when you exit System Manager (press f!J IMENU ! ~plicaitons
!erminate All). You can also press
IMENU! I <Shift >! ~ from any
application and Buddy will execute
the above sequence for you. Type
100 from the DOS prompt to return
to System Manager. To restart
Buddy, reboot the system.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe ID: [71044,2356J
[Note: 100Buddy is not fully
functional on the HP 200LX.J

mEl
ACT!: Enhanced
by SWITCH!;
Louder Alarms

on large files, and mine are all
large, around 100KB Stacked.
Tony McNamara
CompuServe ID: [76702,1454J

Using the SWITCH! program I assigned ACT!95 to !APPTI and the
built-in APPT program to !ALTI!APPTI. I now use ACT95! almost
entirely for appointments. The
APPT functions I use are world-time
in Watch (F9) and for some flight
schedules, which are cumbersome
in ACT!95.
SWITCH! greatly improves the
alarms. They will now go off at any
time I want, and sound like an electronic telephone ring. There are five
volume settings, which I define as:
1) Off; 2) Able to be heard in an
office; 3) Able to be heard in an
airplane; 4) Able to be heard in an
airport; 5) Able to be heard standing
on the runway! While that might be
a slight exaggeration, the first time
I heard the alarm on high volume, it
literally scared me! You won't believe how much sound can come
out of your 95LX. (See Switch 2.0:
Some Features later in this article.)
David Shier
CompuServe ID: [75030,3374J

mEl

,I01i!i 1001200LX I

DBASE III+: Works
on the 100LX

Agenda: Configuring
for the Palmtops
Use the same configuration settings
for Agenda on the HP 100LX and
the 95LX as on your desktop PC
system. Set the colors to black-andwhite for both Palmtops. On the HP
95LX I have my columns set to a
width of 42.
You only need the AGENDA
data files you use (data files end
with ".AG"). These are usually the
most recent .AG files you have. The
data files are saved every time they
are used, so you can see by the file
dates which are the most recent.
You will also need the following
files: AGENDA.EXE, AGENDA
.ENV, AGENDA.RI, AGENDA.HLP
(optional).
Agenda runs great on my 100LX, loaded on a Stacked 2MB
PCMCIA card. It is not very quick

DBASE III: Works on
the HP 95LX
I have successfully used dBASE III
with the 95LX. I see no reason why
dBASE IV shouldn't work as well,
especially if they are .EXE files.
You will need a SRAM or Sundisk
card large enough to hold your program plus .DBF files.
The only problem I see is with
the 40x16 screen on the 95LX.
However, the 95LX will work well if
your data fits within this size
screen, or if you rewrite your input
screens, or if you are willing to put
up with the !ALTI-! <Arrow > I key
combinations to view the rest of the
screen.
If you need to use the entire
display you may be better off with
the 100LX's full size screen and
Sundisk's large storage capacity.
Bill Zimmerman
CompuServe ID: [72530, 1226J

I 100/200LX I
On a 5MB flash card I set up a
dBASE sub-directory and loaded
the essential dBASE 111+ files into it
using the 100LX Connectivity Pack.
It ran as is right out of the box! I
was also able to assign dBase to a
hotkey in AppManager by allocating
256K of RAM for DOS. (Add 1256 at
the end of the .Eath line when you
add the application to Application
Manager.)
I can't believe I'm running such
a finicky program, with some large
database files and programs, in this
little machine.
It does crash rather easily, especially when using the "!" command
as in '! dir a:" for example. I had to
remove the batteries to restart. It's
best to avoid using this command.
George Pickett
CompuServe ID: [72054, 135J

c:mEIl

100/200LX

I

Fax Software:
General Tip
Each page of incoming or outgoing
FAX takes up from about 35K to
50K uncompressed. This depends
on the FAX software your using.
To accommodate a number of
FAXes and temporary files created
by other programs I leave about
600K empty on my drive. This has
not been a significant problem for
me, but may be for others running
software that requires more RAM
and/or disk space.
David Hamachek
CompuServe ID: [73700,2250J

I 100/200LX I
Fax Software: QuickLink II on the 100LX
I got the fax portion of Quick Link II
version 2.x to work on the 100LX. I
had to put the following files on the
E: drive of the 100LX: QL2FAX.BAT, RECFAX .BAT, SENDFAX.BAT, FONTCODE .BIN, CONVERT.EXE, EXPORT .EXE, QLD001.EXE, QLT001.EXE, QLSETUP.DAT (must be created before
supplementary files are deleted).
David Hamachek
CompuServe ID: [73700,2250J

I 100/200LX I
Fax Software: MTEZ
I am using MTEZ on my 100LX and
it's great receiving, viewing, printing, and resending FAX's. Also
allows your own letterhead and
signature file. It came with my
Zoom datalfax modem.
Adnan A AI Bahar
CompuServe ID: [100022,772J

,101M 100/200LX I
Flight Planning and
Navigation
Although there are dedicated systems that are better, both NavMap
from Paragon Tech and LapMap
from Peacock Systems will run on
the 95LX and 100LX.
Paragon Tech's FX-7 (flight
planner) and NavMap (moving map)
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are the only programs provided by
one vendor to do both a moving
map (in flight) and flight planning.
There are others that do either of
these functions better, but not both.
LapMap by Peacock Systems is
the best moving map. It beats NavMap by a mile but is far more expensive, and NavMap is improving.
Richard Ross
CompuServe 10: [76234,1270 J

I 100/200LX I

I 100/200LX I

Modem: Megahertz
Setup Caution

Flight Simulator runs
on the HP 100LX
Microsoft Flight Simulator 4.0 really
does work on the 100LX! Delete all
of the graphics drivers except CGA
and any unneccessay files to save
space. The demo runs, but I had to
press ~-I < Shift > I IONI to
get out if it. It runs along as fast as
on an old XT! Absolutely amazing!
Richard Allen
CompuServe ID: [76207,2062J
To run Flight Simulator 4.0 on a
desktop PC, you need to use the
number "5" key, above the "T" on
the typewriter keyboard. The equivalent to this on the 1OOLX is
IMENUI-@).
Iver Erling Aarva
CompuServe ID: [70630,553J

E1DI100/200LX

I

InfoSelect: a DOS
alternative to PHONE
I tried the HP 100LX PHONE book
application for 8 months but
switched back to InfoSelect for
phone numbers and notes.
InfoSelect is much faster, much
better at "fuzzy" searches (a search
for similar words and phrases instead of an exact match), much
more versatile, and, most importantly, I can ZOOM in on the InfoSelect screen. I can't ZOOM on
the HP PHONE screen, which to
me is virtually unreadable in anything but the best light.
To transfer my 100LX PHONE
information to InfoSelect I used the
clip feature to paste N records to a
MEMO text file with each record
deli neated from the next by "--",
then I imported the text file to single
InfoSelect note. Then I used SPLIT
in InfoSelect to split the window into
N windows at each "--" mark.
Edward Carr Franks
CompuServe ID: [71561, 1637J
[Editor's Note: For detailed instruc-

tions on using InfoSelect on the
95LX refer to Victor Roberts article
in the Jan/Feb 93 HP Palmtop Paper. pg. 35-37.
To set up InfoSelect with its own
SINGLE keystroke "hotkey' on the
1OOLX refer to 100Buddy's documentation. - Robert.]

I have had success using a Megahertz 2496 XJack modem on the
1OOLX with Datacomm, cc:Mail, and
fastCOMM!. All that is needed is to
put the CIC100 IGEN 1 command
in your AUTOEXEC.BAT. Then the
100LX beeps every time it finds a
different card type in the slot. It will
recognize the modem card and
configure the slot as COM 2. [See
the HP 100LX User's Guide page
7-21]
It appears very well made and
comes with MTEZ with Express
FAX for DOS, and Elcipse FAX
software for WINDOWS.
The modem manual mentions
nothing about the 100LX, but I did
discovered one problem. Inserting
the modem with the computer on
will lock up the 100LX.
Mark Scardina
CompuServe ID: [76711,732J

E1d!!I100/200LX

I

Modem Case: Use
Kodak camera case
for Macronix modem
and accessories
I have been VERY happy with the
Macronix Pocket 14.4 modem. I
have the modem, AC adapter, and
all necessary cables in a small 110
Kodak instamatic camera bag that
fits neatly in my briefcase. That way
I have it whenever I need it.
Greg Burris
CompuServe ID: [76570,3713J

I 100/200LX I
Prodigy runs on
the HP 100LX
I ran the Prodigy P' install program
specifying the hard disk on myoid
notebook computer. (Installing to a
floppy won't work.) The install program allows you to save space, a
neccesity on the 100LX, but at the
cost of speed. Yes, you have an
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option to make P' slower!
After creating a set of Prodigy
files on the hard disk, I copied them
to my RAM card. You must terminate System Manager (press!!]
IMENU I Application Terminate All
IENTER to run Prodigy on the
100LX, but it works fine.
David Shier
CompuServe ID: [75030,3374J
[This software comes with a
Prodigy installation kit. See Product
index, page 63 - Rich.J

n

mEl
SWITCH 2.0:
Some features
Here are some of the utility functions available from Switch! 2.0:
1. Shows battery voltage of both
main and backup battery.
2. Special alarm functions with
VERY loud alarms, that ring even in
DOS, with the ability to specify how
many times it will ring.
3. Toggle the serial port on and off.
4. Shows free RAM memory and
free disk space.
5. Change the amount of time the
unit will stay on without activity
when running on batteries.
6. Ability to toggle light sleep on
and off.
7. Ability·to erase your password.
8. Ability to create a 'loader" that
will allow a DOS program to pop up
over the built-in applications.
Finally, one of the best features
of the Switch! 2.0, is its ability to allow a specially modified DOS program to run in a fully switchable like
a built in application.
Larry Lefkowitz
CompuServe 10: [76711, 73J

I 100/200LX I
Tapcis on
the HP 100LX
Here are a couple of tips for using
TAPCIS on the 100LX:
1. Diet TAPCIS.EXE. It will go from
250K to about 122K.
2. The only files you really need for
Tapcis to work are TAPCIS.EXE, TAPCIS.HLP and
PARAMS.CIS.
3. Use a small USERID.CIS address book.
4. If you are logging on through a
non-CIS network, like Infonet or
Sprint, you will need one or two

additional .SCR files, but those
are usually small.
All these files should fit in less than
175K once you Diet the .EXE file.
My impressions of Tapcis on the
100LX is that it is extremely easy to
setup. A definite minus is the 80 by
25 screen format, although you can
Zoom to 64 by 16 when writing
messages and in some other instances. A plus for Tapcis is that
it's self contained, well integrated
and doesn't need extemal programs. The shareware programs
MESSAGE ii and acCIS ii require a communications engine like
COMMO ii and an editor like VDE

ii .
Jorge M. Trevino
CompuServe ID: [70142, 1041J

I 100/200LX I
More on running
Tapcis on the HP
100LX
You don't have to exit SYSMGR to
run TAPCIS on the 100LX - but it
helps. Launch it from AppManager
with a vertical bar (I) after the application name in the Path field (e.g.
a:\tapcis\tapcis.exe I ). This causes AppManager to give TAPCIS all
available memory when it gets
launched. If you close all your other
applications, you'll have enough
memory to run TAPCIS from within
System Manager.
You should also put an upsidedown question mark (created by
pressing ~-III) in the Comments
field to prevent System Manager
from messing with the COM port
while you are on line.
That said, once you have closed
all your other applications, you
might as well exit System Manager
(from AppManager, press IMENU I
~plication !erminate AII. ..). You
gain 120K of RAM, which TAPCIS
will put to good use. The only thing
you lose by doing so is notice of
appointments (which you probably
don't want popping up over TAPCIS
anyway).
Ted Dickens
CompuServe ID: [76701,272J
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---BASIC TIPS--~Appt
I 100/200LX I
Move easily between
appointments and events
On the HP 100/200LX, pressing ICTRq-r:::
1<TT.Up""A==:rro=w::'
>,l
jumps up to the closest previous appointment or
event; pressing ~-I <DownArrow >, jumps down
to the closest subsequent appointment or event.
You can also press I <Tab>, to move between the
appointment list and events.
The UpArrow and DownArrow keys will also
move you through the appointment list. Some users
have complained that they cannot get to events
from the appointment list using the UpArrow key.
Keep pressing I <UpArrow>, until the cursor goes up
to the 12:00am appointment slot. The next time you
press I <UpArrow>, you will go to any events you
have listed.
Kerry Veenstra
CompuServe 10: [72712, 1243J

• Filer
I 100/200LX I
Finding files with text search
You need to find a file quickly. You forgot its name,
but you know it's in the root directory of your A:
drive and has the text, "Call now" in it. Open FILER
and go to A:\. Then press IMENS' Qptions Text
Search ... . You'll get the Text earch box ifiat
looks like this:

100LX FILER Text Search box

Key in call now and press ~ (OK). You'll get a
"Text Search Results' box that ooks something like
this:
Local

1i0atabase
I 100/200LX I
Creating a blank copy of
an existing Database
You might want to give a fellow 100/200LX user a
blank copy of a database you've created. The
format may be useful to him or her, but you don't
want them to have your data. The easiest way to
do this is to start the built-in Database application
and call up the desired Database file (press IMENU'
file .Qpen). With the database loaded, press IMENU'
file !iew and give the new database a name. This
creates an identical copy of the loaded database
(.GDB) file without any of the data.

&1oos
IJDII 100/200LX I
Only one DOS
program at a time
The HP Palmtops can only run one DOS program
at a time. This point is obvious on the 95LX. You
have to exit the DOS program before you can go
back to FILER to launch another.
The 100/200LX will let you go back to the
Application Manager with a DOS program running
and start one of the built-in applications. If you try
to start another DOS program, the 100/200LX will
beep at you.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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Local

~
DIR)

Current. Direct-ory: A: \
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margins so the text doesn't disappear to the right.
I open a new MEMO document and press I!!!l
I <Spacebar >, until the display is big. I then press
IMENU' Forma! Margins and set the Left margin to
1 and the Right margin to 40. Unless I change the
margins again, anytime I open a new document, it
will have these margin settings. Existing documents
will have the margin settings in effect when they
were created.
I also find the default tab settings too large in
40x16 mode (tabs set every 5 spaces). I press
IMENU' Forma!!abs and use the ArrowKeys to set
them every 2 spaces for the first inch. Again, these
settings remain in effect until changed.
On the HP 95LX
There's only one display size on the 95LX (40x16)
and the Wrap (where the text wraps) is set to 40 by
default, so you should see all of your text. If you
find your text disappearing off to the right, you may
have changed the Wrap. Press IMENU' Settings
Wrap and set it back to 40. You can change the
Tab stops by pressing IMENU' Settings Tabs and
entering the tab size (e.g. 2 = tabs set every two
spaces). You can change the margin setting on the
HP 95LX by pressing IMENU' Print Options, but
changing the margins only affects the way the text
will print out on paper.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

rQi('\ gl~~

~

~DIR)

h.
li.

DIR)

,lOin 100/200LX I
Find and replace text in Memo

Text Search Results box

The smaller In Files: box lists all files that contain
the text you searched for. Arrow down to the
desired filename and press ~ to view the contents of the file. (If you've got 100Buddy Ii on your
system, you can press B to activate the "Text
Search" box. Once you've found a file, you can
press ~ or (MEMO) from the "Text Search
ResultsllQox to load the highlighted file into MEMO.
Once you quit MEMO, you return to the 'Text
Search Results" box. Not all 100Buddy features
work on the HP 200LX.)
The text search only looks at files in the current
directory. If you suspect the desired file is in another directory, A:\BUSINESS for example, go to that
directory in FILER and perform the text search.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

You notice that you misspelled a word in a Memo
document and remember that the word is repeated
a dozen or so times. It's time to do a "Find and
Replace.'
On the HP 95LX
The 95LX has a Find feature, but no replace option.
Move to the beginning of the document and press
I!r). Key in the misspelled word you're looking for
and press I!r) (Next) or ~ (Previous). When you
find a misspelled word you have to correct it by
hand, or you could create a system macro to delete
the word and key in the correct spelling.
On the HP 100/200LX
The search will begin from wherever the cursor is,
so first press ~ I!!!l ~ to go to the top of
the document. Then press ~ and the Find and
Replace dialog box appears at the bottom of the
screen.

~Memo
IJDII 100/200LX I
Make MEMO notes easier to
read on the 40x16 screen
On the HP 100/200LX
I prefer to take MEMO notes on the 100/200LX with
the big (40x16) screen displayed - the notes are
easier to read! However, I have to adjust document
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Find and Replace box, 100LX

Key in the misspelled word (exactly as it is misspelled). Press I <Tab>, once to move to the ''Replace with' box and enter the correct spelling of the
word. Press ~ e (for Replace All) and an hourglass icon will appear in the middle of the screen,
indicating the Find and Replace is in progress. It
may take a while if you have a long document.
When it's completed, the dialog box disappears and
you'll be back at the beginning of your document.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

will have to call Hewlett Packard technical support
with proof of ownership to recover. If they can't help
then you'll have to pull all the batteries and reinitialize, losing all your data. Keep good backups.
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper

II Phone
'''10 100/200LX I
Sorting a Phone Book

mMisc
mEll

100/200LX

On the HP 95LX
The HP 95LX automatically sorts its Phone Book
alphabetically in descending order ('Adams' appears at the top of the list and 'Zapata' at the
bottom). You cannot change this order.

I

Password protect
the HP Palmtops
A system or global password is a password that
lets you protect the entire machine by requiring the
password when the Palmtop is tumed on. You can
set a system password for the HP 95LX and the
HP 200LX. There is no bum-in system password for
the 100LX, but 100BUDDY Iii adds a global password feature for registered users. However, if you
forget your password, there is a way around it,
which means it does not provide absolute security.
On the HP 95LX and 200LX:
To specify or change the password on the 95LX:
close all open applications (press IMENU' Quit).
Start FILER, press IMENU' System to go to DOS,
type password at the DOS prompt and press
IENTER'.
On the 200LX: go to DOS (press
QOS)
and at the DOS prompt type password and press
IENTER'.
On both machines you are asked to enter and
then verify the password. After you've entered a
password, you can activate it in one of two ways:

IE

I

I

Auto·lock mode: Password protection is there
whenever you press IOFFI, reboot the system,
or the 95/200LX automatically shuts off. You
must enter the password when you turn it on
again.
Activate Auto-lock mode from the DOS
prompt by typing password la prompt and
press IENTER lManual·lock mode: Password protection is
there only when you press ~-~ to turn
the 95LX off or press ~-I ENTER 1to turn the
200LX off. This is the default mode on the
95/200LX. If you have implemented Auto-lock
mode on either Palmtop and want to go back
to Manual-lock mode, type password 1m from
the DOS prompt.

You can deactivate password protection by typing
password Id from the DOS prompt, but you'll be
prompted to enter the password to do so. The
password is case sensitive, so use capital and
lower case letters just as you entered them.
Warning - remember your password!
If you forget it, on the 95LX you'll have to take out
the main and backup batteries to re-initialize the
95LX, and you'll lose your data. STATUS.ZIPi j
can help recover your password on the 95LX if you
have not powered down.
On the 200LX if you forget your password you

On the HP 100/200LX
The 100/200LX gives you more flexibility. In Phone
Book (or Database) Press I!!J (Sort) and you are
presented with the following Sort dialog box:

JIB Jl'i
· 609 771

bi

~ort.

~B:B~4~4 !mbil' fA
714 293

fi e ld

II 00

:~:~ ~~
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!Non"

Q 0

A8cl.mding

0 As cending

C!J
(Cance l ]

As c e ndi ng

asked if you want to change the system date and
time.
Using World Time - APPTs Watch screen (F9)
displays the Local City and a single World City,
along with their current times. To see what time it
is in another World City, tab to World City and
press 1m for a list. Highlight the desired city and
press IENTER I.
Let's say you need to call a client in Australia,
at 9:00 AM Monday morning (his time). You want to
know what time in Chicago (your Local City) place
the call. Change the World City to Sydney, Australia. You'll see that Sydney is 8 hours earlier, that is,
9:30 AM in Chicago is 1:30 AM in Sydney. Also
note that it is the next day in Sydney. So, to figure
Chicago's time for 9:00 AM Monday in Sydney, add
8 hours to Sydney's time and subtract one day. In
this case, make your call at 5:00 PM on Sunday
instead of Monday.
I

On the HP 100/200LX
I Selecting Local City - The first step is to select
a Local City. Press I!J World ]me to display the
All Cities screen.

ocalin : chi

ub
usin
ub

Fairfiold • • A

Sort dialog box in PHONE, 100l)(

~World Time
mEll 100/200LX I
Using World Time
The World Time feature lets you compare the date
and time in cities around the world with that of your
home base, or "Local City."
On the HP 95LX
Select Local City - World Time is found in the
Appointment Book application by pressing ~
(Watch). Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to
the Local City field and press 1m for the City list.
Select the desired city and press IENTER I. If the city
you want is not in the list, press ~ (Insert) to add
a new city and then press lENTER'. If you change
the Local City and the time is different from the
current time on your system clock, you will be
I
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This box lets you select three sort fields and
choose whether you sort in ascending or descending order. For example, you're going to Los Angeles and you want to sort your list by phone number
so all the entries with a 213 area code are grouped
together. With the cursor in the 1st sort field,
press I <OownArrow >• until Business (Phone) is
highlighted. Press I <Tab>1 and make sure the
Ascending box is checked. Press!!12) (OK) and
your list is now sorted by phone number. Entries
with no business phone will appear at the top of the
list, followed by those beginning with 0, 1, 2, etc.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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cale
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World Time All Cities screen, 100LX

Start typing in the name of your home base (e.g.
Chicago). When the highlight bar rests on Chicago,
press I!!J to select it as your Local City. If the city
you want is not listed press 1m to add a new city
and then press I!!J.
When you select a new Local City, you're
asked if you want to update the time on the Palmtop's system clock. yes changes the system clock
to match the time of the Local City. No changes the
selected city's time to the current system time.
I Using World Time - The All Cities screen displays the Local City and its time at the top of the
screen. The world cities are listed alphabetically
below, with their current time.
World Time in the 100/200LX has added the
Convert function to automate the process of finding
the time in your Local City, (Chicago in our example) based on the time in another city (Sydney).
Move the cursor to Sydney in the All Cities list,
press ~ (Convert), type in 9:00 am and press
IENTERI. Your Local City, Chicago, will display the
time -5:00 PM. The negative sign (-) means the day
before, so to call Sydney at 9:00 AM Monday, you
should set an APPT alarm to call at 5:00 PM
Sunday. Press ~ to return all the cities to their
current times relative to the Local City's current
time.
Robert Roney
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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......... QUICKTIPS .........
~Appt
IIilD3I 100/200LX I
Carry-forward todos;
Displaying all of your
uncompleted todos
All HP Palmtops let you
check off a todo, indicating
that it is done (highlight the
todo and press I <Spacebar >I).
Todos that have not been
checked off automatically
carry forward to the next
day's ToDo list.
On the HP 95LX
Enter a todo in the 95LX
(don't check it off). Then go
to tomorrow's (or any subsequent day's) Todo list and
you'll see a list containing
any uncompleted todo.
To get a total list of all
uncompleted todos, go to a
date in the future (e.g. a year
from now) and display its
Todo list. You'll see any todo
you have not checked off as
completed.
On the HP 100/200LX
The 100/200LX carries uncompleted todos forward a
little differently. Enter a todo
into today's ToDo list (don't
check it off). Now go to tomorrow's To Do list and, viola, the todo is not there!
The 100/200LX only displays an uncompleted todo in
a future ToDo list when that
day arrives (I.e. when the
100/200LX's internal system
clock says it's that date).
The easiest way to see a
list of uncompleted and upcoming todos is print them to
a file and view it in MEMO.
Follow these steps:
1. In APPT press [MENU! file
frint to go to the Print dialog
screen.
2. Then press These Items
[<Tab>!, use the arrow keys to
select T0005.
3. Press I <Tab>!, key in the

starting date of the list. Press
I <Tab > ! again and key in the
ending date.
4. Press IALTI f.ile to select
Print to File and press ~.
When prompted, give the file
name and press ~ again.
5. Open MEMO and load the
file for viewing.
Another more awkward solution to this problem is to go
to a future date in APPT and
change the system clock to
that date. (Press I SetUp! Date
on the 95LX, or [SetUp!IMENU!
Qptions DatelTime on the
100/200LX.). Then when you
display that date's Todo list
you'll see all previous uncom~
pleted todos. If you do this,
don't forget to change the
date back!
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [7331O,3663J
1!!Oi1!l100/200LX

I

Appointments will
not cross the
"midnight barrier"
If you need to schedule
blocks of time that span midnight you will find that the
Appointment Book application
on both Palmtops is not very
cooperative.
On the 95LX if you enter
an appointment from 11 :00
pm to 2:00 am, the appointment will not show up on the
next day.
On the 100/200LX if you
enter the same appointment
from 11 :00 pm to 2:00 am
and press ~ (Done) it will
not show up on the next day.
When you open that appointment again the End Time of
2:00 am will have been
changed back to 11 :00 pm,
and the desired block of time
will not be displayed in the
weekly view.
The work-around for
scheduling through midnight
is Simple. Make the first half
of your appointment end at
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11 :59 pm. Then Copy that
appointment, move to the
next day, paste it, and
change the times to say,
12:00 am to 2:00 am. Then
you will be able to see the
appointments on both days
on the 95LX and 100/200LX
and in the weekly view o~
the 100/200LX.
Based on a tip from:
Andrew Borts
Coral Springs, Florida

(i.e. the Todo comes due
after the "Before date" you
specify). However, this procedure changes the due date
associated with that Todo
(moves it forward).
About the only thing you
can do to correct this situation is go back and manually
correct the due date. This
has been corrected in the
200LX.
Everett Kaser
CompuServe /0: [70662,2540J

I 100/200LX I
REMOVE will
eventually shrink
your Appointment
Book file
You can use File Remove to
reduce the size of your
100/200LX Appointment
Book file by extracting a
couple of months of past
data and saving it into another file. When you look at the
file size in FILER you may be
surprised to find that it has
grown larger! Even if you've
closed the file and exited the
Appointment Book. The UNDO feature keeps the removed records in the file until
the next operation which can
be UNDONE, i.e. you will not
see a shrinkage of the file
right away. After you do
some other operation on the
file you should see a long
delay while it gets rid of the
removed records. Then the
file size will be reduced.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe /0: [71031,2162J

I 100/200LX I
APPT's Remove
feature changes
Todo's due date
You can press IMENU! file
Remove ... ) in the 1OOLX Appointment book to delete
Appointments, Events, and
Todos prior to a "Before
date" that you specify. The
100LX will not remove a
Todo with a future due date

ii Back up
1100/200LX

I

System Macros
to Back up
the HP 100/200LX
A previous issue of The HP
Palmtop Paper published a
suggestion from a reader
about how to use DOS batch
files to regularly backup files
from, say, C drive to a RAM
card, A drive.
There was one problem
with the suggestion - it was
necessary to ensure that all
files were closed since it relies on the file Archive attribute. This is set when the application closes, but Appointment and Phone files tend to
be left open all the time and
as a result they do not get
backed up.
As an alternative, I have
developed the following System Macros:
FN (F10) - Backup all new or
altered files from C drive to
corresponding directories on
A drive.
{More} {Menu}al{Filer}
{Menu}vs{Right} {F5}a : \
{F10}{Left}{F5}c : \{F10}
{Menu}fb{Alt+T}a : \
{Alt+M} {Alt+O} {FlO}

This Macro closes all applications, runs FILER and displays a split screen with C:
on the left and A: on the
right. The backup function is

then used to copy all new
and altered files from C: to
A:. The macro terminates
with the split screen still displayed. This Macro is effective because System Manager can be used to close all
applications, thereby ensuring that open Appointment
and Phone files are closed
and therefore backed up.
I run f!22) at 4:00 am by
setting a daily repeating
appointment which has:
Description :
Start Time :
End Time :
Location :
Alarm :

1110
4 : 00am
4 : 01am
Q

Enabled
Leadtime=O

(F1) - Backup A: to directory
C:A_100LX on a PC.
{Filer} {Menu}q{Filer}
{Menu}vs{Right} {F6}
{Left}{F5}a : \{F10}{Menu}
fb{Alt+T}c : \A 100LX
{Alt+M} {Alt+O}{FlO}
{Right}{F6}{F5}a:\{FIO}
{Left}{F5}c : \{F10}

This Macro assumes that the
Connectivity Pack is installed
on the PC, its serial cable
plugged into both HP 100/200LX and the PC serial
port, and Filer is running on
the PC. [Editor's note: For larger
RAM cards you may have to use a
program like TIMEOUT.COM ii or
100Buddy that will keep the Palmtop
from timing out during file transfer.}

The Macro runs FILER, displays a split screen and establishes a Remote connection. The PC directories and
files are on the right half of
the screen and those of the
A drive are displayed on the
left. The FILER backup function is then used to copy all
new and altered files to directory C:\A_100LX on the PC.
The remote connection is
then terminated, C: displayed
on the left of the screen and
A: on the right.
I run (F1) as needed, usually once a week. Obviously,
directory A_100LX can be
changed to some other directory. Similarly, the final display on the 100/200LX can
be changed if required.
R. N. Magee
NSW, Australia

Ii Databasel
Phonebook
ImEII 100/200LX I
Large DataBases (or
Phone files) on FlashRAM can be slow!
The time it takes the Palmtop
to write to FlashRAM is slow
compared to the same process on an SRAM card. This
difference is not a problem
with small files. But if you
use FlashRAM for large databases or Phone files that are
updated frequently, this slowdown can become counterproductive. The entire database file must be updated
each time you add to or edit
an item. Following are some
solutions to this problem:
1. If the database is small
enough, you can move your
working copy to the C drive
and keep a current back up
copy on the A drive.
2. If the database is too large
for C drive, keep a full copy
on the FlashRAM card, and a
smaller edited version on the
C drive. Make any additions
and changes to the smaller
file and periodically merge it
with the full copy on the
FlashRAM card.
This saves time and battery life and may extend the
life of the FlashRAM card.
On the HP 100/200LX
You can make a smaller
copy of your database by
defining Subsets to select the
desired portions of your data.
Tag all the entries you
want in your smaller database, then press IMENU!, file,
.Extract..., give the file a
name like, C:\SUBA.GDB, and
press IENTER!.
After using the smaller
database file on the C drive
you will need to merge the
smaller, changed file back
into the big file. Open the
large database on the A
drive, press (~~ file

Merge... , select C:\SUBA
.GOB and press IENTER!.
On the HP 95LX
This is not a problem with
the PHONE application on
the 95LX because the entire
file is in system memory and
is only saved to the FlashRAM card when you exit.
However, if you are using a
DOS database, i.e. dBase III,
InfoManager, etc., the same
problem occurs. You can use
the two strategies mentioned
above, but the commands for
splitting and merging databases will be unique to your
DOS database program.
Ed Keefe
CompuServe ID: [75300,3667J

III System Macros
Iml

100/200LX

I

Quick switch
between business
and personal
activities
I divide my life (and Palmtop)
between business and personal activities. I use the
same Appointment Book for
both, since business and
personal appointments can
overlap. I also use the same
Phone Book because I don't
have that many numbers and
the Subset feature lets me
narrow down that field.
However, I have separate
Note Taker, Database, and
Memo files for each area of
my life. To facilitate a quick
switch between files, I have
created two macros: one that
loads my business-related
files and one that loads my
personal files.
Below is the macro that
loads my personal files .
{Database} {Menu}
foa : \ personal\pers .gdb
{FlO} {NoteTaker}
{Menu}foa : \personal\
pers . ndb{FIO} {Memo}
{Menu}foa : \personal\
journal. doc {FlO}

This macro works as follows:
{Database} opens the Database application.

{Menu}foa:\personal\
pers.gdb{F10} saves the .GDB file
currently loaded then loads into Database the file PERS.GDB found on my
RAM card in the PERSONAL directory
(card must be in slot).
From {NoteTaker} to pers.ndb{F1 O}
loads the file NoteTaker file, PERS.NDB
just as the line above.

{MemoHMenu}foa:\personal\ journal.doc{F10} opens MEMO and loads
JOURNAL.DOC as above. If another file
is already open in Memo, the Palmtop
will ask me if I want to save it.

This macro leaves me in
MEMO with my journal open,
ready to enter comments,
observations, poetry, or
whatever.
The macro taking me to
my business files is very similar, so I won't list it. The
main difference is that the
business macro ends with
{Appt}, which takes me to the
application I used most in
business - my Appointment
Book.
It would be easy to modify
the macros to open other
applications or work with other areas in life. You might
also want to insert code into
the macros to open PHONE
Book and select a subset of
your phone book.
It also would be easy to
create similar macros for the
95LX, to load different Phone
Books and Memo files.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

DMisc
lmEIi 100/200LX I
Where to wear your
Palmtop
I have four different ways I
carry my 100LX with me:
•
At work and other non-recreational activities outside
of work, I have a The Pouch.
It is a high quality nylon and
neoprene belt holster with a
velcro closure. It is black in
color, very light and protects
the palmtop well.
•
For recreational activities where I want to be less
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conspicuous (nerdy), and I
have pants pockets for my
wallet, etc, I use a small belt
pack which I wear in the front
or the back. The front is the
more standard way of wearing it, but I find it more comfortable and out of the way
when it is spun around to the
small of my back.
• When I do not have pockets in whatever I am wearing,
like sweat pants or bathing
suit, I use a disc camera
case with the shoulder strap.
I can keep my palmtop, wallet, change and keys in
there.
• Finally, when I am traveling for an overnight trip or
longer, I have a larger case,
designed for a CD player and
discs, where I keep my modem, cables, AC adapter and
other road warrior equipment.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe ID: [71031,2162J

IIlD.3II 100/200LX I
Check your Palmtop
with self test
If you suspect that your HP
Palmtop is not working properly, first install fresh batteries. If the problem continues,
try resetting the HP Palmtop.
First close all the built-in
applications, save any changes you've made and backup
your files to a PC or floppy
disk!
Warning: The self test
causes a system reset, and
you will lose any changes in
open files. Also, if you press
(CTR!J-l.:~!!~-~ on the
95LX with less than 512K of
System RAM, you may corrupt some files.
Next press I CTRLI-I!ill-~
to restart the system. If that
doesn't help press ICTRL!~ f2!!I and answer !io
when asked if you want to
reinitialize your RAM disk. If
you're still having problems,
run the Self Test on the
Palmtops.

SELF TEST
Press 10FF!, then hold down
IESC) and press f2!!I to display
the self-test screen. Highlight
Test all and press IENTER!.
You'll hear some musical
tones and the screen will go
blank. You then have to
press the space bar to step
through a number of screens
to complete the display test.
On the 95LX the remaining
tests, except the keyboard
test, will run automatically.
The "Wire serial test" requires a "loop back" connector
that most people will not
have. The test runs with the
result, "no loop," and stops
the tests. To finish all the
tests you have to select the
Keyboard test and press
IENTER!, then press each key
on the keyboard, in sequence
from left to right starting with
~, 1:), I!!) , through f2!!I in
the first row and ending the
last row with 0 .
On the 100/200LX when
you select Test all the Display, Keyboard and Wire
serial port tests run the same
as on the 95LX and stops if
there is no "loop back" connector on the serial port. The
remaining tests have to be
selected and run individually.
After completing all the
self tests the results will
appear to the left, "ok," "no
loop," etc. on the 100/200LX
display screen:
Test all
ok
Display
ok
Keyboard
no loop Wire serial port
ok
Batteries
ok
RAM
ok
ROM
IR serial port
ok
ok
Timers
no card Plug-in RAM card

(The 95LX display is similar,
except it has no "Batteries"
option in the self test and the
order of the tests is different.)
If the term Bad appears
next to any of the tests, repeat the test to see if the
message is duplicated. If Bad
is duplicated, your unit probably requires service. See
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page A-8 in either HP Palmtop User's Guide for more on
the Self Test.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

II World Time
I 100/200LX I
Fine Tune Daylight
Savings Time
Switch Dates
On the 100/200LX you can
set a World Time city to
Automatically change to
Daylight Savings Time. World
Time (as shipped) only recognizes three time zones:
European (most of Europe),
Northern (most of North
America) and Southern (most
of the southern hemisphere).
These work for most cities
in the All Cities List, but the
United Kingdom and several
other countries don't have
the same DST switch dates.
If you want to customize the
DST time changes for your
area, HP did leave a way to
add 23 additional Time
Zones. What follows is not in
the 100/200LX User's
Guides, but was gleaned
from several discussions on
CompuServe ' s HPHAND
forum . You should test it out
in your situation before relying on it.
The file D:\_SYS\TIMEZONE
.DAT (on the ROM disk) is a
simple ASCII file that contains a list of DST transition
dates. It looks like this:
European
3 : 25-31 6 1 : 00
9 : 24-30 6 0 : 00
Northern
4 : 1-7
6 1 : 00
10 : 25-31 6 0 : 00
Southern
3 : 1-7
6 0 : 00
10 : 25-31 6 1 : 00

You cannot modify this file,
but you can copy it to
C:\_DAT and edit it there. If
World Time sees a copy of
TIMEZONE.DAT in C:'-DAT,

it will use that copy instead
of the one in D:\_SYS.
Copy TIMEZONE.DAT to
C:\_DAT and edit it with
MEMO. For the United Kingdom (this is an example only,
verify the actual dates), append the following three lines
to the end of the file and
save the file:
United Kingdom
3 : 25-31 6 1 : 00
10 : 23-31 6 0 : 00

The second line above tells
the 100/200LX when to
"Spring forward," the third
line when to "Fall back." For
example, the second line
above translates (roughly) as
follows: "In the 3rd month
(March), on the date between
25-31 that Sunday (day 6)
falls, add 1:00 hour to the
time." (The days Monday
through Sunday are numbered 0 through 6. The
months January through December are numbered 1
through 12.)
To update the United Kingdom cities, for example, highlight the desired city and
press IENTER! to display the
City screen.
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WorldTime: City update screen

Tab down to Automatic in the
Daylight Savings box and
use the down arrow to select
United Kingdom. Press ~ to
enter the change.
Do this with each city you
want to change. You can
create a system macro to
automate the process.
Robert Roney
Editor HP Palmtop Paper
Product Index: pg 63
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Product Index
Contact information for products mentioned in articles.
See Advertisers Index, next page, for additional product references.

HP PRODUCTS

Contacts: Authorized HP computer
dealers worldwide Ii. e. the same place you
can purchase an HP LaserJet). To locate an
authorized dealer in the USA, call 800-4431254. You can also purchase the 95LX &
100LX and its accessories from ACE
Technologies at 800-825-9977 or 408-7340100; Fax: 408-734-3344; EduCALC at 800677-7001; Fax: 714-582-1445. Global
Connections at 608-752-1537; Fax: 608· 752·

9548.

ACT! for the HP Palmtops - $129.95

(See ~ge 18)
Contacf: Symant6}). USA~ Phone: 800·
441-7234 or 408-253-~00' rax: 408·255-

3344.

'

Agenda 2.0 - $169

PrOduct discontinued, price good while
supplies last. (See page 55)
Contact: Lotus COfJJ9raffon; Phone: 800434-5414; Fax: 617-693-3899.

American Express - $ varies

HP 200LX 2MB - $699

(See page 43)
Contacf: Phone: 800-528·4800.

HP 200LX 1MB - $549

America Online BBS - $varies

HP OmniBook 430 PC

827-6364.

(HP F1061A)
(HP F1060A)

!

F1035Al40MB HD/2MB RAM - $1,199
F1037A 150MB HD/4MB RAM - $1,399
F1038A 150MB HD/6MB RAM - $1,599

(See page 16,29,35)
Contact: America Online, USA; Phone: 800-

AT&T DataPort 14.4 Ext - $249

Wireless messaging service, for 'onestop communications solution.' Contact: 800917-LlNK.

Fax/Modem. (See page 24)
Contact: AT& T Paradvne CO]p., 8545
1261h Ave., N, PO Box 2826 Larg0. FL 346492826; Phone: 800-482-3333, IflJ-530-2ooo;
FAX: 813-530-2103.

5MB.12v Flash Card - $499

Batterles1lithium AAs (4-pack)- $14

HP Star ink Service - $varies

(HP F1012A) wrth Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

HP PalmtoD Paper, Back issues

Contacf: Thaddeus Computing USA;
Phone: 800-373·6114; Fax: 515-472-1879.

Info Select 2.0 - $150

Freeform information man<!Qer. (See page
56) Contact: Micro Logic COrp., 89 Leumng
St., PO Box 70, South Hackensack,. NJ 07qqg'
Phone: 800-342·5930; 201-342-0518; FM :
201-342-0370.

LaDMaD - $790

On 1 MB RAM card. 95LX and 1DOLX versions
avaiiable'ISee page 55)
Con act: Peacock Systems; Phone: 800533-1012 or 617-274-8218; Fax: 617-2748130.

MacLinkPlus HP Palmtop - $129

Contacf: Smith Micro Software, Inc., 51
Columbia, Aliso Viejo, CA 92656; Phone: 800964-SMSI, 714-362-2345, 714-362-5800;
FAX: 714·362-2300.

Pocket FaxiModem.(See page 56)
Contact: Macronix, Inc. 1:348 Ridder
Park Dr. San Jose, CA 95131; Phone: 800432-1621,406-453-8088; FAX: 406-453-8488.

Dictionary/Thesaurus Car~$149.95

Center for Disease Control - $ free

(See page 43)
Contacf: Hotline: 404-332-4559; Phone:
404-639-3311.

Color Paint and Print - $14.95

Meaahertz Modem X-Jack - $359

AC/DC Adapter (HP F1011A)-$39.95
USAICanada(Opt. ABA)
Europe (Opt. ABB)
Australia (Opt. ABG)
Unrted Kingdom (Opt. ABU)
South Africa (O~t. ABO)

PC Connectivity Cable - $24.95

(HP F1 015A) Connect 95LX and 100LX
to DOS compatible PC.

MAC Connectivity Cable - $24.95

(HP F1 016A) COnnect 95LX and 100LX
to Apple PCS/MACs.

95LX Connectivity Pack - $119.95
(HP F1001A)

1001200LX
Connectivity Pack - $119.95

PCIIJI'CIA card modem for 100/200LX. (See
. Contact: Megahertz, 4505 South
BIVdOoSalt Lake Ci~: UT 64124,
Fax/801~~rl60:ftPTOPS or 01-272·6000;

CompuServe BBS service - $varies

Macintosh telecommunications software.(See
page 30)
COntact: Software Ventures Corp. 2907
Claremont Ave., Ste. 220 8erkeley~ C;~ 94705;
Phone: 510-644-3232; FAX: 510-/1<10·0885.

(See ~ge 16,2935,42)
Contact: CompuServe USA; Phone:
800-648-8199 ext 231 or 614-457-0802.

dBase III Plus - $695

Connectivity Pack - $70

Database development program. (See page
55)
Contact: Borland Intemationa~ Inc., 100
Borland Way Scotts Valley, CA 95u66-321~
Phone: 800-331-0877, 408-438-6400; FflJc
408-439-9119.

Connect/Adapter Kit - $24.95

DERIVE - $125

(HP F10~1Bl
(HP F1 021 C Intemational

(HP F1021-66002)

(HP F1023A) 4 adapters for connecting
the 100lX to modems, printers, and PCs.

100/200LX Accessory Cradle - $79

(HP F1027A) Connects the 100LX or
200LX to U.S. Robotics World Port V.42bis
Modem, Skytel pager, and other products.

95LX Accessory Cradle - $60
(HP F1006A)

Service A!lreements

For U.S. HF'" Palmtop users. Units must be
under warranty to extend.
95LX, 1·year extension - $50
95LX, 3-year extension - $135
100l200LX, 2·year extension - $85
Contact: Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis
Service Center, USA; Phone: 503-757-2002.
NOTE: Suggested retail price listed.

Solves symbolic and numeric math problems.
(See page 13)
Contacf: SoftwareHouse 3660 Waialae
Ave;! Ste. 304A Honolulu, Hf, USA 968163320; Phone: 008-734-5801; Fax: 808-7351105.

fastWRITE - $59

Full-featured word processor wrth spell
checker. (See page 15)
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc. 2880
lanker Road, Suite 1O~ San JoseA CA 95134,
USA; Phone: 8oo-825-1!977 or 400-428-9722;
Fax: 408-428-9721.

Franklin Binder - $ varies

(See page 54)
Contacf: Franklin Quest, P. O. Box
31406, SaltLakeCi~ UT84131-0406; Phone
800·654-1776, 801-1!77-1492; Fax: 800-2421492,801·977-1772.

Globalink - $79.95

OTHER PRODUCTS
acCIS 3.0 - $69
on 2MB SRAM card - $329

Automates CompuServe access, no addrtional
software required to run. (See page 3)
CONTACT: Shier Systems & Software,
920 Hampshire Road, Suite A-29, Westfake
Village, CA, 91361, USA; Phone: 805-3719391; Fax: 805-371-9454; CompuServe 10:
[75030,3374J.

Maanify! - $19

program. (See P..8ge 25-26)
COntact: Expert So1tware P.O. Box
144506, Coral Gables, FL 33114, USA;
Phone: 800-759·2562 or 305-567-9990; Fax:
305-569-1111.

Drawin~

Foreign language translation software for the
HP PalmtQPs, German-English, French·
English'r0r Spanish-English. (See page 43)
CON ACT: Globalink, 9302 Lee Highway,
Fairfax. VA 22031).~IjSA; Phone: 800-2555660 or 703-273·5ow; Fax: 703-273-3866.

GoldMine - $295

(See page 21)
COntacf: Elan Software Corp., 17383
Sunset Blvd., #1£1) Pacific Palisades,CA
90272; Phone: 3111-'154-6800; Fax: 310-454-

4848.

Prodigy - $ varies

Online Inlormation service. (See page 56)
Contact: Prodigy Information SelVlces, 445
Hamilton Ave., White Plains, NY 10601 or by
calling 1-800-776-3449.

Macronix Max Lite 144100S - $449

4345.

Pops up a window that enlarges underlying
text on HP 100/200LX. (See page 12,46)
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc. 2880
lanker Road, Suite 1O~ San Jose. CA 95134,
USA; Phone: 8oo-825-1!977 or 400-428-9722;
Fax: 408-428-9721.

(HP F1005A)

ProComm - $129

Data Communications software. (See page
25)
Contact: Datastorm Technologies, Inc. PO Box
1471, 3212 Lemone Blvd., Columbia, MO
65205; Phone: 800-326-4999,314-443-3282;
FAX: 314-875·0595.

QuickLink II - $ varies

10MB/12V Flash Card - $879

1879.

Custom made case for HP Palmtops. (See
page 61)
Contact: EduCALC, USA; Phone: 800677-7001; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Macintosh to HP Palmtop' file transfer
software. (Works with both Palmtops.)(See
page 30)
Contact: DataViz Inc., USA; Phone 800733-0030 or 203-266-0300; Fax: 203-268-

(See page 421
COntact: Thaddeus Computing Inc,
USA; Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515-472-

(HP F1013A) wrth Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

The Pouch - $19.95

MicroPhone Pro 2.0 - $295

Microsoft
Works - $149 (DOS), $249 (Mac)
(See pa9.e 30,34)

Fliaht Simulator 4.0 - $64.95

(Soo page 56)
Contact: Microsoft Corporation, 1
Microsoft WaYA Redmon", WA 980},& USA;
Phone: 800-4!!6-9400 . rax: 206-ru:>-6100;
Canada: 800·563-9048; Intemaffonal: 206-

936·8661.

MTEZ - now sold as
WP Comm 2.0 - $99

Fax software often bundled with PC modems.
(See~ge55)

SoftPC Professional 3.11 - $325

Lets you run MS DOS software on a
Macinfosh. (See page 36)
Contact: InSignia $oluffons, Inc., 1300
Charleston Rd., MOuntain View, CA 94043;
Phone: 800-648· 7677; 415-694-7600, 415694-7677; FAX: 800-8-S0FTPC.

Solar battery charger - $12

(See page 42)
COntacf: CampMor; Phone 201-4455000; Fax: 201-445-6619

Stacker 4.0 - $99.95

File compression software. (See page 52)
Contact: Stac Electronics, 5993Avenida
Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008, USA; Phone:
800-522-78220r619-431-7474; Fax: 619-4310660.

Stufflt Deluxe - $120

Macintosh archive utility. (See page 34)
Contact: Aladdin Systems. Inc., 165
Westridge Dr., Watsonvll, CA 95067-4159,
USA Phone:408-761-6200; Fax: 408-76162uo.

Sun Disk Flash RAM cards - $varies

Manufactured by Sun Disk, marketed bo
SunDisk and others including HP (see
advertise~s index, page 64, HP listing above,
and page 43).
Contact: SunDisk USA; Phone: 408562-0595; Fax: 408-562-3403.

Swltch - $29

NavMaR - $495
FX-7 - $19S

Multi-tasking software, lets you customize
95LX bule ~eys and control panel. (See page
55,56.)
Contact: ACE Technologies... Inc., 592
Weddell Drive, #6, Sunnyvale, lo'A 94069,
USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or408-734-0100;
Fax: 408-734-3344.

Contacf: Para?on Techno/~ies,jbhone:
1wtf55-9411
or4O -369-7118; ax: 7-369·

Travele~s

(See page 55)
COntact: Word Perfect Corporation;
Phone: 800-451·5151; Intemational: 801-228-

5377.

(See page 55)

Pocket Quicken - $69.95

Stand-alone version of Pocket Ouicken for
100LX users. (See palte 4,34)
Contact: IntUit, Phone: 800-354-4023;
Fax: 603-295-3015; Intemaffonal: 415-6586095.

Pocket Sales Force
- $69.96(US)I£65.95/UKI

System Man~er compliant contact manager.
(See p'age20
USA
ntact: Ughthouse Software
19863 KinRsWOOd, Huntington Beach, cA
~~f!88~; Phone: 714-96iI-1981; Fax: 714-

;

UK Contact: CM Software Unit 3
Ashcroft Close, Botley, Oxford QX2 9SE,
United Kingdom; Phone: +44 0865 864844;
Fax: +44 0865 864856.

U.S. Department of State - $free

advisories. (See page 43).
Contact: Washington, D.C.; Phone: 202-

647-5225.

User's Groups for the HP Palmtop
See box on page 9, this issue.

Webster's New World
Spellin!l Checker - $39

Small, fulr-featuredspelling checkerforthe HP
100/200LX.
Contact: Thaddeus Computing Inc 57
E. Broadway or P.O. Box 869, Fairfieia, IA
52556; Phone: (800)373-6114 or (515) 4726330; Fax: (515) 472-1879.

White Kniaht 12.0 - $139

Macintosh teIecommunicationssoftware. (See
page 30)
Contact: The Freesoft Co., 105
McKinley Rd., Beaver Falls, PA 15010; Phone:
412-848-2700; FAX: 412-847-4436.
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Products advertised in this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper

HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get in
touch with The HP Palmtop Paper staff.
You can write; mail us a dISk with
your comments; send CompuServe
mail; fax; or call. Our mailing address
and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 80()"373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]
Internet: 75300.2443@compuserve.com

To advertise in The HP Palmtop Paper,
contact BrIan Teitzman or Margaret
Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or clear
up any problem with your subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers
these options:

• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- is
offered to all Palmtop users and is
available bycallinK.503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORT- is
offered 24 hours a day by calling 800443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.
On-Line Support - offered by these
bulletin board services.
• COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership state
#231.

• AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-~93-6288 for membership information.
• INTERNET: comp.sys.palmtops
(best); comp'.sys.handlields; or
eddie.mit.ea.

How to submit an article
The richness of The HP Palmtofl Paper
comes from the contributions of PalIntop PC users. We and your fellow
users welcome your submissions. (We
do not offer payment for articles; your
reward is kriowing that you've helped
others.)
If you have a good idea and want
to "go for it," sena it in via CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443], Internet:
75300.2443@compuserve.com, or send
disk or hard copy' to Hal Goldstein or
Rich Hall at the above address. Alternatively you can send an outline of
your idea. We will try to guide you
as to when and whether we would
use the article and contact you if we
need clarification or have any suggestions. We may want to use an article
but for a variety of reasons you may
not see it for many months. Please
understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article.
If you can, especially if you write
a Palriltop Profile, send us a black
and white photo of yourself.

Product [Phone/Fax numbers]

Company

Page number

(Floppy drives for 100/2ooLX) .. . .. .... . .... . . [408·433·1980; Fax: 408-433-1716] .. 25
(ACE Palmtop Products) . . . . . .
. . . .. [800·825·9977; Fax:408·428·9721] .. 32-33

Accurite
ACE

(Includes: ACT! lor HP Palmtops; BA 1Tman Battery Monitoring Software;
CheckVlew; lastCOMM; lastLlNE; lastNOTES; lastWRITE; HP tooLX Palmtop
Computer; HP t ooLX Accessories; HP OmnlBook 4251430; OmnlBook
Accessories; Other 9SLX Software and Accessories; SWITCH!.)

ACMA
AMP
ARDIS
Aware Electronics
BIDS
Brownstone
Coastal Electronics
ComputerBoards
CSS
Databook
DataViz
DesignSoft
E&B
EduCALC
EI Dorado
Elek·Tek
Envoy Data
Epson
Epson
EXP Computer
Extended Systems
Greystone
Hewlett Packard
Inmax
IntelliLink
Intuit
Mirical Corp
Mobile Media
New Media
Opus 63
Portable Solutions
Prolifix
Protege
PSI Internet
SCM Microsystems
Seagate
Shier Systems
Simple Simon Software
Smart Modular
Steele Creek Tech.
Thaddeus Computing
Widget

(ACE Double Card)
.................
back cover
(Impression PC Card Drive)
... . .... [510-623-1212-; Fax: 510-623-0818] .. 15
(Flash memory card)
..... .. . . ... . .. . .............. . ... [800-488-8459] .. 23
........... [800-494-1719 or 708-913-1215] .. 17
(2-way Wireless Comm)
................. [Phone/Fax: 302-655-3800] .. 13
(Gieger Counter)
(R E Data Acquisition)
... . .... .. [813-839-3646; Fax: 813-839-3003] .. 51
(Broker Trading System).
. .. . . . [800-642-7116; TeVFax: 908-654-7108] ..11,41
(PCMCIA Card Reader)
.......... [800-721-5465; Fax: 619-454-2611] .. 24
(Data Acquisition) .
. . . ............. [508-261-1123; Fax: 508-261-1094] .. 21
(Barcode system / Environmental Case) . .. ..... [800-733-5017; Fax: 503-752-7037] ..49
.... .. ... .. ..... [716-889-4204; Fax: 716-889-2593] .. 24
(Memory Card Drive)
. [800-733-0030; Fax: 203-268-4345] .. 1
(MacLink Plus) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Palmtop circuit analysis software) .
. ..... [617-923-4275 Fax: 800-536-7595] ..4
(Leather Cases) ........... [800-896-2273; Int'l: 916-344-5047; Fax: 916-782-9306] .. 19
(Accessories Catalog) . . . . . . .
. .... [800-677-7001 (ext. 108); Fax: 714-582-1445] .. 50
(95/100LX and Accessories) ..
. ... [800-227-8292; Fax: 415-494-1995] .. 30
....... [800-395-1000; Fax: 708-677-7168] .. 28
(HP Deskjet 3101Accessories)
(PCMCIA Products) ......
. ......... [602-892-0954; Fax: 602-892-0029] .. 16
(PCMCIA Flash Ram File Fax)
. .. .... . .................. [800-374-7300] .. 34
(PCMCIA Flash Ram File Fax)
......
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .35
(ThinFax Modem) . . .
. ... [800-EXP-NYCA; Fax: 714-453-1319] ..inslde back
(Infrared Printer Interface, JetEye) . .
. . . [800-235-7576; Fax: 406-587-9170] .. 26,51
(Universal Card Drive) .. ....... . ............ [408-866-4739; Fax: 408-866-8328] .. 3
. ...... [800-917 L1NK] .. 31
(StarLink) .. .........
(CGA Graphics Pack 'Vision' .
. . • .. • ..... [604-980-9991; Fax: 604-985-5597] .. 51
(Windows Connectivity Pack) ....•........... [603-888-0666; Fax: 603-888-9817] .. 37
(Pocket Quicken for 100LX) ......... . .. ..... [800-354-4023; Fax: 602-~95-3015] .. 46
(Personal Food Analyst) .
. .... [800-732-7707; Fax: 719-598-5790] .. 54
(MobileMate) ..................... • ...... . ... . ..... . . .. . [800-562-2830] .. 38
(Palm Modem/SRAM/Flash Cards)
. [800 CARDS 4 U; Fax: 714-453-0114] ..45
....•..•..... [718-706-6787; Fax:718-706-7034] .. 53
(Liberator Shoulder Holster)
. ...... [800-700-1189; Fax: 714-831-1327] ..47
(Palmtop Lovers T-Shirts) . . .
..... [800-774-7357; Fax: 913-492-7396] .. 39
(Physician's Medical Reference)
(ATAIX Card Drive)
..... [800-995-4453; Fax: 714-961-1162] ..41
(Internet Mail) ........
. ........... [800-329-7741; Fax: 800-709-0300] .. 6
(Desk Card Reader) [U.S. 408-395-9292; Fax: 408-395-8782; Gennany: 4989 859 8702] ..43
. .. . .. [408-438-8111; Fax: 408-438-3922] .. 7
(Sundisk Flashcard) ....
(acCIS - CompuServe access program) .........[805-371-9391; Fax: 805-371-9454]..25
(SS Faxer) .
. ............... .. ... . [817-283-6691; Fax: 817-283-5871] .. 26
. ... .... [800-536-1231].. inside front
(Fax Modem & Memory) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Card-link Drives) . .
. ............ . . . .. [Phone & Fax: 704-588-1780] .. 53
(HP Palmtop Paper). ....
. ... [800-373-6114; Fax: 515-472-1879] .. 8
(HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK) ............................. . ............ 57
(Paralink 3 SeriaVParallel Adapter) .... [011-44-436-815444; Fax:011-44-438-815222] .. 26

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (September/October 1994)
~

Fuootion

CIS forumllJbrary

In!!

~

MATRX100.ZIP
TED2.ZIP
SKYGLB.ZIP

Application: Solve matrix algebra problems
Application: Another Tiny Edrtor
Application: Astronomy software

na
na
IBMAPPlEducation, t 1

Free
Free
Share

13
48
26

m~~~i~i\p
~~:~~~~cil'~~~kt~~~~~P9~1':LX formats
~aACCOMICommProUtil,4 ~~re
~
TACO.ZIP
Database: Mexican cuisine
HPHAND/100LX Gen,11
Free
38
SUSHI.ZIP
Database: Japanese cuisine
HPHAND/100LX Gen,11
Free
37,38
GlITENBERG
ETEXTS:
GUTENBERG
Free
14,16,25
AESOPS.ZIP, Aesop's fables;
HOLMES.ZlP, Shenock Holmes: Hounds.. &
SURF102lP, Surfing the Interne~
ALICEW2IP, Alice In Wondenand;
AbbepMA'Y;S.ZIP, Ponce of Mars by 8o~oughs',
THINKETH.ZIP, As a Man Thinketh by Allen
BFAUTO.ZIP, Ben Franklin's Autobiography;
R"
"
James;
CAROL 10.ZIP, A Christmas Carol;
SEL_SHAK.ZlP, Shakespeare: Macbeth &
TIMEM10.ZIP, Time Machine by H.GWeOs;
~\i'~~~i~I,PHi~~~~~S Guide to the Intemet;

BACKGM.ZlP
LEAPEA.ZIP
MLSHUT.ZIP
MLYAHT.ZlP
SEAHNT.ZlP
BILLSP.wK1
REMZIP.ZIP
OOSWSH.SIT
HP958AK.BAT
MPLAY.ZIP
TODDY612.zIP
UNZIP.EXE
WAIT3O.COM
ZIPIT.sEA
ZIPMAC.BAT
GlITEN.ZlP
ZTFAQ1.SIT
HPLlBS.ZIP
ADVERT.ZIP
PCMREV.ZIP
PTP17.lIP
README.ZIP

lfA~~~k~~~r~rWars IV;

g~~:: ~X!f'r~m~~~f~"~~~LX

Game: 'Shut the box" game for 100I2OOLX
Game: Yahtzee dice game for 1001200LX

~::~:.~rAts\l;'U'::~ire J~OOLX

Text: How to backup using Rf!'MKEY & ZIP.COM
Utility: Macintosh program for OOS liIes

~:~ ~!~f:;'~~~~o~ a~~nlf:~ lOO1200LX

Utility: DOS command edrtor, more than OOSKEY
Utility: latest version of utility to decompress .ZlP files
Utility: Creates pause in batch file.
Utility: Macintosh program to ZIP & UNZIP files
Utility: Batch file to run ZIP.COM with the Macintosh

i:~: ~~~~~e~:s ~~:rg~ <:m~te Unw.
Text: Descriptions of files in CIS HP forums

i:~ ~~g~~o~rJ'=: f:e~ this ~ue

WIZOZ2IP, The WIZard of Dz.
HPHAND/100LX Gen,11
HPHAND/100LX Gen,11
na
IBMNEW/GenFunGame,6
HPHANDl100LX Gen,11
HPHAND195LX Gen,7
na
MACSYSlUtility,7
na
HPHAND/100LX Gen,11
HPHAND195LX Gen,7
HPHANDlGeneral,1
na
MACCOMICommProUtil,4
na
HPHAND195LX Gen,7
MACCOMlCornmProUtil,4
na
na
na
na
na

Free
Share
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Share
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Share
Free
Free
Free
na
na
na
na
na

13
43

13
13
43

38
12

30
36

9
44,49

i:~: ~e~r.:.~ro~~r~~t~~~~~g~~K
Software mentioned and included in other issues of The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk or the Subscribers Disks.

na

54
35

36

9
29

na

ne

na
na

• Program [ISSUe included in, CompuServe Forum, sharewarelfreeware status, page references this issue.)

;l:~~gpJJire~t(~'~:~~~~':a~\PL
OIIiT12.ZlP, (Best T~s, na, Free, 52,53): • OIETl45F

.zIP. ,(~Jroil~~:~)~~~~: ~~:.2iiPH~;'~ ~r~
OBUTlLZlP, (S/O 93, HPfiANO/ll, Shani, 30); • FAEYJA23.2IP,
(MIA 94, HPfiANOI7 (vsi2.2, Free, 15); • GOBlO.2IP,
MIT.2IP, (J/A 93, MACCOMl4, Free, 29); • KlON.ZIP, (MIA 92,
HPHANOI7, Share, 43); • MESSG.ZlP , (Best Ws, HP
94, HPHANDI1, Share,
34); • PKll03.ZIP, (J/F 92. HPHANO/1, Share, 12): • AEMKEY.ZIP, (Basi TipS, HPHA
017, Free, 43): •
STACK.ZlP, (J/F 94, HPHANOI7, Share, 49): • STATUS.ZlP, (BasI TIps, HPHANOI7, Shere,
~s, T
56); • TEASU1P, (S/O 93,
HPHANO/ll, Free, 13); • TETRS_LX.El<E, (PWA93, HP HANOI7, Free, 26): • TIMOUT.2IP,
, Free, 61); • UMA10.ZlP, (MIJ 92, na, Shani, 49):
• VOE171.2IP,!lJ"S1 TIPS, HPHANOI7, Shani, 15,49,56): • VA100.zIP, (BeslJJr.' HPHANO/ll, Share, 14,~ • VA95.2IP, (Bes1 TIps, HPliANOI7, Share, 14.2\'
~W=,I~J, ~,~.;~~l~'M~)i~~~~~~:~~'F~~. ,Free, 15); • WOOM.ZlP, ( 93, HPfiANOIll, Share, 43);' ZlP171.Z1P, (Bes1 s,
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INTRODUCING
EXP'S THINFAX
BASIC LX WITH
BUILT-IN MINIFAX
SOFTWARE.
It's loaded with these innovative features:

"Plug & Play" convenience. Start faxing as
soon as you open the box - there's nothing
else to buy.
Installs easily in minutes. Very user friendly.
As soon as you plug the card in, a
MiniFax icon is automatically loaded on
Main Menu.
HP System Manager Compliant (interfaces
with all other HP built-in applications - no
need to exit DOS).
• FAX - 9600bps send/4800bps receive.
MODEM - 2400bps.

Preview faxes before sending.
View received faxes (up to 7 pages).
Send up to 10 pages.
Automatically converts ASCI files to fax
format before sending.
Interfaces with HP integrated phone book
for frequently used numbers.
MiniFax cover page template included.
PCMCIA fax/modem can also work with
most notebook computers.
(with additional DOSIWIN software)
LIFETIME WARRANTY.

I

Xi'

EXP COMPUTER,

INC.

CALL '·800·EXP·6922
Call our East Coast office at (516) 496-3703
or our West Coast office at (714) 453-1020
for more information.

DoubleRash""

-t!'IUS

Time to
Upgrade!

Do,ub,,"e,Flas"'h, ffi p,Ius,
... v

,

__ _

.'.r

,!l".

d

'

.• -

",'

SOIJDSTA7E
STORAGE

ACE Technologies, Technology
Leaders in Portable Computing, does
it again with the next generation in
PCMClA FlashRAM storage, featuring faster data access,
larger capacity, and lower prices per-megabyte.
New 32K buffer for 50% to 400% faster data access than
ordinary ATA FlashRAM cards.

No batteries required---everl No moving parts, Solid State,
laser-welded in a durable stainless steel case, DoubleFlash+
is available from 6MB to 80MB, with patented LZS built-in
Stacker data compression. Pre-loaded with ACE's exclusive
BATTman 2.0 software, your Palmtop's data integrity is
maintained even under low battery conditions.
DoubleFlash+ improves battery life on the new OmniBook
530. Works on PC's, too.

Running on 486DX2-66
~_ _ _ _"

r=

Features

HPiA".h'DoUbleAaSh,sunDisk

DoubleFlash+ 6M (up to 6MB
DoubleFlash+ 10M(
) ........... $239
D
up to 10MB)
$309
DoubleFlash+ 20M (up to 20MB) .........$45
oubleFlash+ 40M(up to 40MB) ......... $ 9
799
DoubleFlash+ 60M(up to 60MB) ...... ..$·1 0
DoubleFlash+ 80M(up t 0 80MB) ......
...... $1,499
, 99

Ask about special ACE pricing
on system bundles.

Ooublefl;uMlPh.l$

Rugged, No Moving Parts
No Batteries Required
Plug-&-Play Installation
Built-In Data Compression
Built-In Battery Management
s~pports NICd, NiMH, Alkaline &
Lithium batteries
tI' Palmtop or PC
tI' HP ~almtop Optimized Driver
tI' Optional ROM Installation Card
tI' Three power modes
tI' 5 Volts only
tI' 300,000 hours MTBF
tI' Shock resistant to 1 000 G
tI' Five Year warranty'
tI'
tI'
tI'
tI'
tI'

KBytesiSecond

Running on HP 100L)(

_~. ~

--

Your Total Palmtop
Storage Solution

HPAash,DoubleAash,51Ul0isk
DoubleFIilSMIPlua

=6
. .

b,

-

To Order

1 ~ 800 ... 825 - 9977

~@OO ®
ACE Technologies, Inc.

Technology Leaders in Portable Computing

KBytes/Second

ACE Technologi es. Inc . 592 Weddell D nve
.
#6 , Sunnyva Ie. California , 94089 U.S.A T .
DoubleFlosh Do
el. 408-734-0100 or 1-800825
LZS
of ACE Technologies. Inc.
-9977 Fax: 408-734-3344

~nd ~~:c~~r:~~O"c;:::mfo~ks
o

toe Electronics, Inc.

